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1
Introduction
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas responsible for
global warming, and thus the attribution of past changes in the atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions has been a key area of climate change research (Ciais et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013).
It is now unequivocal that human fossil fuel burning has caused the rapid growth in atmo-
spheric CO2 since the industrial revolution (Myhre et al., 2013). Today, the global ocean and
land sinks of carbon cannot keep up with these ever growing anthropogenic CO2 emissions,
as each of the two global sinks only absorb about a quarter of the total emissions (Le Quéré
et al., 2015; Ciais et al., 2013). The inter-annual variability of this (im)balance is largely
determined by the fluctuating capacity of the terrestrial biosphere to absorb and store CO2,
as the ocean sink varies much less (Le Quéré et al., 2015). This is why understanding the
processes that govern the size and variability of the land sink is critical for projecting future
atmospheric CO2 growth and subsequent changes in climate.
The land-atmosphere interactions and feedback mechanisms that shape the terrestrial car-
bon cycle are multiple and complex, and they are changing under elevated CO2 and climate
change (Ciais et al., 2013). A positive fertilization effect of elevated CO2 on the biosphere
productivity has been recognized (Dekker et al., 2016; Franks et al., 2013; Keenan et al.,
2013), but it is unclear how large an effect this will have on the land CO2 sink as soil respira-
tion should be stimulated by global warming (Karhu et al., 2014) and plants adapt their stom-
ata to these new elevated CO2 conditions (Buckley and Schymanski, 2014; Medlyn et al.,
2011; Katul et al., 2010). In addition to the atmospheric CO2 growth and elevated global
temperature, extreme weather events such as heat waves, droughts and floods are predicted to
become more frequent (Fischer and Knutti, 2014; Seneviratne et al., 2012). The capacity of
terrestrial ecosystems to withstand those extremes and to be resilient is thus in question (e.g.
Frank et al., 2015; Niu et al., 2014). In the end, the interactions of carbon uptake, water use
and energy release at the surface will be key in determining future atmospheric CO2 concen-
trations. While a strong focus has been put on the contribution of forests and grasslands to
carbon cycling in a changing climate, less attention has been given to the impact of croplands.
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Croplands occupy roughly one fifth of the land area over Europe, and one eighth over
the globe (Ramankutty et al., 2002). Although croplands do not store a lot of carbon over
decades (Lal, 2004) because most of their products are rapidly consumed, they do heavily
impact atmospheric CO2 concentrations from the daily to the seasonal time-scales. On these
short time-scales, croplands have been shown to significantly affect the measured CO2 con-
centrations both near agricultural fields (Tolk et al., 2009) and in remote areas of the globe
(Gray et al., 2014). More specifically, one third of the increase in the seasonal cycle of at-
mospheric CO2 has been attributed to croplands (Gray et al., 2014; Zeng et al., 2014) as
the global cultivated area and crop productivity have been ever increasing during the green
revolution to meet global demand for food and feed (Pingali, 2012). Conversion of land
into croplands (Ramankutty et al., 2002), and efforts in crop engineering and breeding (e.g.
Lawlor, 2013) continue to this date as the global population is expected to peak at 9 billions
within the next 30 years (Roberts, 2011). Thus the breadth of cropland expansion and the
improved crop productivity will greatly condition the future seasonal cycle of atmospheric
CO2 and future food production. And as cropland CO2 uptake is coupled with transpiration
fluxes, it will also drive soil moisture depletion, influence the development of droughts and
heat waves (Wolf et al., 2016; Miralles et al., 2014), and the cloud formation and precipitation
patterns (Koster et al., 2015; Koster, 2004). This is why cropland-atmosphere interactions are
a key area of research not only in short-term studies of atmospheric CO2, but also for crop
sciences, hydrology and numerical weather prediction.
While observations inform us on the carbon cycle of croplands, models fill the gaps over
the global land heterogeneity and help test our fundamental understanding of it. This is why
in this thesis we question the representation of croplands-atmosphere exchanges of CO2 used
in atmospheric transport models, numerical weather prediction and Earth system models. We
adopt a multi-disciplinary approach to learn about the crop-specific and atmospheric pro-
cesses that impact the coupled exchange of CO2 and water at the surface. Our analysis spans
the local to continental scale within Europe, and the diurnal to yearly time-scales, and we
support it with observations of the cropland and atmosphere. In the next section, we briefly
consolidate our knowledge of the global carbon cycle before re-focussing on the core topic
of this thesis: cropland-atmosphere exchanges of CO2.
1.1 The global carbon cycle
The global carbon cycle refers to the biological, chemical and physical processes of carbon
exchange within and between the four major carbon reservoirs of the Earth system: the ocean,
the land, the lithosphere and the atmosphere. These processes span various timescales from
seconds (e.g. plant photosynthesis) to millennia (e.g. sedimentary rock formation), and dif-
10
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Figure 1.1 – Dominant carbon exchange processes at the time scales of seconds up to a
decade. Here we only represent exchanges occurring at the interface of the global reser-
voirs, however internal cycling does occur within the land, ocean and atmosphere. Global
croplands are part of the land reservoir.
ferent spatial scales from micrometers (e.g. cell respiration) to hundreds of kilometers (e.g.
large-scale atmospheric and ocean circulation). This thesis puts emphasis on the carbon cy-
cling processes that occur over seconds up to a decade, and from the local to the continental
scale, processes that we summarize in Fig. 1.1. In this relatively short-term view of the car-
bon cycle, we thus exclude the influence of millennia-long processes such as weathering,
vulcanism or sea-floor spreading.
A central goal of global carbon cycle studies is to estimate the cumulative effect of the
processes represented in Fig. 1.1 on the atmosphere, in order to make future projections of
CO2 and climate change. For this purpose, atmospheric scientists compute a flux budget
that expresses the growth in the global atmospheric CO2 concentration (dC/dt, in PgC yr−1).
Since the industrial revolution, this budget is the result of four global CO2 fluxes, also rep-
resented in parentheses in Fig. 1.1: the net land exchange (Fland), the net ocean exchange
(Focean), the fossil fuel emissions (F f f ), and the land-use change emissions (Fluc):
dC
dt
= Fland + Focean︸          ︷︷          ︸
net negative fluxes
or “sinks"
+ F f f + Fluc︸      ︷︷      ︸
net positive fluxes
or “sources"
. (1.1)
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Since the second world war, this budget has been largely driven by the exponential rise in F f f ,
which has forced the land and ocean to respond to the enhanced atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions, and to increase the size of Focean and Fland. This has resulted in the strong global carbon
budget imbalance that we know today: in 2015, Fland and Focean have been estimated respec-
tively at −3.0 and −2.6 PgC yr−1, and F f f and Fluc respectively at +9.0 and +0.9 PgC yr−1, re-
sulting in a global growth of atmospheric CO2 of +4.4 PgC yr−1 or +2.1 ppmv yr−1 (Le Quéré
et al., 2015). But among the four global fluxes of CO2 of Eq. 1.1, Fland has been shown to
be the most variable from year to year (between a large sink of −4.1 PgC yr−1 and a small
source of +0.4 PgC yr−1) and most uncertain (with a 1σ of 0.8 PgC yr−1, see Le Quere 2015).
To reduce the uncertainties on Fland, it is crucial to understand the dominant biochemical and
physical processes that build up all land CO2 fluxes. From here on, we deal strictly with
the dominant processes occurring over croplands, as these have been less extensively studied
than forests and grasslands by atmospheric scientists.
1.2 Cropland carbon cycling processes and their scales
Carbon cycling over croplands involves four exchange processes between the land and at-
mosphere, which are photosynthesis, respiration and fires (see Fland in Fig. 1.1), plus an
additional off-site process: harvest consumption. We exclude here the on- and off-site fossil
fuel emissions from fertilizer production, tractor use, harvest trade, and the land-use change
emissions from conversion from and to croplands, as we consider these are part of F f f and
Fluc in Fig. 1.1. This cropland carbon cycle moreover involves a small removal of cropland
soils into rivers and ultimately oceans. In addition, a series of internal carbon cycling pro-
cesses takes place within the land and atmosphere overhead: processes of (a) lateral transfer
of a carbon pool (e.g. harvest transport), and (b) transfers between pools (e.g. decay of soil
organic matter). Finally, some external biological processes (e.g. crop phenology) exert a
strong control on the rates of photosynthesis and respiration of crops. We present a list of
all these cropland processes in Fig. 1.2 organized by their temporal and spatial scales. The
cut-off signs on the x- and y-axes identify the scales we address in this thesis (from seconds
to a year, and from the local to continental scales) and we will not discuss processes that are
beyond this scope.
First at the local and instantaneous scale in Fig. 1.2, environmental conditions such as
light, temperature, humidity, CO2 concentration – conditions which are partly controlled by
the atmospheric dynamics overhead and by the vegetation – determine the size of the pho-
tosynthesis and respiration fluxes. On the one hand, photosynthesis is the removal of CO2
from the atmosphere by living plants, and on the other hand, respiration is the release of
CO2 from all living organisms to the atmosphere. Two types of respiration are usually dis-
12
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Figure 1.2 – Time and spatial scales of the carbon cycling processes at play above croplands.
The cut-off sign on the x- and y-axes represents the limits of the scales we aim to address in
this thesis. Carbon exchange and transport processes are strictly in rectangles, while other
processes that affect the rates of photosynthesis and respiration are in ovals. Boxes with thick
dashed borders indicate the processes under study in this thesis.
tinguished: autotrophic (i.e. the respiration from photosynthetic plants) and heterotrophic
(i.e. the respiration from all other organisms, from soil biota to animals). Globally, total land
photosynthesis, autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration are estimated to be roughly around
-123, +60 and +60 PgC yr−1 (Hashimoto et al., 2015; Beer et al., 2010), with a net residual of
−3 PgC yr−1 as mentioned earlier. Since these fluxes are difficult to measure separately, the
individual flux estimates have a substantial uncertainty. Moreover, as suggested by Fig. 1.2,
these fluxes vary in space and time at smaller scales than the yearly and global scales. Hence
our understanding of the local and short-term land-atmosphere interactions that build up these
fluxes is very important.
Sudden perturbations from humans or fires can disturb the instantaneous state of the land-
atmosphere. These perturbations essentially remove a part of the living terrestrial biosphere
and transport it either directly back to the atmosphere in the case of fires, or to a transient pool
of solid carbon in the case of a harvest, which will be redistributed and consumed by humans
and cattle later on. Globally, fires have been estimated to release between 1.8 to 2.6 PgC yr−1
(2002-2011 estimates), and since this number is at present relatively well-constrained (Shi
et al., 2015), we will not focus on this exchange process in this thesis. The removal of the
13
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harvest and its dislocation are important, but will not be discussed in detail. Instead, we will
focus on two other processes that regulate the rates and timing of carbon cycling over crop-
lands: phenology and rotation. On the multi-annual scale, crop rotation (i.e. the year-to-year
changes in crop species decided by the farmer) plays a role in determining the potential mag-
nitude of photosynthesis and respiration, and thus in determining the accumulation of carbon
into plant organs otherwise known as crop growth. On the seasonal scale, crop phenology
(i.e. the timing of crop development and maturation) determines the length of the growing
season, which is the crop’s time-window of opportunity for carbon accumulation.
Finally, the only processes that span all spatial scales of Fig. 1.2 are the carbon transport
processes within the land and atmospheric compartments. Firstly, atmospheric CO2 transport
encompasses the local and diurnal process of atmospheric boundary-layer development and
entrainment (i.e. mixing and dilution of the local CO2 concentration) but also the horizon-
tal advection and large-scale movements of air masses, which redistribute CO2 across the
continental domain and allows further local mixing and surface exchange. Secondly, harvest
consumption represents a local release of CO2 that can be delayed up to a year if harvest
products are stored. In this thesis, we will only address atmospheric transport, although
harvest consumption is important for spatio-temporal patterns of CO2 cropland-atmosphere
exchange. These aspects could easily be considered in a follow-up study (see Chapter 5).
To summarize, in this thesis we address all carbon cycling processes highlighted with a
dashed border in Figure 1.2, starting from the smaller spatiotemporal scales and then zoom-
ing out to the larger ones. In the first chapters, we thus focus on the diurnal processes of
photosynthesis and respiration and ABL development, and especially the local implications
of having a coupled exchange of water and CO2 through the plant stomata. We lay the basis
for this initial analysis in the next section.
1.3 Local coupling of water and CO2
Figure 1.3 focusses on the local and diurnal scales of Fig. 1.2 and illustrates the interactions
taking place between a fully coupled crop surface and atmosphere, which we analyze in
Chapters 2 and 3. During daytime, plants absorb the energy of sunlight (i.e. the shortwave
radiation) and use it to synthesize sugars from atmospheric CO2 and soil moisture. To perform
photosynthesis, plants absorb CO2 from the atmosphere and release water vapor through a
unique entry point, the stomata, which are microscopic openings in the leaf surface. This
effectively couples the water and carbon exchanges of the plant during daytime. In addition
to performing photosynthesis in the leaves, all plant cells respire and thereby release CO2 to
produce the necessary energy for cellular activity. This respiration process uses the sugars
previously produced by photosynthesis and oxygen absorbed by the roots from the soil pores.
14
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Figure 1.3 – Conceptual view of the coupled crop-atmosphere system. We illustrate the ba-
sic interactions of the carbon (green), water (blue), and heat (red) cycles that govern the
atmospheric CO2 budget of Eq. 1.2.
Contrarily to photosynthesis, this process is not regulated by the stomata. In terms of net
exchange of CO2 with the atmosphere (or net ecosystem exchange, NEE), photosynthesis
is dominant over respiration for a grown unstressed crop. During nighttime, photosynthesis
ceases in the absence of solar radiation, but respiration continues.
Because stomata are the main exchange point for CO2 and water vapor between crops
and the atmosphere, it is the size of the stomatal aperture that determines how much of the
absorbed shortwave radiation can be used for CO2 assimilation and transpiration by the plant,
and subsequently how much of the surface energy is left to be emitted as sensible heat or
transferred to the ground. The stomatal aperture is dynamically regulated by the plants as they
experience more or less favorable environmental conditions in terms of light, temperature,
CO2 concentration, humidity and soil moisture. This regulation by the plants is particularly
drastic under water-limited conditions, as plants close their stomata in order not to loose too
much water. In the end, plants therefore dynamically control the surface energy balance (i.e.
the partitioning of energy used for photosynthesis, evapotranspiration, and heat release, see
the corresponding three surface fluxes arrows in Fig. 1.3) on the time scales of minutes. This,
in turn, is crucial for the development of turbulent motions of the air right above them.
The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is the lowest layer of the atmosphere that is di-
rectly influenced by the cropland exchange of heat, water vapor, and CO2. The upper limit
of the ABL is a region characterized by a positive gradient of potential temperature, roughly
located 1-2 km above the crop surface in the temperate latitudes of the globe. This tem-
15
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perature gradient – or “inversion" – is quite important as it indicates a stable stratification
(i.e. the warmer upper layer stays above) and acts as a permeable lid. During the day, the
release of sensible heat by the crop surface triggers buoyant turbulent mixing of air in the
ABL that causes it to grow by entrainment, i.e. by incorporating some free tropospheric air
into the mixed ABL, effectively moving up the region of the temperature inversion. This
entrainment process, which speed is indirectly controlled by the plants but also by the large-
scale atmospheric conditions of the day (e.g. stability, subsidence), generates an exchange of
water, CO2, and heat between the ABL and the free troposphere above. These entrainment
fluxes (see Fig. 1.3) occur at the time scale of minutes like the surface fluxes. They modify
atmospheric conditions within the ABL and ultimately feed back onto the surface fluxes.
Atmospheric conditions evolve along the day as a result of the coupled surface and ABL-
top fluxes of water, carbon and heat, and of the ABL growth. This evolution is moreover
affected by horizontal movements of air masses – or “horizontal advection" – that introduces
a third set of carbon, water and heat exchange at the lateral boundary of the air column (see
Fig. 1.3). Horizontal advection is not a turbulent exchange process like entrainment or a
biochemical exchange process like at the crop surface, but a physical process simply driven
by large-scale atmospheric pressure differences. We can express the diurnal evolution of
the CO2 concentration in the mixed ABL (in ppm s−1) as the budget of all aforementioned
processes:
dc
dt
=
1
h︸︷︷︸
dilution
×
( NEE
ρair × Mco2Mair︸       ︷︷       ︸
Surface
biochemical flux of CO2
− w′c′e︸︷︷︸
Entrainment
turbulent flux of CO2
)
+ advc︸︷︷︸
Horizontal advection
flux of CO2
. (1.2)
with h in m, NEE in kg m−2 s−1, w′c′e in ppm m s−1, and advc in ppm s−1. Note that we
convert NEE to ppm m s−1 by dividing it by the average density of air and by the ratio of
molar masses of CO2 (MCO2 ) and air (Mair). This diurnal budget of CO2 is the basis of the
analysis we perform in Chapters 2 and 3, where we investigate the local interactions of the
carbon, water and heat cycles. It typically translates into a decrease of the CO2 concentration
during daytime, as long as the sunlight feeds the crop surface with sufficient energy for the
biochemical and turbulent processes.
At night, an entirely different chain of processes takes over. Without sunlight, plants in-
terrupt photosynthesis and their coupled transpiration but continue to respire. As they have
no shortwave radiation to absorb and release as sensible heat, buoyant turbulence stops in the
ABL but wind shear-generated turbulence may continue. The radiative cooling (i.e. cool-
ing by emission of longwave radiation) of the surface and of the lower part of the atmo-
sphere causes the air to stratify. This stratification deepens through the ABL if no clouds are
present to trap the long wave radiation emitted by the surface and if wind shear turbulence is
16
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weak. Due to the trade-off between stratification by radiative cooling and turbulence gener-
ated by wind shear, conditions in the nocturnal ABL can vary greatly from completely stable
and stratified, to intermittently turbulent, relatively well-mixed, or even to a stably strati-
fied surface layer coexisting with a mixed upper ABL. As a general rule, plant respiration
will greatly increase CO2 concentrations near the ground during the night, and while CO2
transport throughout the nocturnal ABL is hard to predict, it is usually smaller than during
daytime. As the nocturnal ABL, but also the transition from and to the daytime ABL are
difficult to describe, we will limit ourselves to the analysis of the daytime ABL, especially
the strongly mixed cases that typically occur during sunny cloudless days in summer. In the
next section, we introduce the general aim of this thesis and the methods we have selected to
tackle it.
1.4 Aim and approach of this thesis
In this thesis we question the current representation of CO2 exchange above croplands in
common land-surface models, and its impact on the modeled atmospheric CO2 concentration.
To achieve our goal, we use a bottom-up modeling approach of the processes considered in
Fig. 1.2. We compare two modeling approaches to represent the surface CO2 and water
exchange over croplands: land-surface models and crop growth models. We combine these
models – in a coupled or non-coupled fashion – to atmospheric models, and compare the
results to observations of the crop-atmosphere system.
1.4.1 Cropland surface models
First, we have chosen to employ two land-surface models: A-gs (Jacobs 1994, in Chapters 2
and 3) and SiBCASA (Schaefer et al. 2008, in Chapter 4). Like many modern land-surface
models, A-gs and SiBCASA compute the vegetation net ecosystem exchange by combin-
ing (a) a model for the biochemical reactions of leaf C3 and C4 photosynthesis (originating
from Farquhar et al., 1980), (b) a CO2 diffusion scheme with the calculation of a stomatal
conductance to model the transport of CO2 from outside to inside the leaf (started by Col-
latz et al., 1991; Ball et al., 1987), and (c) an upscaling algorithm to infer the canopy net
CO2 flux from the leaf flux. Notable differences exist between these two models, like the
modified version of the Farquhar model they use, the formulation of the atmospheric hu-
midity stress they adopt (using relative humidity in SiBCASA or vapor pressure deficit in
A-gs), and the upscaling scheme they have each designed. The common advantage of all
diffusion-based land-surface models is that their stomatal conductance formulation facilitates
modeling a full surface energy balance and coupling the surface and atmosphere, which is
why they are used extensively in weather and climate models (e.g. A-gs in Boussetta et al.,
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2013), and coupled carbon-climate models (Arora et al., 2013). Similarly, we use A-gs in
Chapters 2 and 3 to study a fully coupled crop-atmosphere system at the diurnal scale, and
in the process we contribute to the ongoing debate about how soil moisture stress should be
represented in land-surface models (Verhoef and Egea, 2014; De Kauwe et al., 2013; Egea
et al., 2011). Furthermore at the larger scales, both A-gs and SiBCASA have been parame-
terized to represent various global biomes (e.g. broadleaf forests, grasslands, croplands), and
this parameterization is known to oversimplify the representation of crop phenology and crop
growth (Gervois et al., 2004) and to neglect the impact of crop management. This is why
we take SiBCASA estimates of seasonal cropland NEE as our benchmark in Chapter 3, from
which we can improve.
Second, we also employ two crop growth models: GECROS (Yin and van Laar 2005, in
Chapter 1) and WOFOST (Supit et al. 1994, in Chapters 4 and 5). Both models are issued
from a long line of empirical crop yield models initiated at Wageningen University by de Wit
(1978), Goudriaan (1977), van Keulen (1975) and Penning De Vries et al. (1974). These
models compute only crop photosynthesis and respiration, which is why we complement
them with a well-established representation for soil respiration (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994) to
obtain NEE. Similarly to the land-surface models described above, the crop models represent
(a) leaf photosynthesis and (b) an algorithm to upscale to the canopy level, however they do
not use a diffusion scheme. In addition, they comprise crop-specific processes of phenology
and growth, plus irrigation and nitrogen fertilization options. We assume in this thesis that our
crops are all rain-fed (i.e. not irrigated) and well-fertilized, thus we only include the effects
of water stress. The most striking difference between the two crop growth models is how
they implement soil moisture stress on canopy photosynthesis. While GECROS calculates
the amount of available soil moisture and evaluates if that is enough to maintain the transpi-
ration flux (so-called evaporative demand approach), WOFOST assesses soil moisture stress
in regard to the wilting point and critical point of the soil, as is done by many land-surface
models (so-called β approach). The second most striking difference is that GECROS offers
a diagnostic equation for stomatal conductance, but not WOFOST. In Chapter 2, we thus
attempt to couple GECROS with an atmospheric model. In the process we demonstrate that
the evaporative demand approach for water stress does not allow for a realistic representation
of the crop-atmosphere coupling. Moreover, both GECROS and WOFOST were designed
purely to estimate crop yield and have never been verified against observations of NEE, nor
have they ever been coupled to a surface energy balance and atmospheric model before (ex-
cept the current unpublished efforts of Ingwersen et al. on NOAH-GECROS at the University
of Hohenheim). This is why, after discarding GECROS and its water-stress parameterization
in Chapter 2, we use WOFOST uncoupled to the atmosphere and evaluate its surface CO2
exchange against observations across Europe in Chapter 4.
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1.4.2 Atmospheric models
To obtain a fair balance between the representation of surface and atmospheric processes, we
combine the cropland surface models described above to a diurnal atmospheric scheme, the
MXL model (Vilá-Guerau de Arellano et al., 2009) in Chapters 2 and 3. MXL is a diurnal
mixed-ABL scheme, which conceptualizes the most important processes of daytime convec-
tive ABL dynamics over a homogeneous land-surface (thus smaller than 1-5 km2). It solves
the governing equations of wind, temperature, humidity and CO2 evolution during daytime
using a well-mixed ABL assumption (Tennekes, 1973; Lilly, 1968), which occurs typically
over land during clear sky days. Entrainment fluxes are parameterized and turbulence does
not need to be resolved, thus it is the least computationally-expensive atmospheric model. It
can easily be coupled to a land-surface scheme, which is why we use it in Chapters 2 and 3
coupled with our cropland surface models, to study the full diurnal and local coupling of a
cropland with the ABL. Specifically, we focus on the impact of this coupling on the CO2 con-
centrations right above. In Chapter 4, we cease with the fully coupled land-atmosphere ap-
proach, and we represent the impact of the atmosphere on croplands by supplying re-analysis
weather data from the ECMWF model (Dee et al., 2011).
1.4.3 Crop-atmosphere observations
To support our numerical results, we use eddy-covariance (EC) measurements of surface
fluxes (NEE, sensible and latent heat) and of the atmospheric state (temperature, humidity,
CO2 concentration), as weel as lidar measurements of ABL height. The EC technique has be-
come the most important method to measure the net surface exchange of heat, water, and CO2
over land (Baldocchi, 2003). EC flux measurements are usually done as a temporary setup
over short (e.g. one season) to long periods of time (e.g. 10 years) and are typically performed
at a two/three-meter height above surface. The EC flux set-up measures surface exchange of
heat, water, and CO2 by sampling fast fluctuations of concentrations and vertical velocities.
The technique integrates fluxes over an area of the order of 10-500 m2 with a minimal im-
pact on the vegetation. There is currently an active network for EC measurements around the
globe (see the FluxNet community, with a data portal at http://fluxnet.fluxdata.org)
and thus standardized measurements have been performed at numerous locations accross Eu-
rope – although less at cropland sites. EC measurements can thus help validate surface fluxes
and the atmospheric state from our models. In Chapters 2 and 3, we complete the EC flux and
concentration measurements of NEE, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, CO2, air tempera-
ture, and humidity, with measurements of soil moisture and boundary-layer height to infer the
behavior of the fully coupled daytime crop-ABL system at one location in the Netherlands.
In Chapters 4, we simply use the EC measurements of NEE to validate our representation of
the seasonal cropland NEE over Europe.
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1.5 Outline and overarching research questions
In this thesis, we pursue three research objectives, which structure our analysis (see Fig. 1.4).
Our first objective is to investigate the full set of interactions that take place between crop-
lands and the atmosphere at the diurnal scale, for the carbon and water cycles. This first
objective is twofold. Firstly, we explore how these interactions shape the local ABL CO2
concentration at the daily scale, considering not only atmospheric but also surface drivers of
the budget presented in Eq 1.2 (see Chapter 2). Secondly, we investigate how such interac-
tions are affected under water stress as stomatal regulation is the key point of control for the
plants on (a) CO2 fluxes and (b) ABL growth and entrainment of CO2 (see Chapter 3). Our
second research objective is to reproduce the processes that drive the net carbon exchange
or NEE above croplands, from the diurnal to the seasonal scale. We focus on the seasonal
impact of crop growth, crop phenology and crop rotation on the timing and magnitude of the
instantaneous rates of CO2 exchange above croplands (see Chapter 4). Finally, our third ob-
jective is to infer the impact of such seasonal cropland CO2 exchange and of the atmospheric
CO2 transport on the concentrations measured over Europe.
Several overarching research questions emerge from these objectives. Our first and sec-
ond are two faces of the same coin, as we investigate the governing processes of the cropland-
atmosphere exchange of CO2, and their proper representation in models:
Research question 1: What are the main surface and atmospheric processes that
determine the ABL CO2 budget from the hourly to the seasonal scales?
Research question 2: What are the advantages and drawbacks of crop growth mod-
els compared to terrestrial biosphere models when representing cropland NEE from the
diurnal to the seasonal scales?
We tackle these questions from Chapters 2 to 4 by modeling the processes of Fig. 1.2 from
the smaller to the larger spatiotemporal scales, and verifying our representation(s) with a
complete set of observations of the cropland fluxes and atmospheric conditions overhead.
The third overarching question of this thesis is related to the key control from the vegeta-
tion on the crop-atmosphere carbon cycle:
Research question 3: How should we represent plant water-stress in (crop)land-
surface models?
We answer this question in Chapters 2 and 3, as we test different parameterizations for plant
water stress.
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Figure 1.4 – Structure of the thesis. Chapters 2 & 3 focus on the daily to hourly CO2 exchange
above croplands at a point location in the Netherlands, then Chapter 4 deals with the daily
to seasonal cropland emissions of CO2.
Our fourth and final overarching question is specifically to understand the breadth of the
improvement we can make by using a specialized representation of cropland CO2 exchange
to model cropland NEE and furthermore the atmospheric CO2 concentration:
Research question 4: What is the impact of an improved representation of cropland
NEE on the modeled CO2 mole fractions across Europe?
We address this question in Chapters 4 and 5, as we first represent cropland CO2 fluxes with
a crop growth model that assimilates grain yield observations, and then we transport the CO2
concentrations over Europe with an atmospheric transport model. We will come back to
these overarching research questions in the thesis Summary, after going through the chapters
outlined in Fig 1.4, and the general discussion.
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Two perspectives on the coupled carbon,
water and energy exchange in the planetary
boundary layer
Understanding the interactions between the land surface and the atmosphere is key to mod-
elling boundary-layer meteorology and cloud formation, as well as carbon cycling and crop
yield. In this study we explore these interactions in the exchange of water, heat and CO2 in
a cropland–atmosphere system at the diurnal and local scale. To that end, we couple an at-
mospheric mixed-layer model (MXL) to two land-surface schemes developed from two different
perspectives: while one land-surface scheme (A-gs) simulates vegetation from an atmospheric
point of view, the other (GECROS) simulates vegetation from a carbon-storage point of view.
We calculate surface fluxes of heat, moisture and carbon, as well as the resulting atmospheric
state and boundary-layer dynamics, over a maize field in the Netherlands, on a day for which we
have a rich set of observations available. We show that the atmospheric-oriented model (MXL-
A-gs) outperforms the carbon storage-oriented model (MXL-GECROS) on this diurnal scale.
We find this performance is partly due to the difference of scales at which the models were made
to run. Most importantly, this performance strongly depends on the sensitivity of the modelled
stomatal conductance to water stress, which is implemented differently in each model. This
sensitivity also influences the magnitude of the surface fluxes of CO2, water and heat (surface
control) and subsequently impacts the boundary-layer growth and entrainment fluxes (upper
atmosphere control), which alter the atmospheric state. These findings suggest that observed
CO2 mole fractions in the boundary layer can reflect strong influences of both the surface and
upper-atmosphere conditions, and the interpretation of CO2 mole fraction variations depends
on the assumed land-surface coupling. We illustrate this with a sensitivity analysis where high
subsidence and soil moisture depletion, typical for periods of drought, have competing and op-
posite effects on the boundary-layer height h. The resulting net decrease in h induces a change
of 12 ppm in the late-afternoon CO2 mole fraction. Also, the effect of such high subsidence and
soil moisture depletion on the surface Bowen ratio are of the same magnitude. Thus, correctly
including such two-way land-surface interactions on the diurnal scale can potentially improve
our understanding and interpretation of observed variations in atmospheric CO2, as well as
improve crop yield forecasts by better describing the water loss and carbon gain.
This chapter is published as Combe, M., Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, J., Ouwersloot, H. G., Jacobs, C. M. J., and
Peters, W.: Two perspectives on the coupled carbon, water and energy exchange in the planetary boundary layer,
Biogeosciences, 12, 103-123, doi:10.5194/bg-12-103-2015, 2015.
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2.1 Introduction
The land surface and atmosphere interact on many time scales, and understanding their ex-
change of energy, water, carbon and chemical tracers is key to many research fields, including
climate modelling (Cox et al., 2013; Sitch et al., 2008), crop yield prediction (Lobell et al.,
2011), hydrology (Teuling et al., 2010), atmospheric composition (Bonan, 2008) and mete-
orology (Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al., 2012). When the interaction concerns a vegetated
surface and the planetary boundary layer overhead, the cycles of carbon, water and energy are
strongly coupled, notably at the surface. Responding to their environment, plants regulate the
exchange of CO2 and water vapour through the opening and closing of their stomata (Jarvis,
1976; Cowan, 1978; Ball, 1988), which in turn impacts the energy partitioning at the surface.
This plant control over the carbon, water and energy exchange plays a key role, especially
in climate change studies, which is why the current generation of climate models all include
mechanisms to describe the stomatal response of vegetation to changing environmental con-
ditions (Farquhar et al., 1982; Collatz et al., 1991; Leuning et al., 1995; Jacobs et al., 1996).
The ongoing rise of temperature and CO2 concentration are already shown to affect the cou-
pled cycles of water and carbon as plants have become more efficient in water use over the
past decades (Keenan et al., 2013; Brienen et al., 2011; Silva and Horwath, 2013). Quan-
titative understanding of these interactions between plants and the atmosphere is therefore
needed.
The development of numerical models to describe land–atmosphere interactions is based
on two perspectives. While vegetation models focus on carbon accumulation in land-surface
types, such as forests and crops, and treat the atmosphere as a prescribed upper boundary con-
dition, the atmospheric models focus on weather forecast and use land surface as a prescribed
lower boundary condition. The former group includes (dynamic) vegetation models and crop
yield models such as LPJ (Sitch et al., 2003), ORCHIDEE-STICS (Smith et al., 2010) and
CERES-maize (Bert et al., 2007). The latter includes submodels of numerical weather pre-
diction systems and atmospheric transport models such as in SiBcrop-RAMS (Corbin et al.,
2010), RAMS-Leaf3-5PM (Tolk et al., 2009) and WRF-VPRM (Ahmadov et al., 2007). The
next generation of vegetation and atmospheric models integrates both perspectives by allow-
ing two-way interactions between the land and the atmosphere. In these models, carbon from
the atmosphere is accumulated into vegetation, which in turn feeds back energy, water and
CO2 into the atmosphere overhead (e.g. the C4MIP models HadCM3LC, IPSL-CM4-LOOP,
Bern-CC in Cox et al., 2013; Friedlingstein et al., 2006).
Recent studies have analysed the underlying mechanisms of land–atmosphere interactions
and feedbacks using two-way couplings between the land surface and the planetary bound-
ary layer (Santanello et al., 2013; McGrath-Spangler and Denning, 2010; van Heerwaarden
et al., 2009). Among them, Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al. (2012) have clearly demonstrated
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the importance of how these interactions are described. They showed that future conditions
of CO2 level rise and warming would influence the boundary-layer cloudiness by affecting
the plant stomatal aperture and vapour pressure deficit (VPD), thus changing both evapotran-
spiration and atmospheric humidity. Upper-atmosphere conditions, which are connected to
large-scale synoptic weather patterns, were suggested to further affect the stomatal response
through their control of the daytime boundary-layer growth and entrainment. Although the
Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al. study only focused on the diurnal and local scale with a rel-
atively simple coupled model, the implications for two-way coupled models operating on
much larger and longer scales were evident.
In this study, we continue this approach and analyse the coupling between the heat, mois-
ture and carbon cycles for a maize field. We specifically focus on the diurnal scale, like
Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al. (2012), paying particular attention to the simulation of carbon
fluxes and especially photosynthesis, which have a cumulative impact on crop growth and
crop yield at the seasonal scale. We also explore the relative importance of upper-atmosphere
conditions like subsidence, compared to the role of surface forcings like soil moisture, for
the determination of CO2 mole fractions. We choose to focus on crop–atmosphere interac-
tions because croplands occupy a fifth of the European Union land surface (FAOSTAT 2011
land-use statistics), are important for food production and yet are often not well represented
in land-surface models. In dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM) and soil–vegetation–
atmosphere transfer models (SVAT models), they are conceptualised either as natural (e.g.
Sitch et al., 2003) or managed grass (e.g. Krinner et al., 2005) and only distinguished by C3
or C4 plant photosynthesis. Differences between species of crops in development are often
not simulated but rather are prescribed using seasonal leaf area index (LAI). Also, nitro-
gen stress or the effect of management options (fertilisation, irrigation, ploughing) are often
not implemented at all, although they have been shown to have a large impact on crop car-
bon cycling (Ciais et al., 2010; Lehuger et al., 2010; Gervois et al., 2008). In contrast to
DGVMs, process-based crop models could potentially better represent these crop character-
istics (Challinor et al., 2009; Betts, 2005).
In order to investigate the differences between the generic and specialised representa-
tion of crop biology, we use a process-based crop yield forecast model, the genotype-by-
environment interaction on crop growth simulator (GECROS; Yin and van Laar, 2005), and
a more meteorological-oriented, surface–atmosphere exchange model, A-gs (Ronda et al.,
2001). We couple them to the same atmospheric mixed-layer model (MXL) and compare
their ability to reproduce crop–atmosphere interactions. Both models simulate the daytime
carbon, water and heat surface fluxes, with A-gs more focussed on representing the individ-
ual surface energy balance terms. The additional levels of complexity embedded in GECROS
are the separation of the effects of diffuse and direct radiation on photosynthesis, the internal
calculation of crop LAI, the allocation and storage of carbon into crop organs (leading to
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crop yield) and the interaction of the carbon and nitrogen cycles (nitrogen stress). We as-
sess both models using a very comprehensive observational data set from a maize field in the
Netherlands (Jans et al., 2010) that includes atmospheric variables (temperature, humidity, ra-
diation), the surface fluxes of CO2, water and (sensible and ground) heat, the soil temperature
and humidity and the seasonal crop development (crop height, LAI, dry matter weight). We
combine it with boundary-layer height data from a nearby meteorological station (Cabauw
experimental site). It is important to stress that these observations were conducted at the same
local scale as we simulate (field scale), which is smaller than typically simulated in climate
models (i.e. 50 km resolution at minimum). In order to bridge these different scales (Eitzinger
et al., 2008; Betts, 2005), we couple both our surface models, GECROS and A-gs, to a model
for the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). This framework enables us to draw conclusions
about the key boundary-layer–vegetation interactions, and we use it to answer two research
questions:
1. What are the essential processes at the surface and upper atmosphere governing the
coupled carbon, water and energy budgets in the daytime crop–atmosphere system?
2. Which modelling perspective can best reproduce these essential processes, and what
does it teach us about the level of complexity needed in a daytime diurnal land-surface
scheme?
We hypothesise that:
1. In addition to surface processes, entrainment and subsidence are essential processes
which determine the carbon, water and energy budgets of the daytime crop–atmosphere
system.
2. MXL-GECROS can best reproduce the daytime crop–atmosphere interactions because
of the higher level of crop biology detail embedded in the model.
The next section presents a description of our surface and atmospheric models as well as
of their coupling strategy. We then present our findings with the full daytime intercomparison
of our two coupled models against observations and a sensitivity analysis of the two-way
daytime crop–atmosphere interactions.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Observations
In order to verify the behaviour of the cropland–atmosphere system, we use a comprehen-
sive set of surface exchange, atmosphere, soil and crop growth observations, which were
performed in 2007 and 2008 in a maize field located in Wageningen, the Netherlands (see
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Jans et al., 2010). This data set consists of half-hourly averages of the sensible and latent
heat fluxes and CO2 exchange, obtained with the eddy covariance (EC) technique. They are
quality-controlled according to the protocols described in Aubinet et al. (2012). These EC
observations are supported by various continuous micrometeorological measurements in the
air and in the soil. In addition to the continuous measurements, this data set includes soil type,
crop management data and intermittent observations of crop height, plant area index (PAI; i.e.
a proxy for LAI) and the dry weight of crop organs over the growing season. To complete
the atmospheric observations from Jans et al., we use the boundary-layer height from the
wind profiler measurements of the closest meteorological station (Cabauw, the Netherlands)
located approximately 50 km west from the maize site (Cabauw experimental site for atmo-
spheric research, online database available at http://www.cesar-database.nl). In the
absence of boundary-layer height data for Wageningen, this is the best estimation possible.
Because we want to focus on the diurnal scale to study the interactions and feedbacks of
our maize–atmosphere system, we specifically pick 1 day of observations, 4 August 2007:
a sunny, cloudless day with a convective atmospheric boundary layer above the maize field.
We pick that specific date because our atmospheric boundary-layer model can only reproduce
well-mixed boundary layers and we want to avoid sensitive periods of emergence and senes-
cence times for the crop. On 4 August 2007 our maize crop is in the reproductive stage, at
the peak of its growth (see PAI in Fig. 2.1).
On 4 August 2007, the continuous measurements show a daytime energy gap of 19 %
between the net absorbed radiation and the sum of the surface (latent, sensible and ground)
heat fluxes. This energy gap is typical for a crop like maize, mainly due to heat storage
(Meyers and Hollinger, 2004). The gap can also be partially generated by photosynthesis,
which can proceed at unusually large rates for maize, large-scale heat transport processes
and measurement accuracy (Foken et al., 2010; Foken, 2008). Since the two surface schemes
we use assume the closure of the surface energy budget, we allocate the missing energy (or
residual) into extra sensible and latent heat in the observations, using the Bowen ratio to
determine the partitioning (see Eq. 2.1).
Fluxcorrected = Fluxobserved + Residual × f , (2.1)
with f =

β
1+β for SH
1
1+β for LE
This method ensures the observed Bowen ratio is conserved after correction. It has been
previously used by Barbaro et al. (2014), Foken (2008), Twine et al. (2000) and Beljaars and
Bosveld (1997). For reference, we show in Fig. 2.3 both the observed and corrected fluxes.
Note that the corrected fluxes are used in the further model comparisons.
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2.2.2 Models
In order to study the daytime cropland–atmosphere system, we couple two surface schemes,
GECROS and A-gs, to a convective atmospheric boundary-layer scheme, MXL, and analyse
their behaviour compared to our observations on 4 August 2007.
MXL, a convective atmospheric boundary-layer scheme
Our atmospheric boundary-layer scheme is a box model, which describes accurately the de-
velopment of the daytime atmospheric boundary layer when turbulence is strong (mixed-
layer situation). The first studies to develop the concept of a mixed-layer model where done
by Lilly (1968), Betts (1973), Carson (1973) and Tennekes (1973). The version used in
this paper has been described by Vilá-Guerau de Arellano et al. (2009). The ABL is well
mixed during this strongly convective daytime regime, and thus we infer that the instanta-
neous atmospheric variables assume a single value throughout the whole ABL. The top of
the boundary layer is characterized by potential temperature, moisture and CO2 inversions,
simplified as sudden “jumps” or gradients, which sharply separate the ABL state from the
free tropospheric profiles. The evolution of the ABL state and height over time is determined
by boundary fluxes (surface, entrainment and advection) of heat, moisture and CO2. Entrain-
ment fluxes are calculated. The MXL model has been widely tested and is a robust model for
sunny days with few to no boundary-layer clouds – all conditions met on 4 August 2007 over
our maize field.
GECROS, a crop yield forecast model
GECROS is a land-surface model specialised in crop carbon storage (i.e. a crop yield fore-
cast model). We use version 1.0, which was released by Yin and van Laar (2005). GECROS
is from the two-big-leaf family of models initiated by De Pury and Farquhar (1997), which
means the crop canopy is simplified into two leaves, each possessing one substomatal cav-
ity. One leaf represents the entire sunlit leaf area of the canopy, the other represents the
entire shaded leaf area; their proportions evolve with crop age and solar angle. The two big
leaves work in parallel for daytime photosynthetic and transpiration processes. This enables
different efficiencies of photosynthesis to happen under diffuse and direct radiation.
On the diurnal scale, GECROS is a crop growth model based on evaporative demand,
which means that the potential photosynthesis is first calculated according to the amount
of available photosynthetically active radiation, and then it determines the leaf conductance
and the potential transpiration. The actual photosynthesis and transpiration are obtained by
evaluating the soil water content: if the available soil moisture is higher than the amount
of water needed for potential transpiration, GECROS works at full potential. Otherwise,
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GECROS transpires solely the available water supply and reduces its photosynthesis and
stomatal conductance accordingly. In addition to water stress, GECROS has a nitrogen cycle
implemented that interacts with the carbon cycle, accounting for nitrogen stress. This last
feature did not play a role in our study of crop–atmosphere interactions on 4 August 2007.
On the seasonal scale, GECROS simulates its own phenological development based on
the accumulation of heat (i.e. growing degree-days). Also, it accumulates carbon into the
different crop organs (leaves, stems, roots and storage organs), which determines crop yield.
Both of these features, typical of a crop model but not of a DGVM or SVAT model, allow
interactions and feedbacks between the crop and the atmosphere to change with crop ageing.
This is a potential advantage for a seasonal study of the cropland–atmosphere system.
Modifications to GECROS used in this paper and validation
We analysed the surface energy budget of GECROS and identified two core problems in its
original version: (a) the budget of net long-wave radiation was faulty, generating too much
outgoing long-wave radiation and consequently too little energy was retained at the surface;
and (b) the calculated VPD was too high because it used the humidity at 2 m instead of inside-
canopy humidity, stimulating too much latent heat at the expense of sensible heat. In order
for GECROS to have realistic heat fluxes to feed to the MXL model, we implemented the
following changes to improve its surface energy balance. First we replaced the original net
long-wave radiation budget with a simplified multilayer budget:
LWi =
EATMOS × σ × T 4ATMOS︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
Incoming radiation
− Ei × σ × T 4i︸        ︷︷        ︸
Outgoing radiation
 × Fi, (2.2)
with Fi =

fveg if sunlit leaf (i = 1)
0 if shaded leaf (i = 2)
1 − fveg if bare soil (i = 3),
where EATMOS and Ei are emissivities, TATMOS and Ti are temperatures, σ is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant and fveg is the vegetation-cover fraction. We assume similar black-body
radiation (E1 = E2 = E3 = 1) originating from the sunlit leaf, shaded leaf and the underlying
soil. As a consequence, we approximate the net long-wave radiation budget of the shaded
leaf to be zero. Note that there is no interaction of long-wave radiation between the bare
soil and vegetated fractions and thus no reabsorption of emitted long-wave radiation. This
approximation for shaded leaves in a multilayer model is supported by Zhao and Qualls
(2006).
Then, in order to decrease the allocation of energy into the latent heat flux, we create
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Figure 2.1 – Seasonal evolution of the (a) maize total dry matter (TDM), (b) plant area index
(PAI) and (c) crop height (CRH), from sowing to maturity dates. The vertical continuous line
represents 4 August 2007, the date at which we dynamically couple both the MXL-GECROS
and MXL-A-gs models (see the assessment of these couplings in Sect. 2.3.1).
a ground heat flux (it was assumed negligible in the original GECROS version). We take
a first-order estimate and parameterize it to be 10 % of the net absorbed radiation at the surface
(this assumption was validated for short grass by de Bruin and Holtslag, 1982). Finally, we
implement a vapour pressure profile in the canopy layer to enable a more realistic description
of VPD. In our implementation, the vapour pressure (e) changes linearly from the top to the
bottom of the canopy and from the actual vapour pressure at 2 m to the saturation vapour
pressure at 2 m. The state of saturation at the bottom of the canopy is adjusted for cases of
lighter vegetation cover. This allows the vapour pressure at the bottom always to be larger or
equal to e(2 m).
e(z) = e(2 m) + (e0 − e(2 m)) × drel, (2.3)
with e0 = e(2 m) + (eSAT(2 m) − e(2 m)) × fveg.
We use the relative canopy depth drel = 0.5 for shaded leaves and drel = 0.9 for the soil. Note
that, in contrast to the canopy profile for vapour pressure, we do not implement a canopy
profile for air temperature. We keep air temperature vertically constant and equal to the 2 m
air temperature. We refer to the modified version of the GECROS model from here on.
In order to validate our modified version of GECROS, we performed a standard simu-
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Figure 2.2 – Daily integrated (a) net radiation (Qnet), (b) latent heat flux (LE), (c) sensible
heat flux (SH) and (d) net ecosystem exchange (NEE) at the maize site, from sowing to ma-
turity dates. The integration is computed each day, using the average daytime flux times the
daytime number of seconds. Days with more than 20 % measurement gaps are discarded.
Errors are computed as a direct sum of the eddy covariance random errors for instantaneous
fluxes, which are presented in Sect. 4.4 of Aubinet et al. (2012). The vertical continuous line
represents 4 August 2007, the date at which we dynamically couple both the MXL-GECROS
and MXL-A-gs models (see the assessment of these couplings in Sect. 2.3.1).
lation of the maize growth for our location and year of interest (2007) and compared our
results to observations. The initial conditions for this experiment are presented in Table A.3.
In Fig. 2.1 we show three cumulative variables evolving over the growing season: yield,
PAI and crop height. In Fig. 2.1a we find that the GECROS model reproduces the observed
maize yield at day 282 within 10 % (2 kg m−2 simulated vs. 1.8 kg m−2 observed), indicating
a correct integration of the net primary production (NPP) over the growing season. More-
over, Fig. 2.1b and c show that GECROS also approaches the observed maximum PAI and
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crop height, with a 3.5 m2 m−2 PAI and a 2.5 m height vs. an observed 3.8 m2 m−2 PAI and
2.8 m height. This suggests that NPP was also assigned to the correct GECROS carbon pools
(stems, leaves, roots) during crop development. This satisfactory agreement for carbon stor-
age was expected and is reassuring since the GECROS model was built as a crop yield model
(Yin and van Laar, 2005).
In addition, we show in Fig. 2.2 the seasonal evolution of surface available energy (Qnet),
latent heat flux (LE), sensible heat flux (SH) and net CO2 exchange (i.e. net ecosystem ex-
change; NEE) in daily integrated amounts. Their seasonal means, presented in Table 2.1, are
all in agreement with the observations, except for a small overestimation of the mean NEE.
This overestimation could be due to a too-low soil respiration. Also, the R2 between the mod-
elled and observed daily integrated Qnet (0.95) is very high, and the R2 for the daily integrated
LE (0.75), SH (0.59) and NEE (0.74) are satisfactory. The high degree to which GECROS
reproduces the variability from day to day results from the prescribed meteorological driver
data in the seasonal simulation, which provides the model with observed radiation, atmo-
spheric temperature and precipitation data. Note that the mismatch between observations and
GECROS on individual days can nevertheless be quite large (cf. the RMSE compared to the
observed seasonal means and standard deviations in Table 2.1) despite the improvements we
made to its energy balance. Such a mismatch could be produced by the incorrect simulation
of key driver variables (e.g. Qnet and soil moisture) in GECROS, by the absence of a diurnal-
scale weather forcing (only one data input is given per day) or even by the lack of atmospheric
feedback. This partly reinforces the aim of our study, which is to focus on understanding the
daytime two-way crop–atmosphere interactions.
Table 2.1 – Seasonal statistics of the daily integrated Qnet, LE, SH and NEE from Fig. 2.2.
Statistics are computed from sowing to maturity dates. We present the observed and modelled
means and standard deviations, the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the model and
the observations (in the same units as the mean) and the R2 between the model and the
observations. Note that the large error on NEE is partly due to the inability of the model to
reproduce the LAI after DOY 240 (see Fig. 2.1).
Variable [units] Observed Modelled RMSE R2
mean stddev mean stddev
Qnet [ MJ m−2] 8.9 3.7 8.1 4.4 1.4 0.95
LE [ MJ m−2] 5.9 2.5 5.5 3.5 1.8 0.75
SH [ MJ m−2] 1.7 1.3 1.8 1.7 1.1 0.59
NEE [ g CO2 m
−2] −15.8 19.5 −19.1 28.8 16.0 0.74
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A-gs, a land-surface exchange model
The A-gs model is a generic meteorological-oriented land-surface model, which was origi-
nally published by Jacobs et al. (1996). Its use has been validated for grapevine (Jacobs et al.,
1996), C3 grass, C4 grass and soybean (Ronda et al., 2001). It is a single-big-leaf model that
relates plant CO2 assimilation to the stomatal conductance (gs = 1/rs) via a CO2 gradient
(see Eq. 2.4). We use the version of Ronda et al. (2001), where the impact of soil water
depletion on gs is calculated with a linear function from wilting point to field capacity. In
A-gs, the upscaled canopy conductance (gc) is hence calculated as a function of light, tem-
perature, stomata to atmospheric CO2 concentration ratio, VPD, soil water stress and LAI. In
Eq. (2.4), soil respiration is computed with an Arrhenius-type equation, using the concepts of
reference respiration R10 and of the activation energy for chemical reactions Ea. In addition
to the CO2 fluxes, A-gs calculates surface fluxes of latent and sensible heat with the same
conductance approach (see Eqs. 2.5–2.6). Finally, the ground heat flux is calculated as the
thermal diffusivity of the skin layer times the temperature difference between the soil and
skin layers.
(w′c′)s︸ ︷︷ ︸
Net ecosystem
exchange
=
Net primary production︷                                          ︸︸                                          ︷(
1
ra + 1.6 rs
)
︸         ︷︷         ︸
CO2 conductance
× (cstomata − catmos)︸              ︷︷              ︸
CO2 gradient
+ Soil Respiration, (2.4)
(w′q′)s︸ ︷︷ ︸
Surface
moisture flux
=
(
fveg × 1ra + rs + (1 − fveg) ×
1
ra + rsoil
)
︸                                             ︷︷                                             ︸
water conductance
× (qsat(Tskin) − qatmos)︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
moisture gradient
, (2.5)
(w′θ′)s︸ ︷︷ ︸
Surface
heat flux
=
(
1
ra
)
︸︷︷︸
heat conductance
× (Tskin − θatmos)︸           ︷︷           ︸
temperature gradient
. (2.6)
A-gs adapts its surface fluxes according to the vegetation cover and LAI but simulates neither
its own crop phenological development nor carbon accumulation into crop organs. This set-
up makes the A-gs model, in the present version, suited for the simulation of surface exchange
at the diurnal scale only.
2.2.3 Simulation setup
With the three models presented before, we make two couplings to study the daytime maize–
atmosphere system: MXL-A-gs and MXL-GECROS. We design them as two-way couplings:
the surface fluxes given by A-gs and GECROS are used as surface conditions for the MXL
model, and in return, the incoming short-wave radiation, atmospheric temperature, humidity,
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wind speed and CO2 mole fraction are fed to the surface schemes as environmental con-
ditions. The internal calculations of MXL are done on a time step of 1 min. In addition,
A-gs and GECROS feed the surface fluxes to MXL with a frequency of 1 and 5 min respec-
tively. Note that we have checked and validated that the 4 min difference in communication
frequency does not affect the coupling. Finally, all calculations start at 06:00 UTC, after sun-
rise when turbulent convection is already active, and last until 18:00 UTC, thus ensuring the
atmosphere is well mixed during that time.
The main settings of our models are presented in Tables A.1–A.3. For MXL-GECROS,
we first initialise the uncoupled GECROS model with the maize parameters of Yin and van
Laar (2005) and Sinclair and de Wit (1975) (cf. Table A.3). The uncoupled GECROS model
is run from emergence date to 4 August 2007 in order to obtain all initial conditions of its
internal variables on the coupling date. On 4 August, we initialise all our coupled models
following the available soil, crop and atmospheric observations from Jans et al. (2010). Note
that we prescribe horizontal heat and moisture advection during the first hours of our numer-
ical experiments to improve the match to observations during the early-morning transition to
convective conditions. In addition, we use the C4 photosynthesis parameters published by
Ronda et al. (2001) for the A-gs scheme.
The data set from Jans et al. (2010) provides the soil volumetric water content on 4 Au-
gust 2007, but in absence of measurements of the soil wilting point and field capacity we
assume typical values for these quantities for our soil type. In light of the uncertainty of
the soil moisture measurements and of these soil moisture characteristic points, we decide to
adjust the modelled soil volumetric water content to obtain a Bowen ratio similar to the ob-
served one. We perform this adjustment with the two models. The soil moisture index (SMI,
see Eq. 3.13) obtained with MXL-GECROS is very low, which suggests a heavy drought
situation that was not observed:
SMI =
Wactual −Wwilting point
Wfield capacity −Wwilting point , (2.7)
with W the soil volumetric water content. In consequence, we decide to apply the SMI
obtained with MXL-A-gs (55.5 %) in both cases. In the end, both models operate with the
same soil type and SMI (see Appendix Tables A.2 and A.3) but yield different Bowen ratios
and surface energy balances because of their difference in water-stress implementation.
In the absence of observations for soil respiration on 4 August 2007, we adjust the MXL-
A-gs soil respiration to be identical to the internally calculated value from MXL-GECROS
(0.2 mg CO2 m
−2 s−1 at 12:00 UTC). This means that for NEE, the only difference between
the two models is in their representation of NPP. We execute this by setting the reference
respiration R10 of MXL-A-gs at 0.03 mg CO2 m
−2 s−1, a low but realistic number when con-
sidering the natural range of variation of R10 in the Netherlands (cf. Jacobs et al., 2007a).
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Also, the estimate of soil respiration is in the range of observed values at that period of the
year (Jans et al., 2010).
Finally, in order to obtain the same input of short-wave radiation as in our observations
(25.0 MJ m−2) on 4 August 2007, we prescribe a cloud cover of 22.5 % in our models to
match the observed total incoming short-wave radiation (SWin) during daytime. This is
because the observations show a significant reduction of SWin compared to the output of
astronomic functions for a cloudless day, likely due to haze or fog in the morning. With our
two coupled models, we make an intercomparison of their simulations against observations
to study the ability of these couplings to reproduce the cropland–atmosphere interactions.
2.2.4 Sensitivity analysis
Related to our first research question, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the daytime cropland–
atmosphere system to upper-atmosphere conditions (subsidence) in comparison to surface
conditions (soil moisture). We conduct this sensitivity analysis with the model that shows
the best performance on the diurnal scale (i.e. MXL-A-gs, see Results). We design two
study cases, stemming from the control case of 4 August 2007 (Sect. 2.2.3), by selecting two
drivers to modify separately: (a) the “high-subsidence” case, where we replace the very small
horizontal wind divergence (7×10−6 s−1) of the control case by a high one (4×10−5 s−1), rep-
resenting a realistic case of strong subsidence in the Netherlands; and (b) the “soil moisture
depletion” case, where we apply a reduction of soil moisture (from 0.110 to 0.105 cm3 cm−3)
equivalent to a 5 % decrease of SMI for that soil type. A decrease of 5 % SMI could happen
over several days in a drying phase (e.g. Daly et al., 2004; Betts, 2004). We analyse the im-
pact of these two external forcings on the daytime surface energy balance and NEE, as well
as the net effect on the atmospheric CO2 mole fraction.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Intercomparison of coupled models against observations
Daytime evolution of the surface fluxes
Figure 2.3 presents three of the four components of the surface energy balance, together
with the net surface CO2 exchange, for 4 August 2007. We identify three phases in the
observed surface fluxes daytime diurnal cycle. Phase A corresponds to the early-morning
transition from a stable to a convective boundary layer. During Phase A, the SH flux switches
from negative to positive (see Fig. 2.3b), and this heat becomes the source of convection
which works to break up the thermal stratification built during night-time. Reproducing this
observed transition with our models is difficult: firstly because advection of heat and moisture
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Figure 2.3 – Daytime diurnal cycle of the (a) net radiation (Qnet), (b) sensible heat flux
(SH), (c) latent heat flux (LE) and (d) net ecosystem exchange (NEE) on 4 August 2007.
For comparison with the models we corrected the observations to allocate the residual of
the surface energy balance into extra SH and LE (see Sect. 2.2.1). The error bars represent
the average eddy covariance random errors of Aubinet et al. (2012, see Sect. 4.4). NEE is
negative when CO2 is being removed from the atmosphere. Differences in NEE between the
two couplings directly reflect differences in net plant photosynthesis, as soil respiration is
identical between the two models.
plays an important role in this early-morning phase (see next section) and secondly because
dew on the vegetation possibly delayed the onset of a positive SH in observations. In addition,
when SH is negative, the corrected observed LE flux assumes unrealistically high values (see
Fig. 2.3c) due to our correction method. For all these reasons we will exclude the early-
morning transition from our model evaluation.
Phase B is the most important part of the day, when fluxes are highest and convection is
dominant. During Phase B, MXL-GECROS strongly underestimates the Bowen ratio, with
an underestimated SH in accordance with its consistently higher LE flux. As a consequence
and due to the coupling with evapotranspiration, photosynthesis is overestimated, as shown
in NEE (considering that the soil respiration is low and identical between MXL-GECROS
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and MXL-A-gs). These strong fluxes contribute most to the daily integrated amount, which
impacts the atmospheric state. Therefore it is very important to calculate correct surface
fluxes during Phase B, which MXL-A-gs does slightly better than MXL-GECROS.
Finally, Phase C is the late-afternoon transition from a convective to a stable boundary
layer. During Phase C, the SH flux changes from positive to negative, causing the con-
vection to cease. Also, evapotranspiration and photosynthesis decrease until fluxes become
negligible. The late-afternoon transition for SH occurs much earlier for MXL-GECROS
(15:00 UTC) than for MXL-A-gs (16:45 UTC) and the observations (17:15 UTC), which
means the assumption of a convective boundary layer, the basis of the MXL model, ends
earlier for MXL-GECROS than for MXL-A-gs.
Overall, Fig. 2.3 shows that both MXL-GECROS and MXL-A-gs calculate reasonable
magnitudes and temporal evolutions of the surface fluxes for the observed maize crop, but
MXL-A-gs performs slightly better than MXL-GECROS. We find in Fig. 2.3a that both mod-
els calculate different amounts of Qnet. They benefit from the same amount of incoming
short-wave radiation (25.0 MJ m−2 integrated over the day) but yield different radiation bal-
ances, since they have differently parameterized functions for albedo and long-wave radia-
tion budgets of the leaves and soil. As a result, a different amount of available energy will
be partitioned into sensible heat, latent heat and ground heat fluxes. Following Qnet, in
Fig. 2.3b–d we find that, integrated between 08:00 and 18:00 UTC, MXL-GECROS under-
estimates SH by a total of 1.3 MJ m−2 (38 %) and overestimates LE by 2.1 MJ m−2 (22 %)
and NEE by 13.0 g CO2 m
−2 (25 %, see Table 2.2). On the other hand, MXL-A-gs overesti-
mates SH by a total of 0.8 MJ m−2 (24 %), and underestimates LE by 1.5 MJ m−2 (15 %) and
NEE by 10.6 g CO2 m
−2 (20 %). Considering the three fluxes of heat, water and CO2, we find
that MXL-A-gs reproduces the observed daytime evolution of the surface fluxes better than
MXL-GECROS on 4 August 2007. It is important to remember that we prescribe the initial
soil moisture to match the observed Bowen ratio with MXL-A-gs, which is why we arrive
at this better fit for the surface energy balance of this model. We prescribe the same SMI
(55.5 %) to both models, which have different water-stress responses and are thus the lesser
fit for MXL-GECROS. To see how the differences in magnitudes and timing of heat, water
and carbon surface fluxes impact the atmospheric state, we assess the atmospheric mixed
Table 2.2 – Daytime integrals of Qnet, LE, SH and NEE from Fig. 2.3, calculated from 08:00
to 18:00 UTC on 4 August 2007.
Qnet LE SH NEE
[ MJ m−2] [ MJ m−2] [ MJ m−2] [ g CO2 m−2]
Observations 14.4 9.7 3.4 −52.0
MXL-A-gs 13.1 8.2 4.2 −41.4
MXL-GECROS 15.3 11.8 2.1 −65.0
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layer next.
Daytime evolution of the ABL
Figure 2.4 shows that MXL-A-gs outperforms MXL-GECROS when simulating a fully cou-
pled atmosphere. When comparing observations with the model results, note that we present
the modelled mixed-layer (or bulk) values against the 2 m observations for temperature and
specific humidity. Considering the general properties of the surface layer (a gradual de-
crease of temperature and humidity from the surface level to the mixed-layer level), the
observed 2 m atmosphere is thus expected to be slightly warmer and moister than the mod-
elled mixed-layer atmosphere. Also, because the negative SH depletes the layer of air close
to the surface from heat at the very end of the day, the observed 2 m temperature is ex-
pected to decrease at that time. Keeping these expected differences in mind, we find that
the MXL-A-gs model reproduces the observed temperature and moisture values well, while
MXL-GECROS calculates a clearly too-high 18:00 UTC humidity (11.2 g kg−1) compared
to the observations (9.8 g kg−1). Similarly, MXL-GECROS simulates a too CO2-depleted at-
mosphere (−20 ppm) and a too-shallow boundary layer (−250 m) compared to observations,
where MXL-A-gs performs relatively well.
When we relate the integrated heat, water and CO2 surface fluxes of Table 2.2 to the
atmosphere of Fig. 2.4, we observe, as expected, that a lower integrated amount of SH in
MXL-GECROS compared to MXL-A-gs leads to a 2 ◦C lower maximum temperature (24
instead of 26 ◦C). Also, a higher integrated LE in MXL-GECROS compared to MXL-A-
gs results in a 1.4 g kg−1 higher specific humidity at the end of the day (11.1 instead of
9.7 g kg−1). Finally, a lower integrated NEE in MXL-GECROS compared to MXL-A-gs leads
to a 22 ppm lower CO2 mole fraction (333 instead of 355 ppm). However, when we compare
the modelled and observed atmosphere we find discrepancies. This is because surface fluxes
do not directly translate into a daytime evolution of the atmospheric temperature, humidity
and CO2 mole fraction. For instance, in Fig. 2.4c we find that the daytime overestimation
of NEE by MXL-GECROS leads to a too strongly CO2 depleted atmosphere compared to
observations only in the afternoon. Also, despite a daytime underestimated NEE, MXL-
A-gs reproduces satisfactorily the observed CO2 daily minimum on 4 August 2007. This
shows that errors in the surface fluxes can be cancelled by other non-local effects like the
advection, entrainment or boundary-layer dilution (e.g. see the role of dry-air entrainment
in van Heerwaarden et al., 2009, or CO2 advection in Casso-Torralba et al., 2008). A full
analysis of the daytime diurnal cycle of the atmosphere must thus include the contribution of
these processes.
Advection fluxes can change the expected evolution of the atmosphere. The occurrence
of heat and moisture advection on 4 August 2007 is noticeable because the observed daytime
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Figure 2.4 – Daytime diurnal cycle of (a) the potential temperature θ, (b) the specific hu-
midity q, (c) the CO2 mole fraction and (d) the boundary-layer height h at the maize site on
4 August 2007. The errors for the θ, q and CO2 measurements are obtained based on the
factory specifications of the instruments. The error for h is assumed to be constant and equal
to 50 m (personal communication, Henk Klein Baltink). Note that, in order to reproduce the
early-morning temperature and humidity variations, we prescribed advection of heat until
10:00 UTC and advection of humidity until 07:30 UTC (see settings in Table A.1).
range in temperature and the early-morning increase in humidity are too large to be solely
due to realistic crop-sensible heat and evapotranspiration fluxes. We thus prescribed hori-
zontal heat and moisture advection during the first hours of our numerical experiments (see
Table A.1). We estimate the contribution of advection for the MXL-A-gs model to the day-
time temperature range (DTR, 13 ◦C) to be 3 ◦C and the contribution to the early-morning
specific humidity increase (1.8 g kg−1) to be 1.2 g kg−1. The observed CO2 mole fraction
stabilisation and increase after 13:00 UTC is also most probably generated by advection be-
cause an increase in CO2 mole fraction could only be due to (a) a positive NEE (which we
do not have), (b) strong entrainment of CO2-rich air (which is unlikely at the end of the day)
or (c) CO2 advection. Despite this observation, we prescribed no advection of CO2 in our
model runs to more clearly demonstrate the role of surface fluxes in the CO2 budget.
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Finally, entrainment fluxes also alter the state of the boundary layer. The boundary-layer
height (h) of Fig. 2.4d can serve as a proxy for measuring the amount of warmer, drier, CO2-
depleted air that is entrained from the free troposphere into the boundary layer in cases where
there is no or very little subsidence (our case). In the end, we find in Fig. 2.4d that both
models calculate a maximum h that is lower (−150 m for MXL-A-gs and −250 m for MXL-
GECROS) than observed (1400 m). Differences between the models are due to differences
in heat input from SH and the subsequent entrainment, since the heat advection, free tropo-
spheric vertical profiles and subsidence are identical between the models. However, in reality
there must be discrepancies in all of these variables to create the existing differences between
models and observations. Clearly, both boundary-layer dynamics and surface fluxes must be
included in atmospheric simulations to properly capture the contribution of the large-scale air
masses to the local atmospheric state. We will investigate the relevance of upper-atmosphere
conditions in more detail in the next section.
2.3.2 Sensitivity analysis of an upper-atmosphere forcing
We show in the previous sections that MXL-A-gs performs best to reproduce the daytime
diurnal crop–atmosphere coupling on 4 August 2007. As a consequence, we use it to con-
duct a sensitivity experiment. Our goal here is to quantify the strength of the couplings
between the upper atmosphere, the boundary layer and the crop surface. From now on, we
refer to the MXL-A-gs run of the previous sections as the control run, from which we derive
our sensitivity analysis runs. We design two case studies: one where we apply a stronger
upper-atmosphere forcing (high subsidence) and another where we alter a land-surface forc-
ing (depletion of soil moisture, see Sect. 2.2.4 for a detailed specification of the settings).
Both high subsidence and soil moisture depletion are characteristic of a drought period. Fig-
ure 2.5 presents the main interactions between carbon, water and energy that result in the state
of the land–atmosphere. We use it to summarise the changes linked to increased subsidence,
discussed in the next paragraphs.
While the high-subsidence case stimulates the latent heat flux LE through the warming
of the boundary layer (red arrows in Fig. 2.5), the soil moisture depletion case decreases LE
through the closure of plant stomata. Subsidence is a large-scale forcing that counteracts the
growth of the boundary layer and even reduces h once its growth has stopped (see the high-
subsidence case in Fig. 2.6a). It enhances the entrainment of warm free tropospheric air and
causes a smaller volume of air to be warmed up by the same surface sensible heat flux, thus
increasing the atmospheric temperature (+1.5 ◦C at 18:00 UTC, see Fig. 2.6b). This warming
of the atmosphere increases the VPD at the surface (+0.2 kPa at 14:00 UTC, not shown
here) and shifts the evaporative fraction (EF = LE/(SH + LE)) towards evapotranspiration
by 5 % on average during the day (see Fig. 2.7a). Finally, this increase in LE results in
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Figure 2.5 – Interactions between the carbon (green), water (blue) and heat (red) cycles
in the coupled land–ABL system. Increased subsidence tends to reduce the boundary-layer
height, which directly causes the ABL to warm up, dry and become CO2-depleted. This in
turn affects the land-surface, which feeds back on the ABL by shifting its Bowen ratio towards
more evapotranspiration.
a moistening of the atmosphere that counteracts the initial atmospheric drying caused by
a short-term enhancement of dry-air entrainment (not shown here). In Fig. 2.6c we find that
the specific humidity, which is first lower than in the control run, becomes higher than in the
control run after 14:00 UTC due to the stimulation of LE.
On the other hand, for the lower soil moisture case, the decreased availability of soil
moisture generates a decrease in surface conductance gs on average by 1 mm s−1 during the
day (see Fig. 2.6d). This decrease in surface conductance leads to a reduction of EF of 5 %
throughout the day (see Fig. 2.7a) and finally to a reduction of h of 40 m (see Fig. 2.6a). As
a result, we find that both cases affect the energy partitioning at the surface with equivalent
magnitude. It is thus important to consider both the effect of high subsidence and of soil
moisture depletion on evapotranspiration in the context of drought response. Moreover, it is
interesting to analyse how the net surface carbon uptake is affected by them.
High subsidence and soil moisture depletion have different impacts on the net CO2 flux
at the surface. While the high-subsidence case shows no difference in photosynthesis and
respiration compared to the control case, the reduced soil moisture case presents a reduc-
tion in photosynthesis (−0.2 mg CO2 m−2 s−1 at midday in Fig. 2.9a). This is because while
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Figure 2.6 – Boundary layer and surface response to high subsidence and soil moisture de-
pletion. High subsidence, an upper-atmosphere forcing, directly impacts the boundary-layer
height h and affects the specific humidity q and the potential temperature θ. This contrasts
with soil moisture depletion, a surface forcing, which acts through the stomatal conductance
gs to impact the evapotranspiration and q.
the reduced soil moisture case generates a clear stomata closure in response to water stress
(−1 mm s−1 at 14:00 UTC in Fig. 2.6d), the high-subsidence case generates only a slight
change of stomata opening in response to the increased VPD (−0.3 mm s−1 at 14:00 UTC
in Fig. 2.6d), which is entirely compensated by a slight increase in the surface CO2 gradi-
ent (+8 ppm at 14:00 UTC, not shown here). Thus, as a result of two very different feed-
back mechanisms on net photosynthesis and evapotranspiration (see previous paragraph),
we obtain an increase in intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE = NPP / gs) of 11 and 18
µmol CO2 mol
−1
H2O
for the high-subsidence and soil moisture depletion cases respectively com-
pared to the control case (i.e. +3 and +6 % on average, see Fig. 2.7b). This means both
forcings make plant carbon exchange, and by extension plant carbon storage, slightly more
water efficient. While a reduction in soil moisture has an immediate impact on the daily crop
yield (integrated decrease of NPP of 1.2 g C m−2), high subsidence does not. However, high
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Figure 2.7 – The response of surface exchange to high subsidence and soil moisture de-
pletion. High subsidence and soil moisture depletion both shift the evaporative fraction
(EF = LE/(SH + LE)) by 5 % on average, and both increase the intrinsic water use effi-
ciency (iWUE = NPP/gs) by 3 and 6 % respectively on average, as a result of two different
mechanisms (respectively an increase of VPD and a stomata closure).
subsidence worsens soil moisture depletion (−1 % SMI) because it increases EF by 5 %, as
we described earlier. This suggests that subsidence could ultimately contribute to a yield de-
crease if the drought situation is prolonged. It is therefore interesting to extend our sensitivity
analysis to a larger range of SMI and subsidence in order to verify the response of the system.
We perform a more detailed sensitivity analysis of iWUE and EF to soil moisture and
subsidence, which is presented in Fig. 2.8. We start our 10 201 experiments with identical
initial conditions to the control case (point C in Fig. 2.8), except that we vary both the initial
SMI by 20 % (on x axis) and the large-scale divergence by 4 × 10−5 s−1 (D, on y axis).
Note that the variable D is related to the subsidence velocity (ws) through the ABL height
(ws = −D × h). Thus, the full range of D explored in Fig. 2.8 represents a subsidence
velocity of 0 to 0.04 m s−1, the maximum being typical of stationary high-pressure systems.
By studying these ranges, we cover small fluctuations of drivers around the control case
as well as conditions associated with drought (i.e. much dryer soil with high subsidence).
Figure 2.8 shows that EF and iWUE are more dependent on changes in SMI than variations
of D. However, note that day-to-day changes in SMI do not exceed 2–3 %; thus the full range
presented here corresponds to a long-term drying of the soil, whereas the full range of D can
be explored short-term. Thus, on a diurnal scale, subsidence is as important as soil moisture.
As discussed earlier, increasing subsidence (e.g. moving from point C to point H) directly
reduces the maximum ABL height (from 1250 to 825 m) and thus causes the atmosphere to
become warmer and moister at the end of the day. Increasing soil moisture (e.g. moving from
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Figure 2.8 – Response of the 14:00 UTC iWUE ( µmolCO2 molH2O−1, in colours) and EF
(unitless, in contours) to seasonal variations of SMI and the large-scale divergence (D).
Scatter points represent the control case (C), the dry (−5 % SMI) case (D) and the high-
subsidence case (H) of Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.
point D to point C) stimulates evapotranspiration and carbon exchange and generates a cooler,
wetter atmosphere at the end of the day. As the figure shows, a simultaneous change of SMI
and D (e.g. when we move from the lower-right corner to the upper-left corner of Fig. 2.8)
leads to a 3.5 K increase in the daytime maximum atmospheric temperature and a 0.5 g kg−1
decrease in the daytime average atmospheric humidity. These atmospheric conditions, to-
gether with the lower availability of soil moisture (−20 % SMI), enhance the 14:00 UTC
iWUE by 130 µmolCO2 molH2O
−1 and reduce the 14:00 UTC EF by 14.4 %. These results are
in accordance with studies that state droughts enhance the plant intrinsic water-use efficiency
for carbon exchange (e.g. Maseyk et al., 2011) and switch the partitioning of the surface
energy balance towards SH at the expense of LE (e.g. Jongen et al., 2011).
We find in Fig. 2.8 that the positive feedback of subsidence on soil moisture depletion,
discussed earlier, is slightly lessened under a prolonged drought. Figure 2.8 shows that when
we increase subsidence (i.e. when we move along the full range of the y axis), the resulting
change in EF is smaller at SMI 0.40 (3.0 %) than at SMI 0.60 (4.5 %). This is a direct con-
sequence of having less soil moisture available for evapotranspiration. The positive feedback
of subsidence on soil moisture is an extension of the feedback loops on evapotranspiration
discussed by van Heerwaarden et al. (2010). Our findings indicate that although the stimu-
lation of EF by subsidence is less important under drought, it still contributes to a faster soil
moisture depletion and decrease in crop yield over the days. Moreover, from a carbon cycle
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Figure 2.9 – Contributions of the surface and entrainment fluxes to the atmospheric CO2
budget. Net photosynthesis (NPP) and soil respiration (Resp) combine at the surface to form
NEE, while the entrainment of CO2 takes place at the top of the boundary layer. All these
fluxes are negative when CO2 is being removed from the boundary layer. The CO2 tendencies,
which determine the daytime diurnal cycle of CO2, are obtained by dividing these CO2 fluxes
by the instantaneous boundary-layer height.
perspective it is interesting to analyse in more detail how the atmospheric CO2 budget can be
affected by surface and upper-atmosphere modifications.
Figure 2.9 presents the daytime atmospheric CO2 budget. In Fig. 2.9c we see that the
boundary-layer CO2 tendency receives equivalent contributions from the surface and from
entrainment, but their distribution in time differs. The contribution of entrainment to the over-
all CO2 drawdown (−32 ppm in the control case) happens in the morning, before 09:00 UTC
(i.e. 11:00 LT). On the other hand, the contribution of the surface uptake to the overall CO2
drawdown (−34 ppm in the control case) is more constant throughout the day. In the high-
subsidence case, even though the entrainment of CO2-depleted air is lower (cf. Fig. 2.9b) and
the NEE is unchanged (cf. Fig. 2.9a), both the surface and entrainment CO2 tendencies are
higher due to the lower boundary-layer volume (see Fig. 2.6a). This is because the tenden-
cies are inversely proportional to the boundary-layer height in the mixed-layer framework,
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as shown by Pino et al. (2012). Consequently, the atmospheric CO2 mole fraction is even
more reduced in the high-subsidence case (−12 ppm at 18:00 UTC relative to the control
and soil moisture depletion cases; Fig. 2.9d). Because the larger CO2 drawdown is caused
solely by the reduction in boundary-layer height in the high-subsidence case, it is very impor-
tant to consider the effect of increased subsidence in high-pressure systems when interpreting
measurements of the boundary-layer CO2 mole fraction.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 On the importance of upper-atmosphere processes
In our study we compare two coupled models, MXL-A-gs and MXL-GECROS, against
a complete set of surface and boundary-layer observations. Related to our first research ques-
tion, we hypothesise that entrainment and subsidence are essential processes which contribute
to the determination of the carbon, water and energy budgets of the daytime crop–atmosphere
system. Our findings indeed confirm our hypothesis: we show that entrainment and subsi-
dence have a non-negligible impact on the daytime surface fluxes (iWUE and EF) as well as
the atmospheric quantities (temperature, humidity and CO2 mole fraction).
Previous studies have often put emphasis on surface processes. They have shown the im-
portance of calculating correct surface fluxes of heat, water and CO2, to improve numerical
weather predictions (e.g. Boussetta et al., 2013; Moreira et al., 2013; Smallman et al., 2013;
Hong et al., 2009), atmospheric CO2 modelling (e.g. Corbin et al., 2010; Schuh et al., 2010;
Tolk et al., 2009) and crop yield forecast (e.g. de Wit and Van Diepen, 2007). Studies involv-
ing two-way coupled models like ours (e.g. Santanello et al., 2013; Tao et al., 2013; Chen and
Xie, 2011 and Kohler et al., 2010) have stressed the importance of slowly evolving surface
forcings such as soil moisture, vegetation cover and LAI, which drive the surface exchange
and strongly impact atmospheric properties like boundary-layer height. Also, interpretations
of observed CO2 mole fractions in the ABL often focus on the role of NEE, typically a large
contributor to the atmospheric CO2 budget (Tolk et al., 2009). While we agree that these
surface processes and drivers are all key to the carbon, water and energy budgets, we have
shown that atmospheric processes occurring at the top of the ABL also need to be taken into
account.
A few studies have explored the importance of the upper-atmosphere processes in the
vegetation–atmosphere system. For instance, van Heerwaarden et al. (2009) and Ek and
Holtslag (2004) have shown the impact of the ABL–top moisture inversion and the tropo-
spheric temperature lapse rate on surface fluxes, relative humidity at the top of the ABL and
the boundary-layer cloud formation. With our sensitivity analysis, we additionally emphasise
the importance of another large-scale atmospheric forcing, subsidence, which affects surface
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fluxes and changes boundary-layer properties like temperature, moisture and CO2 mole frac-
tion.
Our results agree with Canut et al. (2012), Williams et al. (2011), McGrath-Spangler
and Denning (2010), van Heerwaarden et al. (2009), Casso-Torralba et al. (2008) and Vilà-
Guerau De Arellano et al. (2004), who found ABL growth and entrainment were key controls
of the atmospheric CO2 budget at the diurnal scale. However, the observation-based work of
Williams et al. (2011) also showed that during longer time periods than the typical 10-day
synoptic scale, NEE and large-scale atmospheric transport are the most important contribu-
tions to the atmospheric CO2 mole fractions observed in the ABL. Day-to-day variations of
ABL growth rates and associated entrainment were less important when interpreting weekly
to seasonally averaged CO2 budgets. Here, we show that NEE is impacted by the daytime di-
urnal coupling of the fluxes of water and heat at the top of the ABL to the crops growing at the
surface, possibly at time scales of weeks and longer. This is because crops such as wheat and
maize have sensitive periods of less than 2 weeks (e.g. crop germination, anthesis/flowering,
ripening) in which crop yield can decline if heat or water stress is applied (Eitzinger et al.,
2013; Sánchez et al., 2014). Thus, using a diurnal scale coupled framework to calculate the
fluxes of heat, water during those specific periods of crop development could be important
even if the direct contribution of entrainment to the CO2 budget becomes smaller at longer
time scales. A further investigation of the interactions identified in this work, focusing on the
synoptic and seasonal time scales described in Williams et al. (2011), is therefore planned as
a follow-up study.
To conclude, we know that the daytime diurnal cycles of heat, water and CO2 are joined
in a coupled system: through (a) the canopy stomatal control on CO2 exchange and transpira-
tion, which in turn determines the amount of sensible heat flux in the surface energy balance;
and through (b) the large-scale conditions at the top of the boundary layer, which control the
daytime boundary-layer development and thus the entrainment and volume dilution of heat,
water and CO2. Our findings show these surface and upper-atmosphere controls are of equiv-
alent importance on a diurnal scale for the atmospheric CO2 budget. We recommend using
a fully coupled land–atmosphere framework to study the daytime atmospheric CO2 budget,
as we confirm that the land-induced boundary-layer growth has an important impact due to
both volume dilution and CO2 entrainment.
2.4.2 On the performance of our models
Related to our second research question, we hypothesise that the MXL-GECROS model can
best reproduce the daytime crop–atmosphere interactions because of the higher level of crop
biology detail embedded in the model. However, we show that neither of our models is able
to simultaneously reproduce the daytime heat, water and CO2 surface fluxes. MXL-A-gs
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simulates the crop interactions more satisfactorily overall, but it underestimates NEE.
The performance of our two models strongly depends on the sensitivity of the water-
stress function to soil moisture. While GECROS only reduces its conductivity, and hence
evaporation, close to wilting point, A-gs linearly decreases stomatal conductance from field
capacity to wilting point. These are similar water-stress responses as for the CLM3.5 and
JULES models shown in Powell et al. (2013). We have confirmed that these differences in
water-stress functions are responsible for the overestimation of latent heat by MXL-GECROS
compared to MXL-A-gs. We conclude, in agreement with Eitzinger et al. (2013) and Powell
et al. (2013), that these differences in water-stress implementation could lead to significant
differences in simulated crop yield. Studies like that of Verhoef and Egea (2014) can help to
validate the water-stress representations of surface models.
The satisfactory performance of our models also depends on the correct initialization of
key surface and upper-atmosphere variables, as suggested by Sabater et al. (2008). In our
study, we lacked measurements of the soil moisture characteristic points (wilting point, field
capacity and saturation point). Thus, we estimated them and allowed the MXL-A-gs model
to profit from the explicit initialization of soil moisture using the observed Bowen ratio. This
was our best estimation possible. We advocate the use of complete sets of observations,
including not only soil, vegetation and lower atmosphere but also boundary layer and free
troposphere, to evaluate the performance of coupled land–atmosphere models. These proved
to be of utmost importance for the validation of the modelled interactions.
For the prospect of going from a diurnal to a seasonal scale study, we regard data assimi-
lation of soil moisture values, as done by e.g. Boussetta et al. (2013); Hong et al. (2009) and
de Wit and Van Diepen (2007), as a promising solution. Data assimilation of LAI, as done
by Huang et al. (2013), Zhao et al. (2013), Sus et al. (2010) and Jégo et al. (2012), could
also help transform our daytime diurnal land-surface scheme A-gs into a capable seasonal
surface scheme, as previously done within ISBA-A-gs (Barbu et al., 2011). Albergel et al.
(2010) and Ines et al. (2013) suggest joint assimilation of LAI and soil moisture yields the
best results. As an alternative, the MXL-A-gs model could also benefit from a satisfactory
crop phenology module to interactively calculate LAI, like GECROS, as a replacement for
LAI data assimilation (e.g. Lokupitiya et al., 2009).
To conclude, we recommend using meteorological-oriented (surface exchange) models,
such as MXL-A-gs, for simulations of the daytime crop–atmosphere interactions, as long as
the crop is not nitrogen-stressed. However, to simulate longer periods of crop–atmosphere
interactions, we recommend adopting a merging strategy to use the distinct advantages of
both the generic meteorological-oriented land-surface models (sound surface energy balance)
and the specialised crop carbon storage-oriented models (crop phenology, nitrogen stress
implementation and prognostic carbon pools). The performance of such models is linked to
their correct initialization, which can only be achieved thanks to complete observational data
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sets. It is also linked to their crop water-stress representation, which conditions the surface
energy balance and carbon exchange under shortages of soil moisture.
2.5 Conclusion
In this work, we use a process-based coupled framework to investigate the daytime interac-
tions of CO2, water and heat in the crop–atmosphere system. Our framework strength lies
in the relative simplicity of the model that still represents the essential processes of the sys-
tem. For example, the sensitivity analysis of Fig. 2.8 and the CO2 budget of Fig. 2.9 could
not easily have been produced using a full meso-scale land–atmosphere model. Using it, we
are able to study the relevant interactions of the ABL with the surface and to allow a direct
comparison to observed ABL and surface variables. Our results show that upper-atmosphere
processes and drivers (entrainment and subsidence) are as important as surface processes and
drivers (surface fluxes, soil moisture, LAI) to determine the daytime budgets of heat, water
and carbon of the crop–atmosphere system. Therefore, ABL dynamics need to be considered
when interpreting observations of atmospheric CO2 mole fractions over crops. Using correct
estimates of the large-scale forcings are also of key importance. Our modelling framework
and its modular design describe these dynamics and allows an extension to other processes,
such as the impact of aerosols (Barbaro et al., 2014), clouds (Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al.,
2012) or ozone on the budgets of carbon, water and heat. Although we have demonstrated
that the daytime diurnal scale interactions are well described by a meteorology-oriented cou-
pled model like MXL-A-gs, the development of the crop and soil hydraulics at the seasonal
scale are likely to be important given the nonlinear response of the coupled system across a
wide range of large-scale forcings, as shown in this paper.
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Plant water-stress parameterization
determines the strength of land-atmosphere
coupling
Land-surface models used in studies of the atmosphere and vegetation during droughts usually
include an underlying parameterization that describes the response of plants to water stress.
Here, we show that different formulations of this parameterization can lead to significant differ-
ences in the coupling strength (i.e. the magnitude of the carbon and water exchange) between
the land surface and the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). We use a numerical model that cou-
ples the daytime surface fluxes typical for low vegetation to the dynamics of a convective ABL,
to systematically investigate a range of plant water-stress responses. This modeling framework
is a conceptual, but typical example of a combined carbon assimilation – stomatal conductance
(A-gs) approach used in many coupled models. We find that under dry soil conditions, changing
from a sensitive to an insensitive vegetation response to water stress has the same impact on the
land-atmosphere (L-A) coupling as a strong increase in soil moisture content. The insensitive
vegetation allows stomata to remain open, partitions more available energy towards latent heat
than the sensitive vegetation (+150 W m−2), and subsequently has lower atmospheric heating
(-3.5 K) and ABL growth (-500 m). It also switches the dominant term in the CO2 budget,
reducing the dilution of ABL CO2 by entrainment and increasing the dilution by net surface
CO2 uptake in vegetation. During the progressive development of a dry spell, the insensitive
response will first dampen atmospheric heating because the vegetation continues to transpire
a maximum of 4.6 mm day−1 while soil moisture is available. In contrast, the more sensitive
vegetation response reduces its transpiration by more than 1 mm day−1 to prevent soil moisture
depletion. But when soil moisture comes close to wilting point, the insensitive vegetation will
suddenly close its stomata causing a switch to a L-A coupling regime dominated by sensible
heat exchange. We find that in both cases, progressive soil moisture depletion contributes to
further atmospheric warming up to 6 K, reduced photosynthesis up to 89 %, and CO2 enrich-
ment up to 30 ppm, but the full impact is strongly delayed for the insensitive vegetation. The
difference between the two L-A coupling regimes furthermore causes a different sensitivity of
the coupled model to errors in the simulation of the atmospheric conditions during droughts.
Our study illustrates and quantifies the impact of a chosen representation of plant water stress
response in a coupled L-A model of carbon, water, and energy.
This chapter is published as Combe, M., Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, J., Ouwersloot, H. G., and Peters, W.: Plant water-
stress parameterization determines the strength of land-atmosphere coupling, Agricultural and Forest Meteorology,
217, 61-73, doi:10.1016/j.agrformet.2015.11.006, 2016.
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3.1 Introduction
Diurnal land-atmosphere (L-A) interactions have been shown to impact cloud formation
(Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al., 2014, 2012; Ek and Holtslag, 2004), precipitation (San-
tanello et al., 2013), as well as the build up of heat waves and droughts (Miralles et al., 2014;
Teuling et al., 2010). Over vegetated surfaces, the diurnal cycles of carbon, water and energy
are coupled at the surface through stomatal control (Berry et al., 2010; Leuning et al., 1995;
Collatz et al., 1991; Jarvis, 1976) and at the top of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL)
through the entrainment of air from the free troposphere (McGrath-Spangler and Denning,
2010; van Heerwaarden et al., 2009). The exchange of carbon for example affects both the
CO2 mole fractions (Combe et al., 2015; Pino et al., 2012) and the amount of carbon stored
in vegetation. Little attention has been given so far to the impact of conditions in the free
troposphere and upper ABL on surface carbon exchange. However, through the vegetation
response to atmospheric conditions, important variables such as the net primary production
(NPP) or the surface water-use efficiency can be under strong atmospheric control.
In the diurnal L-A system, upper-atmosphere and surface processes typically together
determine conditions in the ABL. At the surface both plant phenology (Richardson et al.,
2013; Peñuelas et al., 2009) and soil moisture (Seneviratne et al., 2010; Koster, 2004) have
been shown to be key drivers of the surface fluxes of water and CO2, as well as the surface
energy balance. Among these surface drivers, the impact of plant water-stress response on
the strength of the L-A coupling remains an open question. Observations show that water-
stress responses can differ between plant species and varieties (Calvet et al., 2004; Tardieu
and Simonneau, 1998) and various plant water-stress parameterizations are now used in land-
surface models. But there is little observational evidence to support their realism over the
wide range of conditions they are applied to (Powell et al., 2013).
While a few attempts to mechanistically represent plant water stress have been made
(Verhoef and Egea, 2014), the majority of land-surface models use a simple parameterization
of plant water stress. They most often scale down net assimilation, stomatal and/or mesophyll
conductance, or other photosynthesis parameters such as the maximum carboxylation rate.
The scaling factor depends on the levels of soil moisture relative to field capacity and wilting
point, and various response curve shapes are used ranging from linear (e.g. the CTESSEL
and JULES models in Boussetta et al., 2013; Best et al., 2011) to highly non-linear (e.g.
SiB3 and ORCHIDEE in Baker et al., 2008; Krinner et al., 2005). Observational studies
suggest that the linear response might not be a realistic assumption for C4 crops like maize
(Verhoef and Egea, 2014), and crop models often use a strongly non-linear response to water
stress by downregulating photosynthesis with the ratio of actual to potential transpiration
(e.g. GECROS, WOFOST, SUCROS in Yin and van Laar, 2005; van Ittersum et al., 2003).
Powell et al. (2013) showed that the shape of the water-stress response function can make
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large differences for the simulation of diurnal and seasonal surface CO2 fluxes under dry
soil conditions. Van der Molen et al. (2011) and Combe et al. (2015) also speculated about
such an impact on modeled L-A interactions. An extensive exploration of the effects of plant
water-stress parameterizations on the coupled L-A system has yet to be performed.
The primary aim of our study is therefore to systematically assess the impact of differing
plant water-stress parameterizations on the strength of the L-A coupling. We perform a sen-
sitivity analysis of the coupled L-A system using a diurnal L-A modeling framework, called
the MXL-A-gs model, as a continuation of the studies of Combe et al. (2015), van Heerwaar-
den and Teuling (2014), and van Heerwaarden et al. (2009). In this work we introduce an
adjustable plant water-stress function into the model, allowing us to explore a wide range of
water stress responses. Our model represents the daytime surface fluxes of carbon, water, and
energy coupled to the dynamics of a convective boundary layer. Its strength is to include the
essential diurnal processes of the L-A in a concise manner. With this system we address three
research questions:
1. What is the impact of changing the plant water-stress response function from a sensitive
to an insensitive formulation on the simulated atmospheric boundary-layer of a coupled
land-atmosphere (L-A) system?
2. How does this choice of plant water-stress response function affect the development of
a dry spell over time?
3. How are the interactions of the diurnal L-A system, as well as its sensitivity to model
errors, affected by the choice of plant water-stress response function?
We base our sensitivity analysis on a control case that represents a grown maize crop field
during a sunny summer day in the Netherlands. This control case has been validated with
observations and discussed in Combe et al. (2015), and is generally representative of short
vegetation. In Sect. 3.3.1, we first modify the conventional representation of soil water stress
(i.e. the linear response) in our model, and explore the impact of a range of other, non-linear
water-stress response curves on the mixed-layer budgets of CO2, water, and heat. We next
turn to the development of a dry spell in Sect. 3.3.2, and investigate the impact of two different
plant water-stress responses on the coupled L-A system, during the dynamic soil drying of a
three-week period. Finally, we show in Sect. 3.3.3 that the impact of errors in the simulated
early-morning temperatures, cloud cover conditions and large-scale air motions can be large,
small, and even of opposite sign depending on the choice of water-stress response function.
The implications of these findings are discussed in Sect. 3.4.
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3.2 Research strategy
3.2.1 Conceptual view of the land-atmosphere system
Figure 3.1 presents a schematic view of a coupled land-ABL system. This figure was ex-
tended to include the carbon cycle from the work of van Heerwaarden and Teuling (2014)
and van Heerwaarden et al. (2009) (hereafter H14 and H9), who focused on the water and
heat cycles only. Figure 3.1a represents a well-watered short vegetation surface coupled with
a convective ABL under no subsidence. Figure 3.1b then shows the changing interactions
under large-scale subsidence.
In H9, the authors presented three negative feedback loops that regulate evapotranspira-
tion (LE) under well-watered conditions: a heating feedback, a drying feedback and a moist-
ening feedback (see the blue shaded part of Fig. 3.1). We refer to H9 for their full description.
This description of the feedbacks excluded the possibility for plants to regulate their transpi-
ration flux. In H14, the authors thus added the concept of an adaptable surface conductance
(gs), which could additionally modify LE (see the brown shaded part of Fig. 3.1a). Knowing
that this representation of the water and heat cycles is more correct for vegetated lands, we
expanded this picture to carbon dioxide as it is controlled by many of the same processes, as
shown in Fig.3.1a.
From H14, we first added the net surface flux of CO2 or net ecosystem exchange (NEE).
This variable is determined by the net primary production (NPP) from plants and the het-
erotrophic respiration (Rhet). While NPP is controlled both by the canopy conductance (gs)
and by the stomatal demand for CO2 (ci/c ratio), Rhet is known to be a function of soil tem-
perature (Karhu et al., 2014; Davidson and Janssens, 2006). In that way, gs acts as a coupling
point for the carbon cycle, the water, and the heat cycles previously described by H9 and H14
(see Fig. 3.1a). This coupling point is directly controlled by surface drivers such as the soil
moisture index (SMI) and the leaf area index (LAI) (Ronda et al., 2001).
From H14, we then added the entrainment flux of CO2 at top of the ABL and the mixed-
layer CO2 mole fraction. The latter is affected by all boundary fluxes of CO2, as well as the
volume dilution due to the growth of the ABL during the day (Pino et al., 2012). Both the
entrainment velocity (we) and volume dilution are related to changes in h, which is determined
by the amount of energy that is partitioned into sensible heat at the surface and by subsidence
(see Eqs. 1-2). In that way, h acts as the second coupling point of the L-A system as it joins the
carbon, water and heat water cycles at top of the ABL (see Fig. 3.1a). This second coupling
point is directly influenced by the free-tropospheric processes and ABL-top conditions, such
as subsidence (ws) and the free-troposphere temperature lapse rate (γθ) (Ek and Holtslag,
2004; Williams et al., 2011). As a result of the coupling of the carbon, water and heat cycles
at the surface (gs) and at the top of the ABL (h), it is necessary to consider the L-A system as
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Figure 3.1 – Interactions of the vegetated land-ABL system, based on the studies of H9 and
H14. Each arrow represents the impact of an increase in variable “x" on another variable
“y". Boundary and initial conditions explored in this study are presented in squared boxes.
Model variables (encircled) are from the surface to the top of the ABL: the surface conduc-
tance (gs), net surface shortwave radiation (SWnet), sensible heat flux (SH), latent heat flux
(LE), net primary production (NPP), heterotrophic respiration (Rhet), the internal to external
CO2 concentration ratio (ci/c), the surface vapor pressure deficit (VPD), the ABL poten-
tial temperature (θ), specific humidity (q), CO2 mole fraction (c), and the ABL height (h).
Changes in h are related to changes in ABL volume (Vol.) and entrainment flux (Entr.) and
these are separated when divergent.
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a whole to understand variations in specific parts of the carbon, water or heat cycles.
3.2.2 Description of the MXL-A-gs model
We focus on the case of a well-grown short vegetation surface that interacts with a convec-
tive ABL, in the mid-latitudes. We choose to model the interactions of the coupled land-
atmosphere system with a simple process-based modeling framework: the MXL-A-gs model.
This model consists of a zero-order model for the convective ABL (Tennekes, 1973), coupled
with a simple radiation scheme using a net sky transmissivity (Stull, 1988), a land-surface
scheme using a stomatal conductance approach (Jacobs et al., 1996), and a modified two-
layer force-restore soil model (Duynkerke, 1991; Noilhan and Planton, 1989). We introduce
hereafter the equations of the MXL-A-gs model that describe the ABL dynamics, the mixed-
layer CO2 mole fraction, and the net surface flux of CO2. In addition, we refer to Appendices
A and B for the complementary equations describing the heat and water cycles and the full
surface conductance formulation.
Atmospheric convective boundary layer
The mixed-layer model (MXL) calculates the diurnal evolution of the atmospheric state vari-
ables and CO2 in a convective boundary layer. The mixed-layer state variables (also called
“bulk" variables) do not vary with height due to the intense convective turbulent mixing. First,
under convective conditions the diurnal evolution of the ABL height (h) can be described as
follows:
dh
dt
= we + ws, (3.1)
we = − (w
′θ′v)e
∆ θv
= βθv
(
w′θ′v
)
s
∆θv
, (3.2)
with we the entrainment vertical velocity, ws the negative vertical subsidence velocity to in-
clude the effect of large-scale subsidence motions, βθv the ratio between the entrainment tur-
bulent flux of virtual heat (
(
w′θ′v
)
e
) and the surface turbulent flux of virtual heat (
(
w′θ′v
)
s
), and
∆θv the virtual potential temperature jump at the inversion height, as we assume that the in-
version layer is infinitesimally thin. With this formulation, entrainment is thus parameterized
as function of
(
w′θ′v
)
s
, and turbulent motions do not need to be resolved.
To complete Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, we need a budget equation for the ABL virtual potential
temperature (θv) and for the evolution of the virtual potential temperature jump at the inver-
sion height (∆θv), which we present in Appendix A. The diurnal evolution of all ABL state
variables (i.e. the potential temperature θ, the specific humidity q, and the wind speed u) and
of the atmospheric compounds (e.g. CO2) can be expressed as a function of their boundary
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fluxes (i.e. the surface, entrainment and advection fluxes) and of the ABL volume. For the
CO2 mole fraction (c), the physical interpretation is as follows if we neglect the horizontal
advection of CO2:
dc
dt
=
1
h
× ( w′c′s︸︷︷︸
Surface
turbulent flux of CO2
− w′c′e︸︷︷︸
Entrainment
turbulent flux of CO2
),
=
1
h
× ( NEE
ρair
+ we ∆c ), (3.3)
with NEE the net ecosystem exchange in mgCO2 m−2 s−1, ρair the density of the air, and ∆c
the CO2 jump at the inversion height. Note that h controls the dilution of the CO2 mole
fraction in Eq. 3.3. The gradient ∆c evolves in time due to the growth of the ABL into the
free troposphere and to the evolution of the mixed-layer CO2. This expression reads:
d∆c
dt
= γc we − dcdt , (3.4)
with γc the free-troposphere lapse rate of CO2. At Eq. 3.3, we represent the entrainment as
the entrainment velocity (see Eq. 3.2) times the instantaneous gradient of CO2 at top of the
ABL (see Eq. 3.4). We refer to Appendix A for similar atmospheric equations to Eqs. 3.3
and 3.4 for θ and q.
Land-surface
The A-gs model expresses the net surface fluxes of heat (SH), water (LE) and CO2 (NEE) as
the temperature, moisture and CO2 gradients times their corresponding surface conductance,
except for NEE where we have to add the contribution of the heterotrophic respiration (Rhet):
NEE =
NPP︷             ︸︸             ︷
ρair gs,c (ci − c) +Rhet, (3.5)
gs,c =
1
ra + rc
, (3.6)
with gs,c the surface conductance for CO2 transfer, ci the CO2 concentration in the plant sub-
stomatal cavities, ra the aerodynamic resistance, rc the canopy stomatal resistance to CO2
transfer. Rhet is calculated as the product of a reference respiration constant with a soil water-
stress factor and an exponential function of the surface temperature. We refer to Appendix A
for the complementary equations for the surface heat and moisture fluxes.
We describe the aerodynamic resistance as an inverse function of wind speed and a drag
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coefficient for heat, which is a function of the surface roughness and atmospheric stability.
This formulation is issued from the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. At the origin of the
rc formulation, Jacobs et al. (1996) expresses the net leaf assimilation An (i.e. the net flux of
CO2 through the stomata of a leaf) as the sum of gross leaf assimilation (Ag) and leaf dark
respiration (Rdark):
An =
1
rl,c
(c − ci) = β A∗g − Rdark, (3.7)
with rl,c the leaf stomatal resistance to CO2 transfer, β the plant water stress factor and A∗g
the unstressed gross leaf assimilation. Rdark is parameterized as 11 % A∗g. Note that An is
not equal to NPP as (a) the CO2 still has to transfer through the leaf boundary-layer (i.e.
experience ra) and (b) the CO2 assimilation has to be upscaled to the canopy level, before we
obtain NPP. Jacobs et al. (1996) uses an empirical response function of A∗g to light, CO2 and
temperature, which allows us to rewrite Eq. 3.7 as follows:
A∗g = (Am + Rdark)
[
1 − exp
(
− LUE Kx PARt e
−KxL
(Am + Rdark)
)]
, (3.8)
with Am the primary productivity under high light conditions, LUE the light-use efficiency
constant, Kx the light extinction coefficient, PARt the photosynthetically active radiation at
an instant t, and L the integrated LAI at a specific depth within the canopy (we integrate
from 0 at top of the canopy to the total LAI at bottom). Am is a function of the internal CO2
concentration ci, of the CO2 compensation point Γ, of the maximum productivity Am,max,
and of the mesophyll conductance gm, all later three parameters being dependent on the leaf
temperature (Tsk). Jacobs et al. (1996) also found that the ci/c ratio is a function of the vapor
pressure deficit (VPD) at the leaf surface:
ci − Γ
c − Γ = f0
(
1 − VPD
VPD0
)
+ fmin
VPD
VPD0
, (3.9)
with f0 and fmin respectively the maximum and minimum values of (ci − Γ)/(c − Γ), and
VPD0 the value of VPD at which the stomata close. Combining Eqs. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9, the leaf
stomatal resistance for CO2 transfer rl,c can be rewritten as:
1
rl,c
= gmin,c +
a1 A∗g β
(c − Γ)
(
1 + VPDVPD∗
) , (3.10)
with gmin,c the cuticular conductance for CO2 transfer. a1 is 1/(1− f0) and VPD∗ is VPD0/(a1−
1). To upscale rl,c from the leaf to the canopy level (i.e. to obtain rc), we integrate Eq. 3.10
over LAI (see the full derivation in Appendix B). In the end, and to summarize, the A-gs
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formulation from Jacobs et al. (1996) expresses rc as a function of PAR, Tsk, the ci/ca ratio,
VPD, the plant water stress (β, our main point of investigation in this study) and LAI. Note
that in the rest of the manuscript, we analyze the variations of gs (i.e. the surface conductance
for water transfer) which is equal to gs,c/1.6. The variations in gs thus reflects the variations
in both ra and rc.
Soil water budget
We use the soil water budget from the two-layer force-restore model of Noilhan and Planton
(1989). It describes water flow as follows:
dw1
dt
=
C1
ρw d1
(Pr − LEevap
Lv
)︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
input - output atmosphere
−C2
τ
(w1 − w1eq)︸              ︷︷              ︸
diffusion into the ground
, 0 ≤ w1 ≤ wsat, (3.11)
dw2
dt
=
1
ρw d2
(Pr − LEtranspi
Lv
), 0 < w2 ≤ wsat, (3.12)
with w1 and w2 the volumetric soil moisture content of the first and second soil layers, ρw the
density of liquid water, d1 and d2 the depths of the first and second soil layers, Pr the input
of water from precipitation, LEevap the output of water from soil evaporation, LEtranspi the
output of water from plant transpiration, Lv the latent heat of vaporization, C1 and C2 are two
coefficients related to the Clapp and Hornberger parameterization (Clapp and Hornberger,
1978), w1eq the soil moisture content at which the capillary forces balance the gravity forces
and no diffusion of water occurs to the second layer, and τ the time-scale of that return to
equilibrium.
The force-restore model neglects the diffusion of water between the second layer and the
deeper – non-modeled – soil layers, and the diffusion of water from the second soil layer to
the upper layer by capillarity. All soil evaporation is done from the first soil layer (first 10
cm), and all plant transpiration is taken from the second layer (lower 1.5 m). We thus neglect
the roots water extraction from the upper superficial layer. We refer to Combe et al. (2015)
for the constants of the soil model used in our study.
Updated plant water-stress parameterization
As mentioned in Sect.3.2.2, in the A-gs model, the plant water-stress factor (β) is directly
multiplied with the leaf gross assimilation A∗g. The standard β function of MXL-A-gs is the
linear one, and is equal to the soil moisture index (SMI) of the second soil layer:
SMI =
w2 − wwp
wfc − wwp , (3.13)
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Figure 3.2 – Range of soil water-stress (β) response functions modeled in this study. The soil
water content is expressed on the x-axis with the soil moisture index (SMI, see Eq. 3.13), thus
wilting point and field capacity are respectively represented as the SMI = 0 and SMI = 1
dashed lines. Below wilting point, plants are incapable of taking water up from the soil.
Above field capacity, the maximum amount of water is being stored in the soil pores. Plant
water-stress occurs in between those two points.
with wwp and wfc the volumetric water contents at wilting point and field capacity. To vary
the curvature (Cβ) of this response function we implemented a new exponential function
suggested by Ronda et al. (2001):
β =
1 − exp(−P(Cβ) × SMI)
1 − exp(−P(Cβ)) , (3.14)
with P(Cβ) =

6.4 ×Cβ for 0 ≤ Cβ < 25 %,
7.6 ×Cβ − 0.3 for 25 ≤ Cβ < 50 %,
2(3.66×Cβ+0.34) − 1 for 50 ≤ Cβ ≤ 100 %.
With Eq. 3.14, we vary the curvature of the response function (Cβ) from 0 (sensitive) to
100 % (insensitive) to obtain the range of β response functions plotted in Fig. 3.2. This range
encompasses a large variety of β response functions currently used in land-surface models
(e.g. see Powell et al., 2013). Note that at a fixed SMI < 1, we obtain a higher β value and
thus higher gs with the non-linear responses.
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3.2.3 Diagnostic variables
We calculate two supplementary diagnostic variables to help analyze the state of the diurnal
L-A system. Firstly, we calculate the ratio of the entrainment to surface CO2 tendencies (Rc),
which quantifies how much of the total daytime CO2 tendency is driven by entrainment, in
comparison to the surface NEE:
Rc =
∫ t = 18:00 UTC
t = 6:00 UTC (−w′c′e/h) dt∫ t = 18:00 UTC
t = 6:00 UTC (w
′c′ s/h) dt
. (3.15)
A ratio of 1 means that the surface and ABL-top processes contributed equally to the daytime
mixed-layer CO2 tendency.
Secondly, we calculate the evaporative fraction (EF) at 14:00 UTC, which quantifies the
partitioning of energy at the surface going into evapotranspiration:
EF =
LE
LE + SH
. (3.16)
We calculate the 14:00 UTC value as the surface fluxes of water and heat are high and the
ABL is fully convective.
3.2.4 Sensitivity analysis
In order to quantify the interactions between the land surface and the ABL, we design a
sensitivity analysis with our MXL-A-gs model. We use a recently published control case
(Combe et al., 2015) that is based on observations of the soil, plants and ABL, over a maize
field grown in Wageningen (the Netherlands) on 4 August 2007 (Jans et al., 2010). Using
this comprehensive set of observations to design our control case gives us confidence that we
are representing a realistic situation. The main initial and boundary conditions of our control
case can be found in Table C.1, in Appendix.
We first focus on the influence of the type of plant water-stress response function on the
two key coupling points presented in Sect. 3.2.1. For this, we perform a series of sensi-
tivity experiment where we simultaneously vary SMI from 0 to 1 and Cβ from 0 to 100 %,
performing 100 × 100 cases. We then analyze the response of gs, Rc, EF and h to these com-
bined variations of SMI and Cβ. The results of this series of experiments are presented in
Sect. 3.3.1.
We then analyze the impact of the plant water-stress response on the time evolution of a
dry spell (i.e. here: a 21-day continuous soil moisture depletion). We start two sensitivity
experiments with the control case of Combe et al. (2015), only changing the curvature of the
plant water stress response function. We use two extreme plant water stress responses: our
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Figure 3.3 – Diurnal cycles of c and θ for the dry soil (SMI = 0.2) base cases of the sensitive
(DS) and insensitive (DI) vegetated surfaces.
most sensitive response (Cβ = 0 %) and our most insensitive response (Cβ = 100 %). Over a
21-day period, we transfer the soil moisture depletion caused by evapotranspiration (LE) from
one day to the next, while we reinitialize all other variables identically to the control case.
This is a similar approach to Daly et al. (2004), except we do not represent the nocturnal
boundary-layer and nighttime surface fluxes. The results of this analysis are presented in
Sect. 3.3.2.
Finally, because our previous experiment does not include variations in the daily atmo-
spheric initial conditions that occur during a dry spell, we assess the impact of atmospheric
model errors on the carbon and heat cycles. We define two new base cases that are identical
to the one of Combe et al. (2015) except for their SMI (= 0.2) and the curvature of their
plant water stress response function (Cβ = 0 % and 100 %). These values generate the largest
differences in plant water stress factor β (see Fig. 3.2) and surface coupling gs between our
two plant water stress responses. We illustrate the two generated base cases in Fig. 3.3, which
we respectively name DS (dry soil - sensitive to water stress) and DI (dry soil - insensitive
to water stress). Note that the diurnal cycles of CO2 and temperature presented in Fig. 3.3
reach two characteristic values: a diurnal minimum for CO2 (cmin) and a diurnal maximum
for temperature (θmax). These are the two characteristic values that we hereafter focus our
analysis on.
We select four initial and boundary conditions that vary from day-to-day during a dry
spell: the subsidence velocity (ws), the free-troposphere temperature lapse rate (γθ), the early-
morning ABL potential temperature (θ0), and the cloud cover (cc, see Fig. 3.1). For each of
these variables we define a model error (see Table 3.1). Note that for θ0 we create a set
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Table 3.1 – Explored model errors.
Variable [units] Initial value Change
ws [s−1] 0.7 × 10−5 +3.3 × 10−5
γθ [K km−1] 8 +3
cc [%] 22.5 −22.5
θ0 [K] 286 +4
of consistent initial conditions for each run: (a) we conserve the temperature differences
between the soil layers and the atmosphere, effectively shifting the entire temperature profile,
and (b) we conserve the initial VPD of the base case (94 %) by adapting the initial q. We
subsequently apply all our defined model errors first one-by-one, then all at once on our
two base cases (DS and DI) and analyze their impact on cmin and θmax. The result of these
experiments is presented in Sect. 3.3.3.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Coupling points
The atmospheric budget of CO2 can switch from being dominated by surface fluxes to dom-
inated by entrainment depending on the stomata aperture, which is controlled by the soil
moisture level and the vegetation sensitivity to water stress. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4a,
which presents the response of the surface coupling point (gs) and of the mixed-layer CO2
budget (through Rc) to the assumed curvature of the plant water-stress response function (Cβ
on the y-axis) and soil moisture level (SMI on the x-axis). If we first focus on soil moisture
at a given water-stress response (Cβ = 0), we find two opposite regimes of the CO2 budget
indicated by two dots marked WS (wet soil – sensitive to water stress) and DS (dry soil –
sensitive to water stress). The non-stressed vegetation of the WS case has a gs of 12 mm s−1
which enables high photosynthesis rates and a large contribution of NEE to the CO2 budget
(Rc = 0.5) while the stressed vegetation of the DS case has a gs of 3 mm s−1, which almost
fully inhibits photosynthesis and reduces the coupling between the vegetation and the atmo-
spheric CO2 budget (Rc = 3). This reduced coupling of the ABL carbon budget from the
surface fluxes is important for the interpretation of observed mixed-layer CO2 mole fractions
under drought conditions as it is often assumed that CO2 measurements in the ABL predomi-
nantly reflect vegetation carbon exchange – which is clearly not true in this example. Further
reducing soil moisture below SMI = 0.2 would lead to an exponential Rc increase and even
weaker surface coupling.
However, we can again increase the vegetation influence on ABL CO2 at low soil moisture
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Figure 3.4 – Values of key variables in the coupled land-atmosphere system as a function of
soil moisture index (SMI, x-axis) and of curvature of the water-stress function (Cβ, y-axis).
Shown are (left) diurnal average gs in grey scale with Rc in contours and (right) ABL height
in grey scale and evaporative fraction in contours. We highlight where Rc = 3 with a thick
dashed line, which corresponds roughly where gs = 3 mm s−1. Three specific points are
indicated: a wet soil case simulated with the sensitive water-stress response function (WS), a
dry soil case simulated with the sensitive water-stress response function (DS), and a dry soil
case simulated with an insensitive water-stress response function (DI).
by changing the assumed vegetation sensitivity to water stress. In Figure 3.4a, the point
marked DI (dry soil – insensitive to water stress) is a simulation at the same soil moisture level
as the DS point. It maintains high conductance, high carbon assimilation and evaporation
rates, and thus conserves a strong influence of surface carbon exchange on atmospheric CO2.
The Rc-value at this point is even below 0.5, while conductance remains close to 15 mm s−1
confirming that downregulation of photosynthesis has not yet started, in agreement with the
SMI = 0.2 and β = 0.95 point in Fig. 3.2. We tentatively define the threshold of gs = 3 mm s−1
shown as the thick dashed line in Fig. 3.4a as the point where we enter a very weakly coupled
regime for CO2 in the ABL. We note that this threshold shifts towards very low values of SMI
if Cβ (and thus β) increases in our analysis, and a similar effect occurs if we apply the linear
β function on the mesophyll conductance instead of on the gross primary production, as done
by Calvet et al. (1998) and as suggested by Keenan et al. (2010a) (not shown here). This will
be discussed further in Sect. 3.4.
The weakly coupled regime of surface CO2 is always correlated with high ABL growth
and high entrainment of dry and warm air, which will ultimately feed back on surface con-
ditions. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4b that presents the response of the coupling point at the
top of the ABL (h) and of the evaporative fraction (EF) to the variation of the curvature of
the water-stress response function (y-axis) and SMI (x-axis). We first see the complemen-
tarity of Figs. 3.4a and b, and how low gs switches the surface energy budget towards the
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release of sensible heat. From the WS to the DS case, the 10 mm s−1 drop in gs causes EF
to decrease from 0.74 to 0.39, and thus the ABL height to increase from 1131 m to 1494 m.
Then from the DS to the DI case, the 12 mm s−1 increase in gs reverts EF and h back to 0.76
and 1120 m. These substantial differences in ABL height and surface energy balances are
relevant for both numerical weather prediction and climate modeling, as simulated tempera-
tures near the surface as well as cloud formation and precipitation rates now depend on plant
water-stress response.
We find that water-stress sensitive and insensitive vegetated surfaces can behave identi-
cally from a carbon, water, and heat exchange point of view, despite a large difference in their
hydrological state. In Fig. 3.4a, the vegetation of the DI case has the same gs (12-15 mm s−1)
as the vegetation of the WS case. In Fig. 3.4b this leads them to have a similar surface energy
budget (EF ≈ 0.75) and ABL growth (h ≈ 1130 m). Specifically for coupled land-surface
simulations such as done in climate models, it is important to realize that in addition to their
effects on local conditions mentioned above, the differing sensitivities ultimately feed back
on the larger scale atmospheric state. This shows that the choice of plant water stress repre-
sentation in land-surface models could be an important area of model improvement.
3.3.2 Temporal evolution of a dry spell
We find that vegetation insensitive to water-stress depletes soil moisture faster than the sen-
sitive vegetation because it does not downregulate gs and LE until the soil moisture is very
close to wilting point. Even on the first day when SMI = 0.55 the sensitive response downreg-
ulates LE to 300 W m−2 whereas the insensitive response keeps evapotranspiring at potential
level (LE = 400 W m−2) (Fig. 3.5). The accumulated amount of water transpired from the
deeper soil layer - where the maize roots are located - over the 21-day period is much greater
for the insensitive response (78 mm) than for the sensitive response (57 mm). As a result,
the SMI for the insensitive response drops below wilting point and is much lower than for
the sensitive response. The insensitive response is similar to observed C3 and C4 grasses over
Europe, while the sensitive response is more conservative of water resources as observed over
forests (Wolf et al., 2013; Teuling et al., 2010).
Our simulations illustrate how vegetation insensitive to water-stress delays atmospheric
warming. Figures 3.5c and d show this vegetation conserves a high gs > 14 mm s−1, thus
a low maximum SH ≈ 100 W m−2 and a low θmax of 298 K over the first 14 days. Between
days 14 and 19 in Fig. 3.5c it switches suddenly to a low gs < 1 mm s−1, and subsequently
a high maximum SH flux of 400 W m−2 and a high θmax of 303 K. In contrast, vegetation
sensitive to water-stress evolves gradually towards a warmer atmospheric state over the 21
days, but without ever reaching the same range of temperature increase (from 299 to 302 K).
Our finding is thus in agreement with Teuling et al. (2010); van Heerwaarden and Teuling
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Figure 3.5 – The effect of soil moisture depletion over a 21-day dry period under two differ-
ent plant water-stress representations. Results using the sensitive response are shown with a
grey background, while the results with an insensitive response are shown with a white back-
ground. Both simulations start at SMI = 0.55. Variables shown here are (a) LE and SMI, and
(c) SH and θmax.
(2014), who showed that during the European 2003 heatwave forests downregulated their
transpiration sooner than grass and were showing increases in air temperature earlier in time.
Our result shows that the choice of water stress representation in a land-surface model is
important to simulate the build-up of heat waves, and is an additional factor to take into
account in heat waves studies like Miralles et al. (2014).
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Figure 3.5 – (continued) – Variables shown here are (b) cmin and Rc, and (d) gs and h. The
surface coupling threshold for the CO2 budget at gs = 3 mm s−1 is shown by the thick dashed
line in panel (b).
Finally, when we look at the mixed-layer CO2 mole fraction, we find the insensitive
water-stress response consistently generates lower CO2 mole fractions than the more sensi-
tive response over the first 15 days. After day 17, this difference reverses as the insensitive
response abruptly decreases gs, reducing the coupling between land and atmosphere for the
carbon cycle. In Fig. 3.5b we find the diurnal minimum CO2 mole fraction for the sensitive
response evolves linearly from 354 to 362 ppm, whereas the diurnal minimum CO2 mole
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fraction for the insensitive response switches abruptly from 341 to 368 ppm between day 12
and 19. As a consequence, it reaches the weakly coupled CO2 regime that we tentatively
defined in Sect. 3.3.1 at gs = 3 mm s−1. Any model interpretation of observed CO2 mole
fractions under water-stressed conditions thus needs to consider the type of water stress re-
sponse to explain (a) the temporal evolution pattern of CO2 mole fractions, and (b) the relative
importance of the entrainment process and of large-scale conditions in the ABL CO2 budget.
3.3.3 Sensitivity to model errors
The long-term temperature and CO2 increases from Sect. 3.3.2 can be regarded as a lower-
bound estimate during such drought, as we have currently only carried over the effects on soil-
moisture from one day to the next. Additional cumulative effects can be expected for example
from increasing early-morning temperatures (which increases gs, VPD and Rhet, see Fig. 3.1),
reduced absolute humidity (which increases VPD), reduced cloud cover (which increases
PAR). However, these cumulative changes cannot be modeled readily with our framework,
as we cannot simulate nighttime conditions, meso-scale air circulation or cloud formation.
But we can assess the effects of possible errors in these variables (i.e., a deviation from their
true state) that can occur in our simulations or in other models that do not correctly capture
the dynamics of the land (e.g. LAI), or atmosphere (e.g. meso-scale air circulation), or their
interaction.
Errors in simulated atmospheric conditions can have significant impacts on the ABL CO2
mole fraction and ABL temperature on a single day. We show this in Fig. 3.6 where we
present the change in the daily minimum c (y-axis) and in the daily maximum θ (x-axis)
resulting from prescribed errors in the atmospheric initial conditions of the DI and DS base
runs. All prescribed errors listed in Table 3.1 cause a positive or negative change in cmin
larger than 1 ppm, and an always positive change in θmax larger than 0.5 K independent
of the assumed plant water stress response. For example, overestimates in simulated early
morning temperature of the mixed-layer (+4 K θ0) translate to almost identical overestimates
in the daytime maximum temperature (+3 to +3.5 K θmax). Similar positive impacts on the
maximum temperature are seen from overestimates in large-scale subsidence rates (+1 to
+2 K) or temperature lapse-rates (+0.5 to +1 K), as qualitatively illustrated in our conceptual
Fig. 3.1. Our examples thus clearly illustrate that simulated conditions in the atmospheric
boundary layer during dry spells are very sensitive to both its boundary and initial conditions.
Their errors, as well as the simulated coupling strengths thus determine the accuracy of a
simulated heatwave.
Moreover, depending on the assumed vegetation sensitivity to water-stress the effect of
such model errors on the CO2 mole fraction and ABL temperature can double, or half, or even
reverse sign. For instance in Fig. 3.6, a switch from a sensitive to an insensitive plant response
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Figure 3.6 – Contrasted response of the ABL CO2 and temperature to atmospheric model
errors for two contrasted plant sensitivity to water stress, under severe water deficit (SMI =
0.2). In Fig. 3.3, the sensitive (DS) and insensitive (DI) base cases reached two different cmin
(364 ppm for DS and 343 ppm for DI) and θmax (301 K for the DS and 297 K for DI) due
to their contrasted responses to water stress. We present here the deviations from these base
cases cmin and θmax, after applying changes to the runs initial conditions (see Table 3.1).
to water stress causes the impact of an error in simulated subsidence rates to be twice as large
on cmin, but half as large in θmax. Also overestimates in simulated γθ causes generates a 2 ppm
higher cmin when assuming the sensitive response or a 4 ppm lower cmin when assuming the
insensitive response. The key difference when switching from the sensitive to the insensitive
water-stress response cases is the increase in surface coupling and the subsequent 4 K lower
temperature regime of the ABL (see Fig. 3.3). The assumed plant water-stress sensitivity in
the model puts us on opposite sides of the optimum temperature for photosynthesis (298 K):
while the leaf temperature of the DI base case is consistently below this optimum throughout
the day, the one of the DS base case is consistently above this optimum. The extra warming
then generated by each model error (from +0.5 to +3.5 K for cc, γθ, ws, and θ0) causes the in-
sensitive vegetation to increase its assimilation rate and the sensitive vegetation to decrease its
assimilation rate, generating consistently higher cmin for the sensitive cases compared to their
corresponding insensitive cases. Our results highlight the importance of the representation of
plant-water stress not just for the temporal evolution of the mean atmospheric conditions as
in Sect. 3.3.2, but also for directing the impact of errors in a coupled model for carbon, water,
and energy. We will further discuss this in Sect. 3.4.
Finally, we see that simultaneous errors in variables associated with the development of
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a dry spell add non-linearly to affect the CO2 minimum and ABL temperature. In Fig. 3.6
we find that a combination of reduced cloud cover with an increased subsidence rate, free-
troposphere temperature lapse rate, and early-morning temperature of the boundary layer, can
amount to an error in θmax of 4.6 to 5.2 K and in cmin of −27 to +2 ppm. Interestingly, the small
effect on CO2 in the sensitive vegetation case is not equal to the sum of the individual model
error effects, and this is also true for the total temperature error. This especially illustrates the
inter-dependence of the effects triggered by the combined model errors (see Fig. 3.1). Their
combination reflects a model where all drivers during a drought are overestimated but in the
sensitive vegetation response CO2 is hardly affected, while in the insensitive case the modeled
daytime CO2 minimum is too low by almost 30 ppm. The implications of this finding will be
discussed in the next section.
3.4 Discussion
The modularity of the atmospheric model (MXL) has allowed its users to add many pro-
cesses to explore their importance for the diurnal simulation of the the ABL temperature,
moisture and CO2. This includes a number of processes not considered in this study, such
as the effect of shear-driven turbulence (Pino et al., 2006), residual boundary layers (Ouwer-
sloot et al., 2012), shallow-cumulus formation and surface shading (van Stratum et al., 2014;
Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al., 2012), large-scale advection of heat (Miralles et al., 2014)
and heating of the ABL by aerosols (Barbaro et al., 2014). Guided by the observations, we
chose here to focus on the most important processes for a convective boundary-layer when
coupled to a vegetation model that includes carbon exchange. On the atmospheric side of our
framework this includes entrainment, subsidence, boundary-layer growth, free-tropospheric
conditions, and horizontal heat advection. In our land-surface model (A-gs) this includes
the coupling of the carbon and water cycles through stomatal conductance. Its formulation
has been validated for a number of surfaces with low vegetation such as maize (Combe et al.,
2015), C3 and C4 grass, soybean (Ronda et al., 2001), and grapevine (Jacobs et al., 1996). We
specifically note that to extend it to high vegetation (i.e. forests), the disturbance of the tur-
bulence by the canopy should be included in the model. Such extension for the MXL model
is being done at the moment, following the principles of Harman and Finnigan (2007). To
additionally include the effect of meso-scale circulations, nighttime turbulent exchange, to-
pography, or cloud dynamics requires a more explicit 3-D modeling framework, which would
add considerable complexity to the study. We simply represent those as large-scale forcings
by imposing vertical and horizontal advection of heat and moisture (Pietersen et al., 2015).
The range of water-stress responses and soil moisture index explored here is representa-
tive of a specific range of observed situations. A soil moisture index of 0.2 is a typical water
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deficit observed during summer in Southern Europe (e.g. southern France and Portugal as
shown in Barbu et al., 2011; Jongen et al., 2011) that can also occur in wetter regions during
prolonged droughts. Our findings are thus relevant for those cases, as the replenishment of
soil water by precipitation or irrigation will largely diminish our contrasted plant water stress
responses effect on the stomatal conductance. Moreover, note that here we are exploring the
spectrum of water stress responses existing between the linear and the very non-linear insen-
sitive responses. We chose that spectrum as it was representative of a number of land-surface
water-stress responses (SiB3, CTESSEL, JULES, CLM, A-gs, see Boussetta et al., 2013;
Powell et al., 2013; Ronda et al., 2001). However, there is a second half of the spectrum,
between the linear and the non-linear very sensitive response, the later being representative
of plants that shut their stomata as soon as there is a small soil moisture deficit (Calvet et al.,
2004; Tardieu and Simonneau, 1998). By extension of our results, we expect the decoupling
of the L-A water and carbon exchange (and the corresponding high L-A heat exchange) to
happen at higher SMI and thus earlier in time during dry spells for this very sensitive non-
linear response to water stress.
The plant water stress parameterization we investigated here is not the only approach
taken in land-surface models. Several studies (Egea et al., 2011; Keenan et al., 2010a; Calvet
et al., 1998) have suggested that in addition to downregulation of stomatal conductance, the
mesophyll conductance and/or the maximum carboxylation rate should also be downregu-
lated. The latter would account for non-stomatal effects, such as the decline in leaf nitro-
gen content (Grassi and Magnani, 2005) and the hardening of mesophyll cell walls (Keenan
et al., 2010b). Even in models that use the beta-function as employed here, it is not clear
which shape to choose because as argued by Joetzjer et al. (2014) the physiological response
to water stress itself is not well understood. It will vary between species, and is observed
to even be different for different varieties of crops (Zhou et al., 2013; Carmo-Silva et al.,
2007; Calvet et al., 2004; Tardieu and Simonneau, 1998). As an alternative, mechanistic ap-
proaches were proposed (Verhoef and Egea, 2014; McDowell et al., 2013) that describe plant
internal hydraulics. Such models in turn require more complex model input, with variables
difficult to acquire (e.g. root density, soil hydraulic conductivity). For both water-stress re-
sponse approaches, Powell et al. (2013) showed that a full drought response of vegetation
should moreover include a change in respiration, LAI, plant mortality, carbon allocation, root
adaptation, and even reproduction strategies (also see van der Molen et al., 2011). A possible
extension of our study could be to repeat our experiments with our coupled MXL-A-gs model
but introducing the mechanistic water-stress approach, to observe which type of sensitivity to
water stress and which L-A coupling it can model.
The idea of a coupling strength in climate models has been raised before. For example,
Koster (2004) and Dirmeyer et al. (2006) looked at the hydrological cycle to define a coupling
strength between the atmosphere and land, specifically using soil moisture and precipitation.
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The fraction of explained variance in soil moisture by variations in precipitation allowed
a quantification of this strength, and the separation of different coupling regimes. Senevi-
ratne et al. (2010) summarizes similar approaches, amongst others for the soil moisture-
temperature coupling strength. More similar to our use of a coupling strength, Santanello
et al. (2009) analyzed the local land-atmosphere coupling state of heat and water showing
that there are three surface energy balance regimes depending on the soil wetness (dry, inter-
mediate, wet). Our study expands this analysis also to the surface carbon fluxes, and through
Rc moreover accounts for CO2 entrainment at the top of the PBL. This coupling strength at
the top of the boundary layer is often not considered in coupled land-surface modeling, but
forms an important connection to the larger atmospheric scales that control for example the
development of heat waves.
Our study of the development of a heat wave is highly simplified due to the impossibility
of the model to run through nighttime that led us not to change atmospheric conditions from
day-to-day. This simplification can be partly supported by the fact that a heatwave typically
develops in a synoptic situation that is relatively stable, with high-pressure, few clouds, strong
subsidence, and little precipitation. However, variations in other variables are likely to occur
over the 21-day period: heat and moisture advection, temperature lapse rates, and CO2 in and
above the ABL typically also change over synoptic scales (5-10) days (Miralles et al., 2014).
These variations are partly offset by the rapid adaptation of the short time scale processes of
ABL growth to the long term variations (e.g., subsidence, soil moisture). In our results we
therefore specifically isolated the effect of progressive soil moisture depletion on the land-
atmosphere coupling and obtained a reasonable soil moisture depletion over the 21 days
of 30-55 % in SMI. This is on the high side compared to the SMI decrease observed by
Wolf et al. (2013) during a 30-day drought in Switzerland (-20 % SMI) but can be partially
explained by the observed replenishment of soil moisture by precipitation, which is absent in
our model. Our findings agree with Joetzjer et al. (2014) that the choice of plant water-stress
response can strongly affect the dynamic simulation of soil moisture in a land-surface model.
Although our study is conceptual in nature, its results can be generalized to a large number
of other models that use the same principle of coupled photosynthesis-conductance model-
ing, and moisture-stress induced reductions of leaf assimilation. This includes for example
the version of the Integrated Forecast System built by ECMWF used in the Copernicus project
(Boussetta et al., 2013). In its coupled land-surface model (CTESSEL) the stomatal conduc-
tance, and hence energy and water balance, will respond very similarly to what we have
shown here to the atmospheric and surface drivers, and to errors therein. The skill of this
numerical weather prediction system therefore is tied partially to the vegetation state and its
response to water-stress. A similar argument can be made for Earth System Models used
in coupled carbon-climate simulations (Meir et al., 2006; Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Booth
et al., 2012), which instead simulate the long-term fate of vegetation and soil carbon pools
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based on this L-A coupling. With the tropics as dominant region for carbon-climate feed-
backs, Joetzjer et al. (2014) illustrated the effect of different drought response function on the
simulation of carbon fluxes in the Amazon in one such model (ISBA). As hypothesized by
Berry et al. (2010) and in agreement with our study, large effects on stomatal conductance
lead to large variations in evaporation and carbon assimilation. These authors stressed the
need to include drought effects on plant mortality, in addition to a better understanding of the
mechanisms of drought response as is also advocated in van der Molen et al. (2011).
3.5 Conclusion
We systematically evaluated the sensitivity of a coupled land-atmosphere system to the plant
water-stress response under drought conditions. Using various responses from linear (sen-
sitive) to non-linear (insensitive) within the MXL-A-gs model, we quantified the differences
in the simulated budgets of carbon, water, and heat in the daytime ABL. The strength of our
framework is that it includes the essential processes of the diurnal convective ABL coupling
with the surface characteristics of low vegetation, similar to larger, more complex, and more
widely used land-surface models. We use our conceptual framework to answer three research
questions.
Firstly, we find that under low soil moisture conditions the use of a sensitive plant water-
stress response in a land-surface model can strongly decrease the diurnal exchange of carbon
and water at the surface and increase the exchange of heat. This increases ABL growth and
entrainment, contributes to further warming and drying of the ABL, and shifts the dominant
processes in the ABL CO2 budget away from surface CO2 exchange. Misspecification of this
simulated water-stress response can lead to errors in simulated temperatures, a misinterpre-
tation of observed CO2 mole fractions, but also leads to errors in coupled land-atmosphere
simulations with climate models for longer integration times (drought, heatwaves).
Secondly, during the development a dry spell, plants that are insensitive to water stress
will delay atmospheric warming at the expense of a faster depletion of soil moisture. This
will create a sudden switch in surface coupling strength, CO2 mole fractions, and temperature
when approaching wilting point. On the contrary, plants that are more sensitive to water-stress
will immediately contribute to increased atmospheric warming by reducing evaporation to
preserve soil water resources. These contrasting vegetation responses are important to model
the onset of heat waves and the development of droughts in numerical weather prediction
models, which are starting to rely on coupled photosynthesis-evaporation formulations for
stomatal conductance.
Thirdly, we find that the nonlinear interactions between water-stress sensitivity, stomatal
conductance, and atmospheric dynamics create a wide range of system responses in which
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errors in initial and boundary conditions for the ABL can affect the ABL budgets of carbon,
water, and heat very differently, and even non–linearly. This means that a coupled model’s
sensitivity to errors in simulated drought conditions can shift strongly due to underlying as-
sumptions. This is especially relevant for models used in numerical weather prediction, and
models used to simulate droughts in a future climate.
This research was funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO)
through the VIDI grant number 864.08.012. We thank two anonymous reviewers for their help-
ful comments on the manuscript.
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Grain yield observations constrain cropland
CO2 fluxes over Europe: method and
validation
Carbon exchange over croplands plays an important role in the European carbon cycle over
daily to seasonal time scales. Not only do crops occupy one eight of the global land area,
but their photosynthesis and respiration are large and affect CO2 mole fractions at nearly ev-
ery atmospheric CO2 monitoring site. A better description of this crop carbon exchange in
terrestrial biosphere models – most of which currently treat crops as unmanaged grasslands
– could strongly improve their terrestrial carbon cycle. Available longterm observations of
crop yield, harvest, and cultivated area allow such improvements, when combined with the new
crop-modeling framework we present. This framework models the carbon fluxes of the major
European crops on a 25 x 25 km grid and daily time-step. The development of this framework
is twofold. Firstly, we optimize crop growth using the process-based WOrld FOod STudies
(WOFOST) agricultural crop growth model. Modeled yields are downscaled to match regional
crop yield observations from the Statistical Office of the European Union (EUROSTAT) by esti-
mating a yearly regional parameter for each crop species: the yield gap factor. This optimiza-
tion step allows us to better represent crop phenology, to reproduce the observed multiannual
European crop yields, and to construct realistic time series of the crop carbon fluxes (gross
primary production, GPP, and autotrophic respiration, Raut). Secondly, we combine these GPP
and Raut fluxes with a soil respiration model to obtain the total ecosystem respiration (TER) and
net ecosystem exchange (NEE). We assess the model’s ability to represent the seasonal GPP,
TER and NEE fluxes using observations at 7 European FluxNet cropland sites and compare
it with the fluxes of the current terrestrial carbon cycle model of CarbonTracker Europe: the
Simple Biosphere - Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach (SiBCASA) model. We find that the new
model framework provides a detailed, realistic, and strongly observation-driven estimate of
carbon exchange over European croplands. Its products will be made available to the scientific
community through the ICOS Carbon Portal, and serve as a new cropland component in the
CarbonTracker Europe inverse model flux estimates.
This chapter is in preparation as Combe, M., de Wit, A., Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, J., and Peters, W.: Grain yield
observations constrain cropland CO2 fluxes over Europe: method and validation.
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4.1 Introduction
Even though croplands occupy about 12 % of the Earth land surface (1990s estimate from
Ramankutty et al., 2002), they are usually considered not to contribute to the global land
carbon sink (see the neutral balance assumption in Smith et al., 2014 or Gray et al., 2014).
This neutral contribution is justified by a lack of long-term carbon storage in crop biomass
and in intensely used agricultural soils (Lal, 2004), in contrast to forests (Pan et al., 2011).
Crop harvests are rapidly consumed, their residues are incorporated into the cropland soils,
and thus most of their stored CO2 is respired back into the atmosphere within a few years.
However, seasonally, crop productivity still strongly impacts measured atmospheric CO2 con-
centrations.
Croplands have a different seasonal cycle compared to natural vegetation, their seasonal
CO2 uptake being shorter in time and larger in magnitude (Corbin et al., 2010). It is thus
understandable that they strongly impact measured CO2 concentrations locally (Tolk et al.,
2009). Recently, Gray et al. (2014) and Zeng et al. (2014) have also shown that the foot-
print of croplands can be found in the 25% increase in the seasonal amplitude of atmospheric
CO2 over remote and naturally vegetated sites. This increase can be explained by the 200%
rise in crop productivity since the green revolution (Pingali, 2012), a trend that is likely to
continue as roughly 9 billion people are expected to be fed by agriculture by 2050 (Roberts,
2011). Given the large impact of cropland CO2 exchange on atmospheric CO2 mole frac-
tions on daily to seasonal scales, croplands CO2 exchange must be properly represented in
atmospheric CO2 models and coupled carbon-climate models. Proper representation of this
short-term cropland CO2 exchange should furthermore help to reduce the uncertainty in in-
verse model estimates of the total land carbon sink, the most variable and uncertain sink of
the global carbon budget (Le Quéré et al., 2015).
To model land-surface CO2 exchange, a vast majority of terrestrial biosphere models
(TBMs) use the concept of plant functional type (PFT). A good example of this approach
is given by SiBCASA (Schaefer et al., 2008), a model that has been used in studies of at-
mospheric CO2 (Alden et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2010), CO2 isotopes (van der Velde et al.,
2014), and carbon-climate interactions (Hope and Schaefer, 2015; Richardson et al., 2011).
TBMs with PFTs simplify croplands as unmanaged grassland in a unique PFT, or go as far
as separating it into two types for C3 and C4 photosynthesis (e.g. the ORCHIDEE model
in Krinner et al., 2005). Over croplands, all PFT models neglect the effect of key processes
such as crop phenology (the timing of crop maturation), crop management (tillage, irrigation,
fertilization, etc), or the lateral transport of carbon after the harvest. The absence of key crop
growth processes in TBMs can sometimes be remedied with data assimilation. For instance in
past studies, crop phenology has been constrained with the assimilation of remotely-sensed
NDVI, although such data contains large uncertainties (Lokupitiya et al., 2009). But crop
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processes that cannot be replaced by data assimilation need to be modeled. This is why
agricultural crop growth models, which were developed to represent species-dependent crop
growth processes, become a good alternative to classical TBMs for modeling cropland CO2
exchange.
In this study, we aim at improving the representation of the diurnal to seasonal cropland
CO2 exchange in the SiBCASA model. Contrarily to Lokupitiya et al. (2009), our strategy
is not to add processes to SiBCASA to create a better cropland PFT, but to replace it en-
tirely with a specialized agricultural model, WOFOST-WLP (Supit et al., 1994). This crop
growth model computes the daily water-limited photosynthesis and respiration fluxes, crop
phenology, and crop yield. We combine it with a soil respiration model that depends on tem-
perature to obtain the net surface CO2 exchange over croplands. We then assimilate European
grain yield observations (EUROSTAT 2015) to constrain crop productivity from the modeled
water-limited to the actual crop production level. By optimizing crop growth, we attempt to
bridge the gap between model and observed crop productivity that is due to the non-modeled
processes (here: fertilization, pests and diseases). To our knowledge, we become the first
to use the readily available grain yield stream of data to constrain a model for cropland net
CO2 exchange, useful to the biogeosciences and atmospheric sciences. Our modeling frame-
work makes moreover use of a complete database for European crop calendars, crop species,
and a detailed European soil map (Boogaard et al., 2013). It is operational for the European
domain, for the ten most-grown crop species, and has a spatial resolution of 25 km.
We use our novel model-data integration framework, which we name WOFOST-opt, to
address three research questions:
1. How well does our framework capture the diurnal to seasonal cropland productivity
and respiration over the European domain?
2. To what extent does the integration of yield data constrain the net cropland CO2 ex-
change?
3. Can our framework capture the spatial and temporal patterns of cropland net CO2 ex-
change during agricultural droughts?
With these research questions, we thus address the performance of our framework under nor-
mal to water-limiting conditions. We first answer research questions 1 and 2 by comparing
our CO2 exchange product to independent observations from the FluxNet community (Bal-
docchi et al., 2001) and to model estimates by SiBCASA, at 6 cropland sites across Europe
located within three contrasting climate zones. We then answer our third research question by
modeling the total cropland CO2 exchange during the 2005 drought over the Iberian penin-
sula, and by analyzing the effect of water-stress on the net cropland CO2 exchange. Doing
this, we demonstrate the capacity of our methodology to produce high-resolution hindcasts of
cropland CO2 exchange, which can be used as boundary conditions in atmospheric models.
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4.2 Model description
4.2.1 Crop photosynthesis and respiration
We use the WOrld FOod STudies water-limited production model (WOFOST-WLP) ver-
sion 7.1 to represent the crop gross primary production (GPP) and autotrophic respiration
(Raut) during the growing season. WOFOST is an agricultural crop growth model from the
Wageningen school of models (Supit et al., 1994; van Ittersum et al., 2003). Its original pur-
pose is to compute the accumulation of carbon inside the grains or storage organs of the plant.
To do this, WOFOST models the crop CO2 exchange with the atmosphere on a daily time
step. The atmosphere is treated here as a boundary condition, as six daily weather variables
(the incoming short-wave radiation, minimum and maximum air temperature, atmospheric
vapor pressure, precipitation, and wind speed) are provided as input to the crop photosynthe-
sis and respiration models (see Sect. 4.3.1).
WOFOST calculates the instantaneous gross assimilation rate of a leaf layer (Al(z, t), in
kgCO2 ha
−1
lea f hr
−1) using a two big-leaf light-use efficiency approach:
Asha(z, t) = Am
(
1 − e−ε PARa,shaAm
)
,
Asun(z, t) = Am
{
1 − (Am − Asha)
ε × PARa,sun ×
(
1 − e−ε PARa,sunAm
)}
,
Al(z, t) = fsun Asun + (1 − fsun) Asha, (4.1)
with Asha and Asun respectively the instantaneous gross assimilation rates of shaded and sunlit
leaves, Am the maximum leaf assimilation rate at light saturation that is dependent on the
air temperature and the development stage of the crop, ε the light-use efficiency in kgCO2
ha−1lea f hr
−1 / (W m−2), PARa,sha and PARa,sun the amount of photosynthetically active radiation
absorbed by respectively the shaded and the sunlit part of the leaf layer in W m−2, and fsun
the fraction of sunlit leaf area. Within the canopy, Al varies along height due to the extinction
of light caused by the leaves self-shading, and along time following the diurnal course of
radiation and temperature. We upscale Al to its canopy level (Ac, in kgCO2 ha
−1
ground hr
−1) with
a Gaussian integration (Scheid, 1968) of Al over three leaf layers:
Ac(t) =
∫ ztop
z=0
Al(z, t) dz ≈ LAI × Al(z0, t) + 1.6 Al(z1, t) + Al(z2, t)3.6 , (4.2)
with LAI the leaf area index in halea f ha−1ground. We then compute the daily potential canopy
GPP (GPPp, in kgCO2 ha
−1
ground d
−1) with the same Gaussian integration approach over three
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points in time:
GPPp =
∫ t=sunset
t=sunrise
Ac(t) dt ≈ lday × Ac(t0) + 1.6 Ac(t1) + Ac(t2)3.6 , (4.3)
with lday the daylength in hours. We then account for the effect of water-stress and all other
limitations to growth (e.g. weeds, pests, diseases) by multiplying GPPp with two empirical
factors: (a) a water-stress factor ( fstress) that varies in time following the amount of available
soil moisture, and (b) a fixed yearly yield gap factor ( fgap) that is based on observations of
crop yields, and that allows us to regulate the modeled crop production further down to its
actual level. We obtain the actual canopy GPP (in gC m−2 d−1) with the following expression:
GPP = GPPp ×Ce × fstress × fgap, (4.4)
with Ce the conversion factor of kgCO2 ha
−1 to gC m−2, and both fstress and fgap dimension-
less and ranging from 0 to 1. We explain the computation of fstress and fgap respectively in
Sect. 4.2.2 and 4.3.2. When applying Eq. 4.4, it is important to realize that the yearly value of
fgap scales down crop growth as well as the coupled evapotranspiration, which will interact
with the evolution of fstress along the growing season. We will come back to this issue in the
discussion.
The assimilated matter is allocated to plant organs (leaves, stems, roots and storage or-
gans) once the autotrophic respiration (Raut, in gC m−2 d−1) has been computed (see Eq. 4.7).
Raut is composed of two respirations. First, maintenance respiration (Rmaint) represents the en-
ergy cost of maintaining the plant cell structural material. Second, growth respiration (Rgrow)
is the energy cost to transform any left-over assimilates into structural plant cell material. The
following expressions are used to parameterize both processes:
Rmaint = Rm,25 × Q10 (Tair−25)/10, (4.5)
Rgrow = (GPP + Rmaint) × (1 − rconv), (4.6)
Raut = Rmaint + Rgrow, (4.7)
with Rm,25 the reference maintenance respiration rate at 25◦C in gC m−2 d−1, related to the
size of plant carbon pools to maintain and their age, Q10 the relative increase in Rmaint with
each 10◦C increase, Tair the daily mean air temperature in ◦C, and rconv the species-dependent
conversion efficiency of carbon into dry matter.
Finally, note that carbon exchange and storage in the plant organs is computed per m2
of ground area, which means that WOFOST is not spatially explicit. We use soil, crop and
weather information at a 25 km resolution (see Sect. 4.3.1) to allow the spatial representation
of crop GPP and Raut.
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Figure 4.1 – Water-stress downscaling factor of daily GPP and transpiration. Key soil mois-
ture contents are indicated as Wwp the wilting point, W f c the field capacity, Wcae the critical
point for aeration, and Wmos the maximum oxygen stress point. In WOFOST-WLP, crops are
categorized in groups from drought-sensitive (s = 5) to drought-resistant (s = 1). Potatoes,
sunflower, peas and beans are generally in crop group 3, cereals in group 4 or 5, and maize
in group 5. Above field capacity, all drought sensitivity groups assume the same water-excess
stress response.
4.2.2 Crop water-stress response
WOFOST-WLP is coupled to a simple soil moisture model to evaluate the effect of water-
stress on crop growth (see fstress in Eq. 4.4). Two soil layers are defined: (1) the upper
“rooted" soil layer and (2) the lower explorable soil layer expanding down to the maximum
rooting depth (a soil- and crop-dependent parameter). Note that the depth of the rooted layer
(RD, in cm) increases along time as the crop roots accumulate carbon and expand downwards.
To compute the crop water stress, we evaluate the volumetric soil moisture content from
the upper layer (W1, in cm3 cm−3) every day as the result of the previous day’s content
(W1,i), and of the daily incoming and outgoing water fluxes (all in cm d−1): precipitation
(P), evapotranspiration (ET ), free drainage (D) and runoff (R):
W1 = W1,i +
P − ET − D − R
RD
∆t, (4.8)
with ∆t the time step of one day. We assume here no irrigation, no capillary rise from the
groundwater, and no lateral transport of water between the grid cells. For every individual
crop growth run, we initialize soil moisture to be at field capacity at sowing date before
allowing it to vary in time with the local incoming and outgoing fluxes of water. Every day,
W1 is used to estimate a dimensionless water-stress factor fstress – shown in Fig. 4.1 – that
directly downregulates daily GPP and Rgrowth. We note that under water-limited conditions
(i.e. below field capacity), the type of water-stress response is dependent on the crop species.
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4.2.3 Soil respiration and resulting net ecosystem exchange
To complete the CO2 exchange budget at the surface, we use a modified version of the Lloyd
and Taylor (1994) exponential function of temperature to model the instantaneous soil respi-
ration (Rs(t), in mgCO2 m
−2 s−1) taken from Jacobs et al. (2007a):
Rs(t) = R10 × exp
(
Ea
283.15 R∗
×
(
1 − 283.15
Ts
))
, (4.9)
with R10 the base respiration rate at 10◦C, Ea the ecosystem sensitivity coeafficient in K,
R∗ the universal gas constant, and Ts the upper soil layer temperature in K. In contrast to
Jacobs et al. (2007a) and for practicality, we assume here no dependance of soil respiration
on water stress. We use an R10 of 0.08 mgCO2 m
−2 s−1, and an Ea of 53 kJ kmol−1, two
reasonable values measured over grassland sites in the Netherlands (Jacobs et al., 2007b).
We also replace the soil temperature with the 2-meter air temperature, assuming the error
introduced by the larger diurnal amplitude of Tair will average out as we compute the daily
total soil respiration. We finally compute the daily soil respiration (Rsoil, in gC m−2 d−1) by
integrating Rs over a day and converting it from mgCO2 to gC with a conversion factor (C f ):
Rsoil = C f
∫ t=23:59 LT
t=00:00 LT
Rs(t) dt. (4.10)
The total exchange of CO2 at the surface (or net ecosystem exchange – NEE – in gC m−2 d−1)
is finally the result of all daily fluxes of photosynthesis and respiration:
NEE = GPP + TER,
= GPP + Rgrow + Rmaint + Rhet, (4.11)
with TER the total ecosystem respiration and Rhet the heterotrophic respiration generated by
soil microbial activity. We note that in practice, the R10 and Ea constants from Eq. 4.10 were
computed from night-time eddy-covariance NEE measurements, when no GPP and no Rgrowth
occur (see Jacobs et al., 2007b). As a result, Rsoil does not only represent Rhet as originally
intended but also the whole plant maintenance respiration, both variables dependent on the
2-meter air temperature. Since we cannot extract Rhet from the soil respiration model and to
avoid double counting Rmaint, in this study we compute NEE by adding Rsoil to the GPP and
Rgrow from the WOFOST-WLP model:
NEE = GPP + Rgrow + Rsoil. (4.12)
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4.3 Material and methods
4.3.1 Model input data and spatial implementation
To model crop growth, we provide three types of input data to the WOFOST-WLP model:
crop parameters, soil parameters, and weather data. As mentioned earlier, WOFOST-WLP
is not spatially explicit as it represents crop growth per m2 of ground area. This means that
the spatial resolution and domain of the model are set entirely by the input data itself. In our
study, we provide the WOFOST-WLP model with spatially-varying crop and soil parameters
taken from the Crop Growth Monitoring System (CGMS, see Boogaard et al., 2013). The
CGMS database contains crop calendars and variety parameters for the 10 most grown crop
species in Europe (wheat, barley, grain and fodder maize, sugar beet, potato, rye, rapeseed,
sunflower, and field beans) on a 25 x 25 km grid. It also contains soil types information on
an even finer 1:1 000 000 scale, and thus several soil types are listed in each 25 km2 grid
cell. The CGMS database for crop and soil parameters currently covers a large European
domain, extended to Russia up to the Ural mountains, to Anatolia and to the Maghreb. For
this study though, we only include regions for which EUROSTAT crop yield observations
are available (see Sect. 4.3.2). Our restricted domain hence covers the 28 European Union
(EU) member states, the EU candidate countries (Montenegro, Macedonia, Albania, Serbia,
Kosovo, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Turkey), and the European Free-Trade Association countries
(Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein, Switzerland).
In addition to initializing the model with crop and soil parameters from the CGMS database,
we provide it with weather driver data. We use the 1 x 1◦ ERA-Interim reanalysis weather
data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model (Dee
et al., 2011), which we transfer onto the finer CGMS grid without downscaling. With this
combination of data, we assume homogeneity of crop parameters and weather conditions
over one 25 km2 CGMS grid cell, but heterogeneity of soils below the 25 km scale, as several
soil types are available per grid cell.
4.3.2 Crop growth optimization
The WOFOST-WLP model represents the crop potential growth in a given weather and soil
environment, and its possible reduction by water-stress. The model thus neglects the impact
of additional limiting factors such as nutrients, weed, pests, diseases, and other disturbances.
To bridge the gap between the modeled and the actual levels of crop production, we integrate
grain yield observations to optimize a crop growth scaling factor, the yield gap factor (see fgap
in Eq. 4.4). One optimum fgap is computed per year, crop and observed region as described
below. In this study, we use the observed yields from the Statistical Office of the European
Union (EUROSTAT 2015). The EUROSTAT yields of all major European crop species are
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Figure 4.2 – Example optimization of the winter wheat growth in Spain, 2013. Figure 4.2a
presents the evolution along time of Ymod for the 13 tested values of fgap. Figure 4.2b then
presents the absolute Ymod − Yobs difference for these 13 runs. We find the optimum run (thick
dashed line in Fig. 4.2a) is the one that reaches the observed yield (red circle) best, resulting
in the lowest Ymod − Yobs residual in Fig. 4.2b.
reported by the EU member and candidate member states at four administrative regional
levels, the so-called NUTS 0 (national) and NUTS 1, 2, and 3 (sub-national) levels. Reports
of grain yields are only compulsory at the NUTS 0 level. We use the NUTS 2 records in
order to obtain a higher spatial resolution on the optimized crop growth where observations
are available. Otherwise in NUTS 2 regions and years where observed records are missing,
we use instead the upper NUTS level records (NUTS 1 or if fails, NUTS 0) to estimate the
optimum fgap.
Because the EUROSTAT observations are reported on a larger scale than the model grid
scale, the first step of the optimization is to aggregate the gridded yields to the same spatial
resolution as the observations. For that, we execute an ensemble of 30 runs per NUTS region
with the WOFOST-WLP model, for a given crop and year. This ensemble is created by
selecting the top 10 grid cells containing the most arable land in a NUTS region, and the
top 3 soil types that are most present within these grid cells. The modeled regional yield is
then approximated by a weighted average of the 30 yields, using soil type areas as weighing
factors:
Ymod =
30∑
i=1
(ai × yi)
30∑
i=1
ai
, (4.13)
with Ymod the aggregated modeled yield, yi the single run yield, and ai the soil type area
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of the same run. The difference between Ymod and the reported regional yield (Yobs) is then
computed to determine the optimum fgap. We iteratively explore 13 values of fgap between
0 and 1, every time dividing its exploration range by two, and retain the optimum as the
value that minimizes the absolute Ymod −Yobs difference (see Fig. 4.2). Note that the optimum
fgap cannot be greater than 1. Our assumption is then that by regulating crop yield, we
regulate crop growth and crop CO2 exchange down to their actual levels. We repeat that fgap
is directly coupled to plant development and evapotranspiration, and therefore influences the
value of fstress. We evaluate our method by comparing the modeled crop CO2 fluxes against
independent observations.
4.3.3 Model Validation
Independent CO2 flux observations
We validate the fluxes of GPP, TER, and NEE generated by the optimized WOFOST-WLP
model (hereafter referred to as WOFOST-opt) with independent observations at seven FluxNet
sites. These sites are located within three important climate zones of Europe: a Mediterranean
(Csa), a temperate (Cfb), and a cold zone (Dfb, see Table 4.1), and they were active in var-
ious periods between 2000 and 2014. All sites measured NEE on a half-hourly basis using
the eddy-covariance technique and following the FluxNet protocol. Measurements of NEE
were filtered for low friction velocities using a yearly variable threshold, then gap-filled and
partitioned into TER and GPP using the night-time method of Reichstein et al. (2005). More
information about the crop rotation and management of the different sites can be found in
appendix Table D.1. All the sites have been fully described in previous publications (see the
reference papers cited in Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 – List of selected FluxNet sites. Climates were classified using the Köppen-Geiger
classification from Peel et al. (2007).
Site ID Country Lon Lat Climate NUTS 2 CGMS grid Reference papersregion cell ID
BE-Lon Belgium 4.74 50.55 Cfb BE35 100094 Moureaux et al. (2006)
DE-Kli Germany 13.52 50.89 Cfb DED2 102119 Prescher et al. (2010)
FI-Jok Finland 23.51 60.90 Dfb FI1C 148139 Lohila et al. (2004)
FR-Gri France 1.95 48.84 Cfb FR10 94086 Loubet et al. (2011)
IT-BCi Italy 14.96 40.52 Csa ITF3 56126 Vitale et al. (2007)
NL-Dij Netherlands 5.65 51.99 Cfb NL31 107097 Jans et al. (2010)
NL-Lan Netherlands 4.90 51.95 Cfb NL33 106095 Moors et al. (2010)
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The SiBCASA global vegetation model
We use the SiBCASA model (Schaefer et al., 2008) as our benchmark. SiBCASA is a typical
example of a terrestrial biosphere model that uses the concept of plant functional types. For
our study, we compute fluxes of GPP, TER, and NEE for the seven grid cells where the
FluxNet sites are located, using the cropland PFT parameters. We drive SiBCASA with the
1◦ x 1◦ soil moisture and meteorological data from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al.,
2011). We start all our runs from steady-state, which is obtained once the yearly average
NEE flux equals less than 1% of the yearly average GPP flux, hence generating stable soil
carbon pools over time after steady state.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Grain yield optimization
The optimization of the crop growth scaling factor ( fgap) in WOFOST-opt allows us to re-
produce the inter-annual variability of regional observed grain yields from EUROSTAT. The
upper time series in Fig. 4.3a presents the modeled grain yields before and after optimization
of fgap for spring barley over the NUTS regions of Castilla y Leòn in Spain. After optimiza-
Figure 4.3 – Inter-annual and spatial variability of grain yield and fgap. Figure (a) presents
on top the modeled (water-limited and optimized) and the observed grain yields for the ex-
ample of spring barley in the Spanish NUTS 2 region Castilla y Leòn, and on the bottom the
optimum fgap values of each year. NB: the optimum fgap can range from 0 to 1 and directly
multiplies daily GPP thoughout the season, as shown in Eq. 4.4. Figure (b) presents the
spatial variability of the optimum yield gap factor for the example of winter wheat in year
2013.
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tion, the remaining difference between optimized and observed yields is only about 2 % on
average over the years 2000-2014. In few occasions, the optimization corrects year-to-year
variations of grain yield (e.g. the yield variation from 2002 to 2003 is changed from decreas-
ing to increasing). The long-term upward trend in the observed grain yields (i.e. the linear
yield increase of +11.33× 10−4 kgDM m−2 yr−1 from 2000 to 2014) is also captured after the
optimization. This trend, referred to as the technology trend by de Wit et al. (2010), can be
explained by the ongoing improvements in farming techniques and industrial crop manage-
ment. Note that low yields in the timeseries indicate agricultural drought years, like 2005
(confirmed in Spinoni et al., 2015), and we study this example in more detail in Sect. 4.4.4.
Finally, the optimum value of fgap of Fig. 4.3a ranges from 0.39 to 0.53 and demonstrates the
large gap that can occur between the water-limited and the actual level of crop production.
In addition to year-to-year changes, our optimization captures a substantial spatial vari-
ability of observed grain yields and yield gap factors. Fig. 4.3b shows the optimum fgap
over Europe for winter wheat in 2013, the most well-covered crop at the NUTS 2 level in
EUROSTAT. After optimization, the highest modeled yields and fgap are in Western Europe,
and the lowest are in Scandinavia and Southern Europe, which is a typical spatial pattern for
wheat and barley (see also Bondeau et al., 2007). The optimum fgap varies from 0.48 to 1.0
across Europe, which implies that using an average value of fgap across the continent will
result in significant spatial errors on the optimized yields. With the spatiotemporal variability
driven by the EUROSTAT yield records, we expect our WOFOST-opt model to have well-
constrained crop carbon accumulation locally, and a more reliable representation of cropland
GPP, TER, and NEE over the growing season. To validate this, we analyze next the modeled
crop CO2 fluxes that lead to these optimized grain yields.
4.4.2 Daily CO2 exchange
We find that the WOFOST-opt model represents the crop-specific growing season length (a
short 2-3 months length) and magnitude of the productivity (from 10 to 30 gC m−2 d−1)
very well above croplands. This is shown in Figures 4.4a-f for a subset of the available
years and sites from the FluxNet database. Across three very different climate zones of
Europe, and for six of the most grown crops in Europe (winter wheat, grain maize, spring
barley, potato, sugar beet and winter rapeseed) we see the correspondence of GPP and TER
to daily observations is visually satisfactory, and also clearly much better than the SiBCASA
model estimates at these locations. This improvement is most evident in the phenology as
WOFOST-opt matches the local growing season length, except for a small overestimation
at all potato sites (e.g. 6 weeks in Fig. 4.4a). WOFOST-opt also captures the strong inter-
species differences in terms of maximum GPP much better (e.g. highest is 20-30 gC m−2 d−1
for maize, lowest is 8-10 gC m−2 d−1 for barley). An exception is seen for the Italian site
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where we find an overestimation of GPP by WOFOST-opt (cf. panel f), which is further
discussed in Sect. 4.4.4.
Figure 4.4 – One year of modeled and observed daily GPP and TER fluxes (gC m−2 d−1) at
five FluxNet sites located in three major European climate zones: Mediterranean (IT-BCi,
the red dot on the map), Temperate (BE-Lon, FR-Gri, DE-Kli, green dots), and Cold (FI-Jok,
blue dot). In this figure, we present our best model match (panel b) and our worst (panel f)
among all 40 campaign years we modeled (see Table D.1 on page 120).
The improved phenology and seasonal cycle of GPP and TER translates into much higher
values of the coefficient of determination (R2) for NEE for WOFOST-opt than for SiBCASA
across 15 of the 17 crops and sites in Table 4.2. In terms of RMSE, the better performance
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of WOFOST-opt is less obvious, partly as a result of remaining differences in the timing
of the growing season, which carry a high penalty in RMSE (e.g. BE-Lon in panel a of
Fig. 4.4). WOFOST-opt has a smaller RMSE than SIBCASA at 7 out of 17 crops and sites,
and a smaller RMSE than the non-optimized WOFOST at 14 out of 17 (the remaining 3
showing no improvement due to a computed optimum fgap of 1.0). The higher R2 values of
WOFOST-opt nevertheless demonstrates that our optimization framework, even though it is
not based on observations of GPP, TER, and NEE, still improves the daily CO2 exchange
estimates at a large number of sites across Europe. This novel application of reported yield
data in carbon cycle modeling thus puts new constraints on the CO2 exchange over European
cropland. To complete and extend our analysis, we demonstrate next how the crop phenology
of WOFOST-opt better represents the crop rotation effects on the CO2 exchange for the case
of a well-watered location in Belgium.
4.4.3 Decadal CO2 exchange
The WOFOST-opt model optimized with EUROSTAT grain yield data is able to represent the
inter-annual variability of crop CO2 exchange that is driven by the crop rotation on a field.
This is because the crop model accounts for inter-species differences in phenology and photo-
synthetic rates. Figure 4.5 on page 90 compares the WOFOST-opt GPP, TER and NEE fluxes
against 10 years of observations at the BE-Lon FluxNet site in Belgium. This site conserves
a sugar beet / winter wheat / potato / winter wheat crop rotation from 2004 to 2014, with
one exception of a grain maize year. Over this decade, we computed an optimum fgap that
ranges from 0.69 (in 2014) to 1 (in 2006 and 2010), using EUROSTAT crop yields. Doing
so, WOFOST-opt captures the timing of local growing season and the amplitude of the GPP
and TER fluxes well every year from crop to crop at site BE-Lon, although differences with
the observations in terms of maximum fluxes (up to one third of the observed maximum) can
be observed. Note that small shifts in the growing season not exceeding 2 weeks for this par-
ticular site can occur, the largest shift occurring in early spring 2007. Twice in this decade (in
2009 and 2013), mustard was planted after the harvest of winter wheat, just before the follow-
ing winter period (see Kutsch et al., 2010). But this is a local feature that cannot be captured
by our crop model, as it only represents the growth of one crop sown on site. Despite these
local variations, the overall performance of the regionally optimized WOFOST-opt is high
at the Belgian site, with a 10-year RMSE of 2.58 gC m−2 d−1 for GPP and 1.21 gC m−2 d−1
for TER, not exceeding 10 % of the max-min range of the observed respective variables, and
an R2 of 0.80 and 0.71 for GPP and TER over the decade. This translates into a NEE with
a correct inter-annual pattern (R2 = 0.67) as can be seen in Fig. 4.5. Finally, we note that
this inter-annual variability is typically not included at all in TBMs that use the concept of
PFT as they use the same cropland constants every year, which is obvious for SiBCASA in
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Table 4.2 – Statistics of the NEE models when compared to our FluxNet observations: (a)
SiBCASA (SIB), (b) original WOFOST (WOF), and (c) optimized WOFOST (OPT). Note that
these statistics have been computed for the subset of years modeled by all models (2000-
2011).
Number Climates RMSE on NEE R2 of NEE model min - max
of years (gC m−2 d−1) (-) optimum
SIB WOF OPT SIB WOF OPT fgap range
Winter wheat 0.69 - 1.00
BE-Lon 4 Cfb 3.77 2.90 2.32 0.38 0.78 0.75
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 2.33 5.74 2.42 0.53 0.21 0.64
FR-Gri 2 Cfb 3.40 2.66 2.62 0.27 0.77 0.76
Grain maize 0.70 - 1.00
IT-BCi 4 Cfa 5.84 10.54 10.54 0.12 0.09 0.09
FR-Gri 2 Cfb 3.21 5.75 4.09 0.37 0.02 0.58
NL-Lan 1 Cfb 2.83 6.07 4.90 0.17 0.43 0.44
Fodder Maize 1.00 - 1.00
IT-BCi 2 Cfa 6.31 11.96 11.96 0.23 0.30 0.30
DE-Kli 1 Cfb 2.66 6.28 5.57 0.10 0.21 0.67
FR-Gri 1 Cfb 3.81 5.62 4.26 0.59 0.04 0.49
NL-Dij 1 Cfb 5.12 5.05 5.05 0.14 0.78 0.78
Winter barley 0.69 - 0.73
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 3.57 4.90 2.00 0.13 0.55 0.77
FR-Gri 2 Cfb 3.52 8.26 2.36 0.14 0.01 0.87
Spring barley 0.69 - 0.70
DE-Kli 1 Cfb 1.63 6.97 2.18 0.44 0.38 0.69
FI-Jok 1 Dfb 1.82 1.66 0.80 0.17 0.69 0.74
Winter rapeseed 0.92 - 0.98
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 2.48 8.23 2.64 0.34 0.10 0.70
Potato 0.69 - 1.00
BE-Lon 2 Cfb 2.07 2.79 2.79 0.31 0.30 0.30
Sugar beet 0.84 - 0.86
BE-Lon 2 Cfb 4.59 2.71 2.82 0.29 0.77 0.67
Fig. 4.5. We conclude our model is better suited than a TBM like SiBCASA to represent the
temporal variations of cropland CO2 exchange, from the diurnal to the seasonal and decadal
scales. While this is true at most locations, we find the performance of WOFOST-opt drops
under extreme water-stress (e.g. in Italy, see Fig. 4.4f), which we assess next.
4.4.4 Cropland CO2 exchange during droughts
We showed in Sect. 4.4.1 that our modeling framework is able to capture the reduced yield
of reported drought years, such as over the Iberian peninsula in 2005 (see Spinoni et al.,
2015). We further investigate this case as it links closely to the poorer representation of the
Italian site in Fig. 4.4f and Table 4.2. For this we optimize crop growth for the top 8 crop
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Figure 4.5 – 10 years of observed and modeled GPP, TER, NEE fluxes at the Belgian FluxNet
site BE-Lon.
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species of Spain and Portugal, and present in Fig. 4.6a-b on page 92 their area-weighted
average NEE from April to June, for years 2004 and 2005. Over the Peninsula, the largest
contribution to these NEE fluxes hence comes from (1) spring barley (42 % of the total flux),
(2) winter wheat (28 %), (3) winter barley (11 %), and (4) grain maize (9 %). For both 2004
and 2005, it is not surprising to see positive NEE values over April-May-June because NEE
is then the balance of a consistently high TER and of a short-lived GPP, which peak can
occur outside or at the limit of this period depending on the crop species and region. When
we compare panels a and b in Fig. 4.6, we see there is a rise in cropland NEE from 2004
to 2005 (+ 1.04 × 10−8 kgC m−2 s−1 on average over the Peninsula). This rise is generated
by a decrease in absolute GPP of − 0.75 × 10−8 kgC m−2 s−1 and by an increase in TER of
+ 0.29 × 10−8 kgC m−2 s−1. While TER responded to the higher 2-meter air temperatures
(+0.8 K in 2005), GPP was the trade-off between the maximum crop growth (controlled with
the yearly fgap) and the seasonal development of water stress (calculated as fstress), as we
show in Eq. 4.4. In 2005, the large decrease in modeled crop productivity is mostly driven by
the large drop in reported EUROSTAT yields of straw cereals in Portugal and Spain, which
decreased by 56 % (barley) and 42 % (wheat) from 2004 to 2005.
The forced downscaling of crop productivity with fgap reduced the severity of water stress
in 2005. Fig. 4.6c and d show the values of GPP and fstress during the 2004 and 2005 grow-
ing seasons as modeled with WOFOST-opt (thick continuous lines). They clearly show the
decrease in GPP from a maximum of 12 to 3 gC m−2 d−1. The larger GPP in 2004 is the
likely cause for its more important water stress ( fstress going down to 0.2 in 2004), as a re-
sult of its higher fgap (0.58) compared to in 2005 (0.39). To demonstrate the yield-imposed
constraint on GPP through fgap, we repeat the 2005 case imposing the 2004 value of fgap. In
this experiment (dotted red line) we find a strongly increasing GPP and water stress ( fstress
drops from 0.5 to 0.2). Our findings illustrate the interaction of the carbon and water cycles,
as a relatively larger crop growth depletes soil moisture faster. But a remaining question is
how realistic is the less severe modeled water-stress for the reported 2005 drought year (see
Sect. 4.5). We note in Fig. 4.6d that the water stress started a full month earlier in 2005 due
to less cumulated precipitation, and that aspect does seem to correspond to an observed early
Spring drought (Spinoni et al., 2015). Finally, it is interesting to note that in the second 2005
experiment (dashed red lines), the early and extreme water stress prevented the crop to accu-
mulate much carbon in the grains, during the later part of the growing season. Such extreme
cases make it impossible for the model to match observations.
This leads us to analyze the occurrences of such extreme water stress in 2005 over the
peninsula, which can be detected with the harvest index (cf. the dark red patches in Fig 4.6e).
The harvest index is the ratio of the grain to aboveground crop dry matter. When this index
becomes very low (e.g. below 5 % like in the Extremadura region indicated by a star in
Fig 4.6e), it indicates water stress has prevented the crop to accumulate carbon inside the
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Figure 4.6 – Drought representation in the WOFOST-opt model: the case of 2005 in the
Iberian peninsula. Panels (a) and (b) present the monthly average cropland NEE during
April-May-June in years 2004 and 2005, showing a major drought (more positive NEE in
dark red) in 2005. The displayed cropland average flux is constituted of the individual crop
fluxes, with spring barley contributing to 2/5th of it. In panels (c) and (d), we thus zoom
in on the 2004 and 2005 growth pattern of spring barley within a high agricultural region
of the south of the peninsula (Castilla-La Mancha). The second 2005 run (index 2) uses
the 2004 optimum fgap (0.58) instead of the 2005 optimum (0.39) to show the impact of
the optimization procedure on the drought simulation. Finally, to diagnose the severity of
the early water stress in 2005 in some parts of the peninsula, we present the 2005 harvest
index (i.e. grain weight over aboveground plant weight) of spring barley in panel (e). When
extremely low (e.g. below 5 %, see the Extremadura region indicated with a star) it indicates
a critical drought stress that prevents carbon accumulation in the grains.
grains during the late growing season. This is in fact the same that occurred at the Italian
FluxNet site IT-BCi, where we poorly matched GPP, TER, and NEE in Fig. 4.4f and obtained
high RMSEs in Table 4.2. In these extreme stress cases, it is impossible for the model to
close the yield gap between model and observations, but the model minimizes this gap (i.e.
maximizes the modeled yield) by setting an optimum fgap of 1. Fig. 4.4f shows that the high
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fgap applied throughout the year first overpredicts GPP in the early growing season, but as this
leads to high evapotranspiration and enhances water stress, it then leads to the underprediction
of GPP in the later water-stressed part of the growing season. These extreme water-stress
cases do not seem to be very frequent in our 2005 estimates (see the proportion of red patches
in Fig 4.6e). But their occurrence and the unmatched observed yields suggest that some
irrigation must have taken place in reality in these locations, in order to alleviate the effects
of heavy water stress that a normally developing crop would have otherwise experienced.
This irrigation is currently not part of our WOFOST-opt framework, but its implementation
is under discussion (see Sect. 4.5). In any case, for future use of our framework we advocate
monitoring the frequency of extreme water-stress cases with the harvest index or the modeled
to observed yield gap, which will inform on the quality of the simulation in drought situations.
Finally, we find the modeled reduction of crop growth is combined with a realistic short-
ening of the growing season under warmer conditions in 2005. For instance, we see in
Fig. 4.6c that the final date of crop growth (i.e. when GPP = 0) occurs on average 14 days
earlier than in 2004 in region Castilla-La Mancha for spring barley. We find this to be true
for other cereal crops (e.g. −8 and −7 days for respectively winter wheat and winter barley
in Castilla-La Mancha) and for other regions in Spain, although the magnitude of the short-
ening differs between the species and regions. This change in growing season length can be
explained by the faster maturation of the crops during the warmer year of 2005, as we assume
the sowing dates to be fixed from year to year. This shortening of the season concurs with
the combined downscaling of fgap and fstress to reduce the accumulation of carbon inside the
crop.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Performance and limits of the framework
While croplands are by definition a homogeneous land surface at the crop field scale, it is not
true between the crop field and our sub-grid scale (i.e. 25 km scale). To account for the sub-
grid variability of cultivated crop species, we apply a “mosaic" approach where we compute
each crop species over the spatial domain independently from each other. We then compute
a cropland area-weighted average of NEE, using cultivation areas from EUROSTAT. This
method is better suited to address the impact of sub-grid crop variability on the NEE fluxes
than the “tiling" method (i.e. computing the fluxes from the dominant species only in each
grid cell), which is for instance currently used in SiBCASA.
In our study we do not explicitly model the effects of nitrogen limitation, pests, diseases,
or long-term crop breeding improvements on crop growth. These effects are likely respon-
sible for the modeled to observed yield gaps (Yobs − Ymod). Instead, we account for these
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effects with the yearly optimization of the yield gap factor, following observations of crop
yield. This optimization changes the overall yearly production, but does not allow modifica-
tions of the seasonal crop growth pattern. We however do represent explicitly the effect of
water stress in the model but we do not implement any intervention of the farmers to mitigate
water-stress (i.e. irrigation). This assumption is clearly unrealistic for Southern regions like
the Mediterranean where irrigation is needed and frequent (Wriedt et al., 2009a) and it almost
certainly leads to more occurrences of water stress in our model. Possible misrepresentations
of the seasonal cycle of NEE could hence partly be avoided by either developing irrigation
rules within the model (e.g. trigger irrigation once soil moisture reaches a given threshold,
as done by de Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2004) or by supplying full irrigation information (cf.
the high-resolution European irrigation map from Wriedt et al., 2009b). Moreover with the
current setup of our framework, we do not perform a continuous simulation of soil moisture.
Instead, we simply initialize it to be at field capacity every year at sowing date. This “wet
soil" assumption is unrealistic for the dry regions of Europe such as the Mediterranean, espe-
cially for the case of spring crops that are sown later in the year, as we could be neglecting
important soil moisture depletion happening before the start of the growing season. We can
solve this issue by using soil moisture data – for instance the ERA-Interim re-analysis prod-
uct (Dee et al., 2011) or perhaps remotely-sensed data like in de Wit and Van Diepen (2007)
– to initialize our model.
The WOFOST model has been extensively used for research on crop yield and yield gap
all over the world, notably in Europe (Bussay et al., 2015; Kogan et al., 2013; Eitzinger et al.,
2013; Foltescu, 2000), Africa (Wolf et al., 2015; Bregaglio et al., 2014; Kassie et al., 2014),
Middle-East (Sargordi et al., 2013), India (Dua et al., 2013), and China (Wang et al., 2011).
However, to our knowledge we are the first to use WOFOST to estimate surface carbon ex-
change fluxes, and to verify these against observations of GPP, TER and NEE. Related to our
first research question, we show the WOFOST-opt model to be a good match to the observed
GPP, TER and NEE at the seven FluxNet sites, which we demonstrate with high R2 values.
Interestingly, we find lower RMSEs are obtained for TER (with an RMSE of 1.8 gC m−2 d−1
over all 40 years of Table D.1, about 8 % the observed min-max range for TER) than for GPP
and NEE (respectively 5.0 and 3.9 gC m−2 d−1, about 16-17 % the observed min-max range
of both variables) indicating that most of the efforts to further improve NEE should be done
on improving GPP. We verified that lower RMSEs are obtained for NEE by imposing local
sowing dates in the simulations of the FluxNet sites (from 3.9 to 3.2 gC m−2 d−1, or from
17 % to 13 % of the observed min-max range of NEE), because these effectively remove the
shift in the modelled growing season as seen e.g. in Fig. 4.4 (not shown here). Our findings
indicate that our framework represents the average regional NEE fluxes of croplands, rather
than a point-location estimate of it. Finally, detailed features like the impact of cover crops,
grass regrowth after harvest (e.g. winter wheat in 2009 and 2013 in Fig. 4.5, as described by
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Kutsch et al., 2010) cannot be represented with our setup, confirming that we are modeling
the average seasonal behavior of the dominant crop on field. In the end, we conclude the
more realistic seasonal patters obtained by WOFOST-opt are a clear improvement compared
to the SiBCASA approach.
Related to our second research question, we show that the additional integration of crop
yield data into the model produces large spatial variations in the fgap scaling factor, which
effectively increases the spatial variability of the modeled cropland GPP and NEE towards
reported levels (see European crop productivity patterns in Bondeau et al., 2007). At a num-
ber of FluxNet sites in Table 4.2, we observe a systematic improvement of the RMSE and R2
of NEE when switching from the non-optimized to the optimized version of the WOFOST
model, with the one exception of sugar beet. Moreover, the RMSE of WOFOST-opt is not
systematically lower than the one of SiBCASA because of two factors: (a) the remaining shift
in the growing season between WOFOST-opt and observations and (b) the Western-Europe
location of the sites, where mostly high yield gap factors occur (they are always greater than
0.7, and often close to 1, see Table 4.2). Larger improvements are to be expected for regions
with higher Yobs − Ymod differences, such as in Scandinavia and the Mediterranean basin (see
the spatial pattern of fgap in Fig. 4.3b). While we show it is true for the Finnish site (see
Table 4.2), we did not demonstrate this for the Italian site since we did not take into account
the irrigation practices that occurred there. As a result we obtained a substantially different
seasonal cycle from reality, which was also switched earlier in time due to an earlier modeled
sowing date (see Fig. 4.4f).
Finally, and related to our third research question, we allow for the regional constraint
of GPP, TER and NEE by crop yield observations, which to a certain extent constrains the
spatial variability of the carbon fluxes. By extension of Fig. 4.3b, where we present the yield
gap factor map for year 2013, we find that the winter wheat growth will be downscaled much
more in the South and in Scandinavia, where the lowest grain yields are observed. This
downscaling pattern is also the case for other cereal crops: maize, barley (not shown here).
This explains part of the overall cropland NEE spatial variations, as most of the summer crop
carbon uptake occurs over Western to Central Europe, in the mid-latitudes. Moreover and for
water-stressed situations, in Sect. 4.4.4 we demonstrated our framework can capture the year-
to-year regional reduction in NEE caused by an agricultural drought, with some limitations
on the realism of its seasonal cycle. However, improvements in the soil moisture initialization
and the added representation of irrigation should remedy these limitations in water-stressed
areas. Further validation of the drought response of the model could then be done by in-
vestigating the FluxNet soil moisture and evapotranspiration observations alongside the NEE
measurements, where available.
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4.5.2 Potential applications of WOFOST-opt
Our successful validation of modeled European cropland NEE fluxes therefore opens up new
possibilities for the application of WOFOST-opt in the field of carbon cycle studies, crop
forecasts, land-atmosphere interactions and coupled carbon-climate experiments. First, in
an uncoupled mode, WOFOST-opt can supply satisfactory past, present, and once modified
as suggested in Sect. 4.5.1, satisfactory future NEE boundary fluxes for atmospheric CO2
studies. For instance, we show WOFOST-opt performs much better than SiBCASA when
modeling GPP, TER and NEE, the latter having no crop rotation and thus little inter-annual
variability. Our model thus offers an excellent alternative for croplands in the CarbonTracker
inverse modelling framework of Peters et al. (2010). The use of the WOFOST-opt model
would allow us to integrate an additional stream of data into the atmospheric CO2 inversions.
As a fixed prior flux, it could allow to reduce the uncertainty on the posterior NEE estimates
of other biomes, such as forest and grassland. Such analysis of the impact of WOFOST-opt
fluxes is scheduled in a follow-up study.
Crop scientists have already widely explored the possibility to use WOFOST in an un-
coupled crop and atmosphere setup for operational seasonal crop yield forecasts (e.g. Bussay
et al., 2015; de Wit and Van Diepen, 2007), and on the longer term for crop production pro-
jections under climate change (e.g. Tao et al., 2016; Peltonen-Sainio et al., 2015). A more
interesting perspective for atmospheric scientists and hydrologists though is the possibility
to fully couple the WOFOST-opt model with an atmospheric model, like has been attempted
by Li et al. (2013). WOFOST-opt seems to be an adequate candidate for such a coupled
study because, contrarily to other models from the same line that use the evaporative de-
mand approach (e.g. see GECROS in Combe et al., 2015), its implementation of water stress
resembles the simple approach adopted by many land-surface models (Camargo and Kema-
nian, 2016; Combe et al., 2016). Using a WOFOST-like parameterization of water-stress
should yield a realistic evapotranspiration and resulting energy partitioning at the surface
under water-limited conditions, like has been demonstrated by Li et al. (2013). The setup
would further allow users to investigate crop-atmosphere interactions, to study the interac-
tion of crop production and drought development, and on the longer term to perform coupled
carbon-climate simulations to predict crop production under future climate scenarios.
4.6 Conclusion
In this study, we design a crop growth modeling framework in which we assimilate European
grain yield data information to constrain a model for cropland net ecosystem exchange. This
cropland model is composed of two parts: (1) an agricultural crop growth model and (2) a
soil respiration model. The European crop calendars and crop varieties database on which the
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model relies is maintained and regularly updated by a leading crop sciences research centre
(the JRC in Ispra, Italy) to provide crop yield forecasts to the European community. Our
modeling framework is readily operational for the European domain, for its 10 most common
crop species, at the 25 km scale. We assess its performance over Europe from 2000 to 2014,
from wet to water-limited soil conditions.
We find this modeling framework allows us to generate satisfactory daily to multi-annual
hindcasts of cropland GPP, TER and NEE under normal to mild water stress conditions, for
various crop species and climates of Europe. We quantify this improvement by computing
correlation statistics on the daily CO2 fluxes, and comparing our framework to observations
performed at seven FluxNet sites. Under severe water-stress like for the 2005 Iberian penisula
drought, we find the trade-off between crop growth and soil moisture depletion is largely con-
strained by our optimization procedure, which we show artificially modifies the shape of the
seasonal cycle of NEE, although its inter-annual variability seems reasonable. This alteration
of the seasonal cycle could be remedied by providing better estimates of soil moisture at
sowing dates and by supplying irrigation information to the model. Further validation of our
improved representation of soil moisture could then be done by assessing the FluxNet soil
moisture and evapotranspiration measurements in combination to the NEE fluxes, at the dry
cropland sites where they are both available.
In the end, our novel framework shows promise as an inexpensive solution to provide
realistic cropland CO2 fluxes to atmospheric models. The cropland fluxes computed with
our optimized product will be made available to the scientific community through the ICOS
Carbon Portal. In the near future, we plan to use it in a forward modeling study of atmo-
spheric CO2 to demonstrate the improvement it can bring on modeled atmospheric CO2 mole
fractions. We also plan to use it in an inverse modeling study of atmospheric CO2, to assess
if we can reduce the uncertainty on the terrestrial net carbon sink by adding a more accurate
estimation of the crop fingerprint on the atmosphere.
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Discussion and outlook
In this thesis, we question the representation of CO2 exchange over croplands in land-surface
models. We repeat here the major findings from Chapters 2 to 4, organizing them in three
overarching topics: (1) the drought response of crops, (2) cropland-atmosphere interactions,
and (3) the atmospheric CO2 budget over croplands. Keeping in mind the relevant processes
we presented in the general introduction, we discuss these findings from the daily to the
seasonal and multi-annual time scales. Then, we examine their robustness at the European
scale. Finally, this leads us to consider possible research directions for the future.
5.1 On the water-stress response of crops
With the current climate change, extreme events such as droughts are expected to become
stronger and more frequent (Hartmann et al., 2013; Seneviratne et al., 2012). The most im-
mediate impact of a deficit in soil moisture on the vegetation is the instantaneous reduction
of photosynthesis and evapotranspiration. As measured by Tardieu and Simonneau (1998)
though, plants respond to soil water stress differently depending on their species, genotype
or even geographical location. In this thesis, we focus on the representation of this plant
water-stress response in land-surface models, for the mid-latitudes. We first find in Chapter 2
that the evaporative demand approach – used for instance in the GECROS crop growth model
– does not allow for a proper representation of the variety of plant water-stress responses,
because it downregulates plant fluxes only when soil moisture drops close to wilting point.
This leads to unrealistically high photosynthesis and transpiration under mild to strong water-
stress conditions. Other models that represent the water-stress response with a downscaling
factor that is a function of soil moisture are more flexible, as we illustrate in Chapter 3.
The representation of plant water stress in land-surface models has consequences on the
longer timescales predominantly through its coupling with soil moisture, as observed by Teul-
ing et al. (2010) and Miralles et al. (2014). They found that the resulting variation in soil water
consumption may have an impact on the development of droughts and heat waves. Our anal-
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ysis in Chapter 3 confirms these results and establishes a firm framework to investigate the
atmospheric response to the modeled plant water-stress response. With a numerical experi-
ment inspired by the work of van Heerwaarden and Teuling (2014) and Daly et al. (2004) and
constrained by observations, we show the type of plant soil moisture management (i.e. “con-
servative" or “spender") determines the speed of soil drying and the resulting atmospheric
warming during droughts, with the “spender" species delaying the heat wave by two weeks
in our simulation. This implies the natural variability of plant water stress responses ought
to be represented in weather and climate models to allow for correct drought and heat wave
predictions.
At the seasonal scale, and more specifically for croplands, water and other stresses can
affect crop growth and ultimately reduce crop yields. As explained by van Ittersum et al.
(2003), most crop models represent the potential crop growth (i.e. maximum growth given
the climate, soil type, and crop species) and the added effect of soil moisture and/or nutrient
stresses, but do not account for other limitations like pests, diseases, weeds, or pollutants.
In Chapter 4, we present a novel framework that assimilates European crop yield data to
implicitly account for these missing processes and regulate crop productivity down to its
actual level. We find that while we can implicitly represent the effect of additional stresses on
crop growth at the regional scale, it may modify the development of water stress in the model
to an unrealistic extent in the event of an agricultural drought (i.e. when the reported yields
were affected by water-stress). Our finding stresses the interactions that exist between crop
growth and water consumption (Farré and Faci, 2006). It shows the need for further validation
of our soil moisture representation and crop water-stress responses. This validation requires
comparison with additional measurements of soil moisture and evapotranspiration fluxes, in
conjunction with the carbon fluxes we used in Chapter 4.
Finally, at the seasonal to multi-annual scale, crop management mitigates the impact of
water stress on crop yields. For instance, irrigation is widely used over cereals (e.g. maize,
wheat, barley) and root crops (e.g. potato, sugar beet) in dry regions such as the Mediter-
ranean (Wriedt et al., 2009a; EUROSTAT 2015), but also other more local practices like
replanting after a crop failure, choosing a more drought-resistant crop cultivar, or modifying
the crop rotation entirely, are in reality used to alleviate severe water stress effects on crop
productivity (Frank et al., 2015). However, the impact of practices like irrigation are rarely
integrated in climate models (Rosenzweig et al., 2013). In Chapter 4 we confirm that the
misrepresentation of irrigation practices leads to the over prediction of cropland water stress.
Since crops occupy a large area in Europe (i.e. 20 % of the European land), we hypothesize
that this misrepresentation possibly leads to the overprediction of droughts in Europe in the
state-of-the-art climate models mentioned by Rosenzweig et al. (2013).
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InfoBox 5.1 – Warming feedback on crop maturation under water-stress
We use a coupled land-atmosphere model (MXL-A-gs, see Chapters 2 and 3) to show the veg-
etation control on the ABL temperature and its feedback on crop maturation along the season.
For this purpose, we have introduced one additional equation in the model: a diagnostic crop
development rate (i.e. the daily rate at which the crop matures, dimensionless variable between 0
and 1). This rate is a function of the 2-meter air temperature, and its formulation was taken from
the GECROS crop growth model (see Chapter 2).
We first model a base case that reproduces observations above a grown maize field during a
sunny summer day in the Netherlands (see setup in Chapter 2). We then explore other days of
the growing season (x-axes) and possible soil moisture contents from the completely dry to wet
soil (y-axes of the color figures). As MXL-A-gs cannot run through nighttime or model carbon
pools and phenology, we can only artificially represent the evolution of a growing season on the
x-axis. We do so by repeating the base case over and over, changing only 5 initial conditions
related to temperature, solar radiation, and crop cover. The values for the initial potential tem-
perature and the maximum incoming solar radiation follow an average seasonal cycle, which
we computed with measurements from a nearby meteorological station of the Dutch crop site.
And the values for the initial leaf area index, initial vegetation cover fraction, and surface albedo
follow observations from the Dutch crop site itself.
With this simple experiment, we find the plant control on the surface exchange starts when LAI
becomes high (i.e after DOY 180, right-half of panel a). In this second half of the growing
season, a larger soil moisture deficit (i.e. going from point A to point B in the figure) clearly
decreases the stomatal conductance (gs, contour lines in panel a). This stomatal closure reduces
evapotranspiration and increases the amount of sensible heat release (contours in panel b), which
stimulates ABL growth (colors in panel b). This results in a warmer ABL at the end of the day
(contours in panel c) and it increases the speed of crop maturation (colors in panel c).
Figure 5.1 – Sensitivity analysis of the land-atmosphere interactions to the soil mois-
ture index (SMI) and to the day of the year (DOY).
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5.2 On the coupling of cropland and atmosphere
Over an active vegetated surface (i.e. during the growing season), the diurnal exchange of
water and CO2 occurs through the same exchange point: the stomata (i.e. plant openings at
the leaf surface). The size of these openings is dynamically regulated by plants, as a response
to various environmental factors such as light, temperature, and vapor pressure deficit. In
this thesis, we put emphasis on soil moisture, which is a major controlling factor of stom-
atal aperture and land-atmosphere interactions under water-limited conditions (Koster et al.,
2015; Seneviratne et al., 2010). Under water stress, the plant closes its stomata and decreases
photosynthesis and transpiration. This shifts the surface energy balance towards more sensi-
ble heat release, which stimulates the boundary-layer growth and the entrainment of air into
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). As such, a weaker coupling (i.e. high water and car-
bon exchange) at the surface generates a stronger exchange (i.e. entrainment of moisture and
carbon) at top of the ABL, and vice versa. In Chapter 2, but also at the beginning of Chap-
ter 3, we confirm this complementarity of surface exchange vs. upper-atmosphere exchange
of carbon and water when soil moisture is limiting.
Over several days up to 2-3 weeks without precipitation, the building soil moisture deficit
created by evapotranspiration increase the magnitude of ABL growth and entrainment over
time, and exposes plants more and more to warmer and dryer conditions (Miralles et al.,
2014). We confirm this in Chapter 3, and demonstrate this exposure creates a positive soil
drying feedback. We show an increase in soil moisture deficit leads to a warming of the
ABL, which stimulates evapotranspiration and contributes to further soil moisture depletion.
Furthermore, we show that the build-up of subsidence that is characteristic of stationary high
pressure systems during droughts intensifies ABL warming and increases the speed of soil
moisture depletion, indicating a self-enhancing drought mechanism.
The season’s precipitation history is key in explaining the development of a heat wave,
as it cumulates into soil moisture deficit (Whan et al., 2015; Mueller and Seneviratne, 2012).
More specifically for crops, this history and related warming events are particularly important
for the speed of crop maturation, since maturation is a function of temperature sums. We
illustrate this in a simplified experiment in Box 5.1, where we show that once the crop cover
is high, a drastic reduction in available soil moisture (e.g. from SMI 0.7 to 0.2) can lead
the surface to warm up the atmosphere by an extra 3K during a day, which leads to a 5%
faster crop maturation. Since crops have stable sowing dates, the acceleration of maturation
during dry years reduces the length of their growing season, contrarily to natural vegetation
where the season could be shifted earlier (Wolf et al., 2016). We confirm this in Chapter 4
for the example of the Iberian peninsula drought of 2005, where we show a shortening of
the cereals growing season by 1 to 2 weeks due to a spatially- and yearly-averaged warming
of +0.8 K. Our findings all stress the coupling of the carbon and the water cycle, and the
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land-atmosphere interactions that determine phenology at the seasonal scale.
5.3 On the atmospheric CO2 budget over croplands
When interpreting measurements of CO2 mole fractions, a lot of emphasis is usually being
put on the importance of surface exchange. However in this thesis, we aim at emphasizing
the significant role of upper-atmospheric conditions in the ABL CO2 budget, from the di-
urnal to the synoptic scales. In Chapter 2 we confirm findings from Pino et al. (2012) and
McGrath-Spangler and Denning (2010) and show that ABL growth and entrainment con-
tribute to about half of the diurnal CO2 tendency under mild water stress conditions. More-
over, we demonstrate in Chapter 3 that this contribution increases steeply when soil moisture
deficit becomes more severe. While these findings already show the importance of upper-
atmosphere conditions for the diurnal CO2 budget, we in addition find that synoptic changes
in upper-atmosphere conditions (i.e. subsidence, free-tropospheric temperature lapse rates,
early-morning inversion strength) concur non-linearly to modify CO2 mole fractions. Our
findings stress the need to combine usual measurements at the surface (i.e. soil moisture, sur-
face fluxes of carbon water and heat) to measurements of the ABL height in order to correctly
interpret observed diurnal CO2 concentrations of the ABL.
At the synoptic to seasonal scale, longer-term variations in soil moisture, phenology
and large-scale atmospheric transport start playing a predominant role in the CO2 budget
(Williams et al., 2011; Casso-Torralba et al., 2008). During the year, the NEE exchange goes
through a seasonal cycle driven by phenology, which is particularly short above croplands
(Corbin et al., 2010). In this thesis, we focus on the impact of the net ecosystem exchange
(NEE) on the CO2 concentration at the heart of the crop growing season. As cropland NEE
is of high magnitude during the growing season, its imprint can be found on the atmosphere
(Tolk et al., 2009), even at remote CO2 measurement sites (Gray et al., 2014; Zeng et al.,
2014). We confirm this in Chapter 3, where we show a complete soil moisture depletion of
three weeks can reduce the diurnal CO2 drawdown by 27 ppm (or 40 %). We also confirm the
importance of phenology and soil moisture at the seasonal scale in Box 5.2, where we show
the large cropland spring-summer CO2 uptake we modeled in Chapter 4 creates a widespread
and large modeled CO2 depletion of the ABL. This seasonal CO2 depletion is larger (i.e.
down to −20 ppm) compared to the one that is modeled with a standard terrestrial biosphere
model. These findings and the ones from Chapter 4 all stress the importance of crop man-
agement. Sowing dates constrain the start of the seasonal CO2 depletion by croplands, and
irrigation can modify the evolution of water stress, thus altering the magnitude of ABL CO2
depletion along the season.
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InfoBox 5.2 – Crop phenology affects CO2 mole fractions in Europe
We explore the impact of an improved representation of croplands on the atmospheric CO2
concentration in Europe. For this purpose, we use an atmospheric transport model (WRF-Chem,
Skamarock et al., 2012) to transport the 2013 land CO2 emissions provided by the original
SiBCASA terrestrial biosphere model. We then repeat this CO2 transport experiment, this time
replacing the cropland SiBCASA fluxes by our NEE product (see Chapter 4).
We find our improved representation of croplands largely affects the ABL CO2 concentration
during the growing season, with a maximum deviation from the original SiBCASA of 20 ppm.
At the heart of the growing season (see Fig. 5.2), in regions where the cropland gross primary
production is large (see the July GPP anomaly in map a) the ABL is very CO2-depleted (map b).
Positive July CO2 anomalies in Spain relate to the larger cropland respiration (not shown here).
Figure 5.2 – Upper panel: July 2013 anomalies of (a) the ABL CO2 tendency caused
by cropland GPP and (b) the ABL CO2 concentration. The anomalies are computed
for the lowest level of the atmosphere as the monthly average difference of SiBCASA-
WOFOST minus the standard SiBCASA. Lower panel: July 2013 time series of the
ABL CO2 concentration at the two locations marked on the maps.
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5.4 Scaling our findings up to the European continent
While croplands are by definition a homogeneous land surface at the crop field scale, it is
not true at the regional to continental scale on which various crop species are cultivated, each
with their own timing and magnitude of seasonal CO2 exchange. In this thesis, we focus on
the impact of cropland NEE on the atmospheric CO2 mole fractions over Europe. Terrestrial
biosphere models (TBM) are commonly used to represent the spatial variability of vegetation
behaviours, including croplands. However, most TBM classify plants based on their phys-
iology into plant functional types (PFT), an approach that is known to simplify the spatial
variability of vegetation processes such as phenology (Caldararu et al., 2016). In Chapter 4
we showed that there are major phenological differences between crop species or their winter
and spring types. For instance, we illustrated that spring varieties of a given species (e.g.
spring wheat) have the peak of their growing season much later in the year than their win-
ter varieties (e.g. winter wheat). The approach from TBMs like SiBCASA to use only one
cropland PFT to represent all crops is thus very crude, even more so as they approximate the
physiology of crops as the one of grassland (see Chapter 4). Instead, we advocate the sep-
arate representation of the most grown crop species and their winter and spring type. Such
modeling efforts exist, like in the SiBcrop model from (Lokupitiya et al., 2009), ORCHIDEE-
STICS from de Noblet-Ducoudré et al. (2004), and LPJmL from (Bondeau et al., 2007). In
the same line, in Chapter 4 we use a separate crop growth model to the SiBCASA model
Schaefer et al. (2008), in order to provide continental estimates of cropland carbon fluxes.
By combining WOFOST with spatially varying input data (i.e. sowing dates, temperature
sum requirements) for each of the 10 crop species it can represent, we demonstrate we can
very well capture crop phenology for the major species of Europe.
Another vegetation process, which spatial variability is simplified in TBMs, is the in-
stantaneous water-stress response of vegetation (i.e. the reduction in the surface exchange of
water and carbon with soil moisture). Powell et al. (2013) showed that a lot of TBMs express
a fixed water-stress response across vegetation types. For the reasons outlined in Sect. 5.1,
we consider crop (and more widely plant) sensitivity to water-stress to be a key factor of the
land-atmosphere coupled system. As stated in research question 3, we ask ourselves the im-
portant question of how the instantaneous water-stress response (i.e. the reduction in water
and carbon exchange) should be represented in land-surface and crop models. In this thesis,
we demonstrate that the flexible response function introduced in Chapter 3 can reproduce the
observed natural variability of plant behaviour, and could easily be implemented in a variety
of land-surface models that use the same approach (e.g. CTESSEL, CLM, JULES, SiB, see
Powell et al., 2013; Boussetta et al., 2013). However, such a simple parameterization of plant
water-stress can only be used in global vegetation models if we can classify observed water-
stress responses per vegetation type, as is done for crop species in the WOFOST model (see
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Chapter 4). For now, it is unclear if that can be achieved at the continental or global scale. For
instance, would one water-stress response per C3/C4 photosynthetic type be enough? Clearly
not, as large intra-species variations can occur (see Verhoef and Egea, 2014; Tardieu and Si-
monneau, 1998). Then, since many TBMs classify plants in PFTs, is there really a way of
assigning one response per PFT? And which one would that be? To answer these open ques-
tions, a simple further exploration of the evapotranspiration measurements of the FluxNet
dataset could help for vegetation types of the mid-latitudes. Moreover, observations of the
intrinsic water-use efficiency (iWUE) at the stand level (with isotopic 13-C measurements)
or ecosystem level (with eddy-covariance measurements of carbon and water surface fluxes)
can also help as water-stress responses seemed linked to iWUE (Keenan et al., 2013; Egea
et al., 2011). For the purpose of our study however, where we focus on croplands in the
(European) mid-latitudes, the separation of water-stress response per crop species proposed
by WOFOST seems to be a reasonable approach, although it is unclear how extensive the
experimental support for this classification is.
Logically, as the plant water-stress response in models is a representation of the effect of
soil moisture deficit on plant fluxes, it is key to have a robust description of the soil water
budget in land-surface models. Flaws in the description of soil moisture does not necessarily
imply underperformance in yield prediction models because of compensating errors along the
growing season (Van den Berg et al., 2002). However, these flaws are of higher importance
for us because we focus on capturing the day-to-day photosynthesis and transpiration fluxes.
The 1-layer “bucket" soil models that are widely applied in crop growth models like GECROS
or WOFOST are one of the simplest approaches. In Chapter 4, we have pinpointed two
limitations of such models in their spatial implementation, which create uncertainty in the
spatio-temporal variability of cropland NEE fluxes. First of all, calculations of a crop model
do not have a spin-up time, and the soil model is initialized immediately at the provided
sowing or emergence date. For the spatial simulations at the continental scale of Chapter 4,
we initiated each model run at field capacity. While such an assumption is realistic for the
wetter part of Europe, it is probably not for dry regions such as the Mediterranean, especially
for spring crops (e.g. maize) that are planted later in the year, and for which we do not
account for early soil moisture depletion. Improvement of the setup could entail using better
initial soil moisture content values at sowing date for instance from the ERA-Interim soil
moisture re-analysis (Dee et al., 2011), or remote sensing soil moisture data, like as been
done by de Wit and Van Diepen (2007) with WOFOST. Another important simplification in
our soil moisture description is that we assume no irrigation. However, and as demonstrated
in Chapter 4, this is not realistic and it alters the shape of the seasonal cycle of cropland NEE
and the frequency of modeled water-stress in the dry Mediterranean. Using either irrigation
rules within the model (like in ORCHIDEE-STICS, see de Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2004), or
irrigation information (Wriedt et al., 2009b) could remedy this simplification over croplands
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and improve the model performance in the dry regions.
Finally, we would like to make a practical remark on how to better account for the sub-
grid variability of plant types. TBMs can be run with two different setups: a “mosaic" or a
“tiling" setup. With a mosaic setup, each PFT is modeled for all the land grid cells of the
spatial domain, and an area-weighted average is then used in each grid cell to compute the
final surface fluxes from the mix of PFTs. With a tiling setup on the other hand, only the
dominant PFT is represented in each grid cell. In Chapter 4, we use the mosaic setup for the
different crop species of WOFOST, as cultivated species can vary below the 25 km resolution
of our model. For dry regions like the Mediterranean however, the mosaic approach brings
additional challenges in terms of soil moisture description, since crops of a grid cell do not
compete with each other. How to disaggregate soil moisture information for the evapotran-
spiration and irrigation of the different crops is still an open question.
5.5 Outlook
Improved seasonal cropland NEE calculations pave the way for better atmospheric inversions
of the terrestrial carbon sink (see Chen et al., 2015). Inversion models basically use measure-
ments of atmospheric CO2 mole fractions to correct the net terrestrial CO2 exchange modeled
with a TBM, as the latter is very uncertainty. So far in the work of Peters et al. (2010), the
SiBCASA model has been used to estimate the terrestrial carbon sink. In Chapter 4 we
present a novel observation-driven modeling framework to improve the cropland NEE fluxes
of SiBCASA, which we report to be better at simulating the seasonal cycle of daily NEE.
Our framework can use grain yield observations to effectively bridge the gap between the
modeled and actual level of crop production, and it is a strong alternative to the SiBCASA
grassland approximation of croplands. However, before it can be used for this purpose, we
must address the remaining issues that exists regarding the description of water-stress in our
framework, and which entails better initialization of soil moisture and the added representa-
tion of large-scale irrigation. Then, further validation of the water cycle of our framework
could be done by using the soil moisture and water surface fluxes of the FluxNet commu-
nity, as we suggest in Sect. 5.1. Finally, the issue of the interaction between the optimized
growth with the development of water stress needs to be re-assessed. For that purpose and
similarly to the work of Peng et al. (2015), satellite sun-induced fluorescence measurements
could help validate the gross primary production of our framework, which is coupled to the
modeled crop transpiration.
The next logical step of our study before the inversions would be to account for the crop-
land CO2 budget: the lateral transport of carbon of the crop harvest and its off-site consump-
tion by humans and cattle. West et al. (2011) have shown the lateral transport of the harvest
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can strongly modify the spatial patterns of cropland CO2 exchange. Also, the magnitude of
CO2 respired during the consumption of the harvest in Europe has been estimated to be of
similar magnitude to the carbon accumulated in forests, which shows the significance of such
carbon flux (Ciais et al., 2008). In order to account for this lateral transport and consumption,
we can largely inspire ourselves from the studies of West et al. (2011, 2010, 2009, 2008)
over the USA and from Ciais et al. (2008, 2007) over Europe. We could similarly integrate
observed import and export data for the harvest (e.g. from EUROSTAT 2015), to account
for the transport between regions and in and outside Europe, and then distribute the harvest
carbon where the populations are located, and assign it to be respired within a short time-
window (e.g. one year). Accounting for that last part of the cropland CO2 budget will allow
us to use WOFOST fluxes in inverse simulations, as a robust and fixed prior for cropland
NEE. We expect a large modification of the derived seasonal CO2 exchange over unmanaged
vegetation.
Finally, our work opens up possibilities for the field of weather predictions and cou-
pled carbon-climate modeling. This thesis stresses the importance of cropland-atmosphere
interactions that determine the diurnal CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere. It also em-
phasizes the importance of the plant water-stress formulation for the interactions that lead
to atmospheric heating, drying, and CO2-depletion during dry spells. Robust coupled land-
atmosphere frameworks like the one described in Chapters 2 and 3 are necessary to study
and understand these interactions. Our conceptual framework offers possibilities for more
research at the diurnal scale, e.g. on the interactions of plants with clouds (Vilà-Guerau de
Arellano et al., 2014), of plants with ozone (Super et al., 2015), on the effects of aerosols
on ABL warming (Barbaro et al., 2014), and more (see Chapter 2). Larger-scale implemen-
tations of its coupled photosynthesis-conductance scheme in a numerical weather prediction
model (e.g. see the HTESSEL model in Boussetta et al., 2013) opens the way for longer-
term studies of coupled weather and vegetation, including their interactions on CO2. The
large-scale implementation of a coupled crop-atmosphere model on the other hand (e.g. with
WOFOST in Li et al., 2013) opens the way for research on the crop-atmosphere interactions
that determine carbon accumulation and yield projections. In the end, we would like to stress
that comprehensive sets of observation of the land-atmosphere are necessary to validate such
coupled frameworks. These observations need to include soil moisture, surface heat, carbon,
and water fluxes, atmospheric temperature, humidity, and CO2, and especially observations
of the boundary layer height. The latter will be key to understand the connections of the
surface conditions to the upper-atmosphere.
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6
Summary
Croplands are a managed type of vegetation, with a carbon storage that is highly optimized
for food production. For instance, their sowing dates are chosen by the farmers, their ge-
netic potential is bred for high grain yields, and their on-field competition with other species
is reduced to the minimum. As a result of this human intervention, croplands are a major
land cover type (roughly one fifth of the land area over Europe) and they experience a short
growing season during which they exchange carbon and water intensively with the atmo-
sphere. Their growth significantly affects the seasonal amplitude of CO2 mole fractions over
the globe, interact with extreme weather events such as droughts and heat waves, and impact
surface hydrology due to their water consumption. However and in spite of their relevance,
terrestrial biosphere models (TBMs) used in carbon cycle and atmospheric models often as-
sume the phenology of croplands to be similar to the one of grasslands, and they also ignore
the impact of crop management. This oversimplification is the motivation for this thesis. We
focus on understanding and modeling the key surface and atmospheric processes that shape
the cropland water and CO2 exchange, and the resulting impact on the CO2 mole fractions of
the atmosphere overhead. We study these processes from the daily to the seasonal scale, for
croplands of the mid-latitudes.
Since our first motivation is to improve the representation of croplands in TBMs, we
logically ask ourselves two fundamental research questions to guide those improvements:
Research question 1: What are the main surface and atmospheric processes that
determine the atmospheric boundary layer CO2 budget from the hourly to the seasonal
scales?
Research question 2: What are the advantages and drawbacks of crop growth mod-
els compared to terrestrial biosphere models when representing cropland NEE from the
diurnal to the seasonal scales?
To tackle these questions we test different modeling approaches for the cropland surfaces, and
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span our analysis from the diurnal, synoptic and seasonal scale across our Chapters. In Chap-
ter 2, we focus on the diurnal scale. There, we investigated the full set of interactions that
take place between croplands and the atmosphere. For this we used two land-surface model-
ing approaches: (1) A-gs, a simple photosynthesis scheme coupled to a stomatal conductance
scheme, which is a “physical" approach of the land-surface used in atmospheric sciences,
and (2) GECROS, a more complex crop growth model with no coupling to the stomatal
conductance, which is a typical “biological" approach used in crop sciences. Both models
conserve the same conceptual basis though, where photosynthesis is a function of photosyn-
thetically active radiation, temperature, vapor pressure deficit, atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tion, leaf area index (LAI), and soil moisture. We coupled each land-surface model to the
same atmospheric boundary-layer (ABL) scheme, valid in mixed-layer conditions (i.e. for
high convective turbulence conditions). These conditions are normally the prototypical ones
in the mid-latitudes, in the Spring and Summer periods corresponding to the crop growing
season. With our two coupled models (MXL-A-gs and MXL-GECROS), we reproduced a
set of comprehensive observations of the soil, crop, and atmosphere, performed over a grown
maize field during a sunny summer day in the Netherlands. This analysis allowed us to val-
idate a robust representation for diurnal crop-atmosphere interactions. With this conceptual
framework, we studied how land-atmosphere interactions shape the diurnal CO2 drawdown.
Our results showed the importance of ABL growth and entrainment in the ABL CO2 bud-
get, and the strong contribution of both surface (e.g. soil moisture) and upper-atmosphere
conditions (e.g. subsidence) on the diurnal CO2 drawdown. A shift in these soil moisture
and subsidence conditions that is consistent with droughts had competing effects on the ABL
height, leading up to an extra 12 ppm drawdown in the mixed layer. Our results stressed the
need for complete observations of not only the soil, vegetation and lower atmosphere but also
the boundary layer and free troposphere, when analyzing land-atmosphere interactions. Our
analysis also shed light on the limits of the GECROS model to represent the downregulation
of plant fluxes with water stress as it unrealistically allowed the surface to perform unlimited
evapotranspiration. This realization led us to discard this model for the rest of our work.
Chapter 3 expanded our analysis to the synoptic scales. There we focused on the soil
moisture control on the surface fluxes, and the importance of the natural variability of plant
sensitivity to soil moisture deficit. We changed in the MXL-A-gs model the plant water
stress response function that is applied on stomatal conductance to downregulate surface
fluxes. This new function has a flexible shape, which curvature can be adapted to represent
different plant behaviors. With this conceptual framework, we performed a sensitivity anal-
ysis of the coupled land-atmosphere, from completely dry to completely wet soils, and for
different prescribed plant sensitivities to soil moisture deficit. Our findings highlighted the
complementarity of surface and upper-atmosphere exchange of carbon and water under water
limited conditions: when surface exchange is low (i.e. the plants close their stomata) the up-
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per atmosphere exchange is large (i.e. the ABL grows higher), and vice versa. But the level
of soil drying required to cause stomatal closure and large ABL growth is fundamentally dif-
ferent depending on the assumed plant sensitivity. Notably, insensitive plants respond only
little to soil moisture deficit, unless very close to wilting point. These findings had conse-
quences at the large temporal scale when we simulated a dry spell. We hence demonstrated
that insensitive plants can delay an atmospheric warming of 6 K and a CO2 enrichment of
30 ppm by two weeks at the expense of a faster and complete soil moisture depletion. As
such, the skill of weather models in simulating droughts and heat waves is tied to the plant
water-stress representation. Our analyses emphasized the need to include the natural variabil-
ity of plant water stress responses in land-surface models. We proceeded to our analysis of the
longer time scales, choosing an appropriate method to account for variable crop sensitivities
to water stress.
Chapter 4 finally examined the seasonal time scales. At this scale, we abandoned our
fully coupled crop-atmosphere setup and focused solely on processes at the cropland surface.
Especially, we focused on the seasonal impact of crop growth, crop phenology, sowing dates
and crop rotation on the timing and magnitude of the daily rates of CO2 exchange. These are
usually best represented by crop growth models, such as the WOFOST crop growth model. In
contrast to GECROS, this model applies a realistic and variable crop response to water stress
depending on the species. However, such models usually overestimate crop carbon assimila-
tion because they do not account for additional processes (e.g. pests, diseases) to represent
the actual level of crop production. We overcame these limitations of crop growth models
by assimilating observations of crop yields, harvests, and cultivated areas into WOFOST, in
order to optimize the modeled crop growth. We then combined our optimized net primary
production model (WOFOST-opt) with a robust representation of soil respiration to obtain
cropland NEE. By validating our new framework against other independent observations of
cropland NEE at 7 FluxNet sites in Europe, we demonstrated its satisfactory performance
from the wet to mildly water stressed conditions, and showed that improvements are needed
for the severe water stress cases. Such improvements would focus on the soil moisture bound-
ary conditions, with better spatial initialization, and the added representation of irrigation in
dry regions like the Mediterranean. We find our WOFOST-opt cropland NEE product is a
clear improvement to the cropland NEE modeled by the TBM of the CarbonTracker inverse
model system (SiBCASA).
Working from the diurnal to the seasonal scales, a third key research question emerged:
Research question 3: How should we represent plant water-stress in (crop)land-
surface models?
Throughout the thesis, we focussed on empirical representations of water stress, where a
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downscaling factor is applied to the stomatal conductance, the photosynthesis flux, or its pa-
rameters. In Chapter 2, we directly showed that plant types with an insensitive response to
water stress can be unrealistic. Instead in Chapter 3, we indicated there is a natural variability
of responses, and models might gain from adopting flexible representations, with room to
assign one response per species, ecosystem, or biome. This is the approach of the WOFOST
model used in Chapter 4, by assigning one response per species type (e.g. maize, other ce-
reals, tuber crops). We recommend these responses to be fully tested and validated against
combined soil moisture, carbon-exchange, and evapotranspiration measurements across veg-
etation types. Isotopic measurements which have been long used to quantify plant intrinsic
water use efficiency could perhaps help further validate these representations.
Finally, and to wrap up our main topic of research, it is interesting to attempt to scale up
the impact of croplands on the CO2 model fractions at the continental and seasonal scale:
Research question 4: What is the impact of an improved representation of cropland
NEE on the modeled CO2 mole fractions across Europe?
Chapter 4 presented our best representation of cropland NEE fluxes. In a short experiment in-
troduced in the general discussion, we replaced the standard representation of croplands in the
SiBCASA terrestrial biosphere model by our cropland estimates, conserving the NEE from
other vegetation types (i.e. forests, grasslands). We use these new boundary CO2 fluxes over
Western Europe, to be transported by a regional atmospheric transport model (WRF-Chem).
We find our improved carbon-exchange estimates greatly affect the CO2 concentrations over
a large spatial domain, mainly in the heart of the growing season when the intense NEE of
croplands strongly depletes the ABL from CO2. These results indicate the relevance of our
modeling efforts in this thesis, and the potential of the framework presented in Chapter 4 for
future studies of CO2 cropland-atmosphere exchange.
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Appendix A: GECROS, A-gs and MXL model settings
Table A.1 – MXL model initial conditions for 4 August 2007.
Variable Description and unit Value
latt latitude [◦ N] 51.59
long longitude [◦ E] 5.38
day date [DOY] 216
cc cloud cover [–] 0.225
h0 initial boundary-layer height [m] 230.0
pressure atmospheric pressure [hPa] 1022.0
D large-scale divergence [ s−1] 7 × 10−6
β entrainment ratio [–] 0.2
θ0 initial potential temperature [K] 286.0
∆θ0 initial potential temperature jump [K] 5.0
γθ potential temperature lapse rate [ K m−1] 8 × 10−3
advθ initial heat advection flux [ K s−1] 3 × 10−4
advθtim time of heat advection stop [UTC] 10:00
q0 initial specific humidity [ g kg−1] 8.5
∆ q0 initial specific humidity jump [ g kg−1] −1.0
γq specific humidity lapse rate [ g kg−1 m−1] −0.0005
advq initial humidity advection flux [ g kg−1 s−1] 3.5 × 10−4
advqtim time of humidity advection stop [UTC] 07:30
c0 initial CO2 mole fraction [ppm] 422.0
∆ c0 initial CO2 mole fraction jump [ppm] −50.0
γc CO2 mole fraction lapse rate [ppb m−1] −10.0
u0 initial mixed-layer u-wind speed [ m s−1] 5.0
ug geostrophic u-wind speed [ m s−1] 8. 0
γu free troposphere u-wind speed lapse rate [ s−1] 0.0
z0,m roughness length for momentum [m] 0.15
z0,h roughness length for scalars [m] 0.015
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Table A.2 – A-gs model initial conditions for 4 August 2007.
Variable Description and unit Value
albedo surface albedo [–] 0.198
LAI leaf area index [ m2 m−2] 3.5
fveg vegetation fraction [–] 0.97
rs, min minimum resistance for transpiration [ s m−1] 180.0
rs, soil min minimum soil resistance [ s m−1] 50.0
Λ thermal diffusivity skin layer [ W m−2 K−1] 2.5
gD VPD correction factor for rs [–] 0.
CGsat saturated heat soil conductivity [K m−2 J−1] 3.56 × 10−6
Cw constant water stress correction [–] 0.0016
Ts initial surface temperature [K] 290.0
Tsoil temperature of top soil layer [K] 288.0
T2 temperature of deeper soil layer [K] 289.0
wg water content top soil layer [ cm3 cm−3] 0.11
w2 water content deep soil layer [ cm3 cm−3] 0.11
wsat saturation water content [ cm3 cm−3] 0.36
wfc field capacity water content [ cm3 cm−3] 0.15
wwilt wilting point water content [ cm3 cm−3] 0.06
ws,max upper reference value soil water [–] 0.55
ws,min lower reference value soil water [–] 0.005
C1,sat coefficient force term moisture [–] 0.132
C2,ref coefficient restore term moisture [–] 1.8
a Clapp and Hornberger retention curve parameter a [–] 0.219
b Clapp and Hornberger retention curve parameter b [–] 4.9
p Clapp and Hornberger retention curve parameter c [–] 4.
Γ (298 K) CO2 compensation concentration at 298 K [ mg m−3] 4.3
Q10 Γ percentage of increase in Γ (298 K) with +10 K [–] 1.5
gm (298 K) mesophyll conductance at 298 K [ mm s−1] 17.5
Q10gm percentage of increase in gm with +10 K [–] 2.0
T1gm reference temperature T1 for gm [K] 286.0
T2gm reference temperature T2 for gm [K] 309.0
Am,max (298 K) CO2 maximal primary productivity at 298 K [ mg m−2 s−1] 1.7
Q10 Am percentage of increase in Am,max with +10 K [–] 2.0
T1 Am reference temperature T1 for Am,max [K] 286.0
T2 Am reference temperature T2 for Am,max [K] 311.0
f0 maximum value Cfrac [–] 0.85
ad regression coefficient for Cfrac [ kPa−1] 0.15
α0 initial low light conditions [ mg J−1] 0.014
Kx extinction coefficient for PAR [–] 0.7
gmin cuticular minimum conductance [ m s−1] 2.5 × 10−4
R10 respiration at 10 ◦C [ mg CO2 m−2 s−1] 0.03
Eact0 activation energy [ kJ kmol
−1] 5.33 × 104
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Table A.3 – GECROS model initial conditions for 4 August 2007. See Yin and van Laar
(2005) and Sinclair and de Wit (1975) for the rest of the maize average genotype parameters.
Variable Description and unit Value
SLP short day crop yes
DETER determinate crop yes
C3C4 C4 crop yes
LODGE lodging allowed no
LEGUME legume crop no
NPL plant density [plant m−2] 9.1
EG efficiency of germination [%] 3.6783
HTMX maximum plant height [m] 2.8
BLD leaf angle [deg] 50.
SEEDW seed weight [g] 0.5
MTDV minimal thermal days for vegetative phase [d] 41.0
MTDR minimal thermal days for reproductive phase [d] 15.7
PSEN photoperiod sensitivity of phenological development [ h−1] 0.
TM development stage when transition from CB to CX is fastest [–] 1.5
CX factor for initial N concentration of seed fill [–] 1.
CB factor for final N concentration of seed fill [–] 1.
PNLS fraction of dead leaf N incorporated into soil litter [–] 1.
CLAY percentage of clay in the soil [%] 7.
WCMAX soil water content at maximum holding capacity [m3 m−3] 0.36
WCFC soil water content at field capacity [m3 m−3] 0.15
WCMIN minimum soil water content [m3 m−3] 0.06
RPMR0 decomposition rate for resistant plant material [ yr−1] 0.3
DPMR0 decomposition rate for decomposable plant material [ yr−1] 10.
HUMR decomposition rate for humidified organic matter [ yr−1] 0.02
BIOR decomposition rate for microbial in the soil [ yr−1] 0.66
DRPM ratio DPM / RPM of added plant material [–] 1.44
RA residual ammonium-N in the soil [g N m−2] 1.
FBIOC fraction of initial microbial biomass in the soil 0.03
in the initial total soil organic carbon (TOC) [–]
BHC initial soil microbial biomass + humified soil organic 3500.
matter [ g C m−2]
TOC total organic C in the soil [ g C m−2] 7193.
RN residual nitrate-N in the soil [ g N m−2] 1.
MULTF multiplication factor for initial soil water status [–] 1.
TCT time constant for soil temperature dynamics [d] 4.
RSS soil resistance for water vapour transfer, equivalent 80.
to leaf stomatal resistance [ s m−1]
SD1 thickness of upper evaporative soil layer [cm] 5.
TCP time constant for some soil dynamic processes [d] 1.
FNA1 ammonium-N added in the 1st fertiliser application [ g N m−2 d−1] 10.
FNA1T day number at which the 1st ammonium-N dose is applied [DOY] 1.
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Appendix B: MXL-A-gs model equations
Equations for the heat and water cycles
This Appendix strictly provides the set of equations necessary to obtain the ABL virtual
potential temperature and its jump at the inversion height (see Sect. 3.2.2). More information
can be found about the mixed-layer theory in Vilá-Guerau de Arellano et al. (2015).
First, the diurnal evolution of the ABL potential temperature (θ) is described with the
following equation:
dθ
dt
=
1
h
× ( w′θ′ s︸︷︷︸
Surface
turbulent flux of temperature
− w′θ′e︸︷︷︸
Entrainment
turbulent flux of temperature
) + advθ︸︷︷︸
Horizontal advection
of heat
,
=
1
h
× ( SH
ρair cp
− we ∆θ ) + advθ, (B.1)
with SH the surface sensible heat flux in W m−2, cp the specific heat of moist air, and ∆θ the
potential temperature jump at the inversion height. ∆θ evolves in time due to the entrainment
of free-tropospheric warmer air into the ABL and is expressed as:
d∆θ
dt
= γθ we − dθdt , (B.2)
with γθ the free-troposphere lapse rate of potential temperature. SH is expressed as the tem-
perature gradient between the surface and the ABL times the corresponding surface conduc-
tance for heat transfer:
SH = ρair cp
1
ra
(θs − θ) . (B.3)
Very similarly to θ, the diurnal evolution of the ABL specific humidity (q) is described
with the following equation:
dq
dt
=
1
h
× ( w′q′ s︸︷︷︸
Surface
turbulent flux of humidity
− w′q′e︸︷︷︸
Entrainment
turbulent flux of humidity
) + advq︸︷︷︸
Horizontal advection
of moisture
,
=
1
h
× ( LE
ρair Lv
+ we ∆q ) + advq, (B.4)
with LE the total surface latent heat flux in W m−2 and ∆q the specific humidity jump at the
inversion height. ∆q evolves in time due to the entrainment of free-tropospheric dryer air into
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the ABL and is expressed as:
d∆q
dt
= γq we − dqdt , (B.5)
with γq the free-troposphere lapse rate of specific humidity. LE is expressed as the moisture
gradient times the corresponding surface conductance for water transfer:
LE = ρair Lv
(
fveg
ra + rs
+
1 − fveg
ra + rsoil
)
(qsat(θs) − q) , (B.6)
with fveg the vegetated fraction of the ground and rsoil the bare soil resistance to water transfer.
Note that we assume here no evaporation of liquid water (e.g. dew).
Finally, the mixed-layer virtual potential temperature (θv) used in the calculation of the
entrainment velocity (we, see Eq. 3.2 on page 56) is the mixed-layer potential temperature
corrected for the variation of density due to the presence of water vapor in the air. For
unsaturated air, θv and its jump at the inversion height (∆θv) are calculated as follows:
θv = θ × (1 + 0.61 q), (B.7)
∆θv = ∆θ + 0.61 (q ∆θ + θ ∆q + ∆θ ∆q). (B.8)
Derivation of rc
As explained in Sect. 3.2.2, the leaf stomatal resistance to CO2 transfer rl,c can be expressed
as:
1
rl,c
= gmin,c +
a1 A∗g β
(c − Γ)
(
1 + VPDVPD∗
) .
Then, to upscale rl,c from the leaf to the canopy level (i.e. to obtain rc), we must integrate this
equation over LAI:
1
rc
=
∫ LAI
0
 gmin,w1.6 + a1 A
∗
g β
(c − Γ)
(
1 + VPDVPD∗
)  dL,
=
gmin,w
1.6
LAI +
a1 β
∫ LAI
0 A
∗
g dL
(c − Γ)
(
1 + VPDVPD∗
) , (B.9)
with gmin,w the cuticular conductance for water transfer, which is related to gmin,c by the molec-
ular diffusion constant 1.6. Obtaining rc then only requires to integrate Ag∗ (see Eq. 3.8 on
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page 58) over LAI:∫ LAI
0
A∗g dL =
∫ LAI
0
[
(Am + Rdark)
{
1 − exp
(
− LUE Kx PARt e
−KxL
(Am + Rdark)
)}]
dL,
= (Am + Rdark)
{
LAI −
∫ LAI
0
exp
(
− b e−Kx L
)
dL
}
, (B.10)
with b = LUE Kx PARt/(Am + Rdark). We introduce the transformation y = b e−Kx L. Under
this transformation, the boundaries of the integral over the leaf area become L = 0 ⇒ y = b
and L = LAI ⇒ y = b e−Kx LAI. Thus, Eq. B.10 can be rewritten as:∫ LAI
0
A∗g dL = (Am + Rdark)
LAI + 1Kx
∫ b e−Kx LAI
b
e−y
y
dy
 ,
= (Am + Rdark)
{
LAI +
1
Kx
[
E1(b) − E1(b e−Kx LAI)
]}
, (B.11)
with E1(x) the integral of e
−y
y from x to infinity. The final form of Eq. B.10 thus becomes:∫ LAI
0
A∗g dL = (Am + Rdark)
{
LAI+
1
Kx
[
E1
(LUE Kx PARt
(Am + Rdark)
)
− E1
(LUE Kx PARt
(Am + Rdark)
e−Kx LAI
)]}
, (B.12)
which can be used in Eq. B.9 to calculate rc.
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Appendix C: Updated MXL-A-gs model settings (Chapter 3)
Table C.1 – Model constants, boundary and initial conditions of the control case.
Variable Value Units Description
Constants
C3/C4 C4 – C3 or C4 photosynthesis
Boundary conditions
lat 51.59 ◦ N latitude
lon 5.38 ◦ E longitude
day 216 DOY date
p 1022.0 hPa atmospheric pressure
ws 7. × 10−6 s−1 large-scale divergence
cc 0.225 – cloud cover
γθ 8. × 10−3 K m−1 potential temperature lapse rate
γq −5. × 10−4 g kg−1 m−1 specific humidity lapse rate
γc −10. × 10−3 ppm m−1 CO2 mole fraction lapse rate
advθ 3.0 × 10−4 K s−1 horizontal advection flux of heat
advq 3.5 × 10−4 g kg−1 s−1 horizontal advection flux of moisture
α 0.198 – surface albedo
LAI 3.5 m2 m−2 leaf area index
fveg 0.97 – Vegetation fraction
Initial conditions
h0 230.0 m initial boundary-layer height
θ0 286.0 K initial potential temperature
∆θ0 5.0 K initial potential temperature jump
q0 8.5 g kg−1 initial specific humidity
∆ q0 −1.0 g kg−1 initial specific humidity jump
c0 422.0 ppm initial CO2 mole fraction
∆ c0 −50.0 ppm initial CO2 mole fraction jump
SMI0 0.55 – initial soil moisture index
NB: note that the horizontal advection fluxes are set to zero at 07:30 UTC for moisture and
10:00 UTC for heat.
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Appendix D: FluxNet sites information
Table D.1 – Crop rotation and irrigation information for our 7 FluxNet sites, from 2000
to 2014. We exclude here periods with crops we cannot model, such as mustard (BE-Lon,
FR-Gri), or managed grass (FI-Jok).
Site ID Crop Dates Irrigation(Reference) sowing harvest
BE-Lon sugar beet Mar 30 2004 Sep 29 2004 no
(Moureaux et al., 2006) winter wheat Oct 14 2004 Aug 3 2005 no
potato May 1 2006 Sep 15 2006 no
winter wheat Oct 13 2006 Aug 5 2007 no
sugar beet Apr 22 2008 Nov 4 2008 no
winter wheat Nov 13 2008 Aug 7 2009 no
potato Apr 25 2010 Sep 5 2010 no
winter wheat Nov 14 2010 Aug 16 2011 no
grain maize May 14 2012 Oct 13 2012 no
winter wheat Oct 25 2012 Aug 12 2013 no
potato Apr 7 2014 Aug 22 2014 no
DE-Kli winter barley Sep 6 2003 Jul 31 2004 no
(Prescher et al., 2010) winter rapeseed Aug 18 2004 Aug 20 2005 no
winter wheat Sep 25 2005 Sep 6 2006 no
fodder maize Apr 23 2007 Oct 2 2007 no
spring barley Apr 25 2008 Aug 27 2008 no
winter barley Sep 12 2008 Jul 22 2009 no
winter rapeseed Aug 25 2009 Aug 24 2010 no
winter wheat Oct 2 2010 Aug 22 2011 no
fodder maize Apr 25 2012 Sep 19 2012 no
spring barley Apr 17 2013 Aug 24 2013 no
winter barley Oct 1 2013 July 20 2014 no
FI-Jok spring barley May 25 2001 Sep 21 2001 no(Lohila et al., 2004)
FR-Gri winter barley Oct 16 2003 Jul 2 2004 no
(Loubet et al., 2011) grain maize May 9 2005 Sep 28 2005 no
winter wheat Oct 28 2005 Jul 15 2006 no
winter barley Oct 4 2006 Jun 29 2007 no
grain maize Apr 4 2008 Sep 10 2008 no
winter wheat Oct 17 2008 Jul 31 2009 no
winter triticale Oct 14 2009 Jul 18 2010 no
fodder maize Apr 21 2011 Sep 6 2011 no
winter wheat Oct 20 2011 Aug 3 2012 no
winter rapeseed Aug 31 2012 Aug 15 2013 no
IT-BCi grain maize May 9 2004 Aug 26 2004 yes
(Vitale et al., 2007) grain maize May 17 2005 Aug 24 2005 yes
grain maize Apr 27 2006 ? yes
grain maize May 9 2007 ? yes
fodder maize Apr 30 2008 Aug 22 2008 yes
fodder maize Jun 11 2009 Sep 8 2009 yes
NL-Dij fodder maize May 5 2007 Oct 9 2007 no(Jans et al., 2010)
NL-Lan grain maize May 18 2005 Oct 19 2005 no(Moors et al., 2010)
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Appendix E: WOFOST-opt model statistics
Table E.1 – Statistics of the GPP models: (a) SiBCASA (SIB), (b) original WOFOST (WOF),
and (c) optimized WOFOST (OPT). The measurements from 2000-2011 of Table D.1 are used
to compute these statistics.
Number Climates RMSE on GPP R2 of GPP model min - max
of years (gC m−2 d−1) (-) fgap range
SIB WOF OPT SIB WOF OPT
Winter wheat 0.69 - 1.00
FR-Gri 3 Cfb 3.72 2.79 2.84 0.50 0.87 0.88
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 2.98 7.13 2.68 0.69 0.45 0.81
BE-Lon 5 Cfb 4.70 3.02 2.36 0.44 0.90 0.88
Grain maize 0.70 - 1.00
IT-BCi 6 Cfa 8.50 14.37 14.37 0.20 0.15 0.15
FR-Gri 0 Cfb 4.39 8.06 5.82 0.42 0.03 0.63
NL-Lan 1 Cfb 4.09 6.44 5.06 0.49 0.67 0.68
Fodder Maize 1.00 - 1.00
IT-BCi 0 Cfa 8.60 15.13 15.13 0.43 0.29 0.29
FR-Gri 3 Cfb 4.51 7.21 5.34 0.59 0.05 0.67
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 3.68 8.00 7.07 0.44 0.00 0.87
NL-Dij 0 Cfb 6.22 5.50 5.50 0.48 0.86 0.86
Winter barley 0.69 - 0.73
FR-Gri 2 Cfb 4.19 10.75 2.43 0.23 0.00 0.90
DE-Kli 3 Cfb 4.03 5.58 2.39 0.37 0.74 0.86
Spring barley 0.69 - 0.70
DE-Kli 0 Cfb 4.37 9.85 2.47 0.67 0.61 0.87
FI-Jok 1 Dfb 3.29 1.96 0.64 0.61 0.93 0.93
Winter rapeseed 0.92 - 0.98
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 3.18 9.96 3.42 0.58 0.04 0.79
Potato 0.69 - 1.00
BE-Lon 3 Cfb 3.75 3.19 3.19 0.42 0.53 0.53
Sugar beet 0.84 - 0.86
BE-Lon 2 Cfb 4.22 3.27 2.68 0.50 0.87 0.80
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Table E.2 – Statistics of the TER models: (a) SiBCASA (SIB), (b) original WOFOST (WOF),
and (c) optimized WOFOST (OPT). The measurements from 2000-2011 of Table D.1 are used
to compute these statistics.
Number Climates RMSE on TER R2 of TER model min - max
of years (gC m−2 d−1) (-) fgap range
SIB WOF OPT SIB WOF OPT
Winter wheat 0.69 - 1.00
FR-Gri 3 Cfb 1.69 1.21 1.28 0.63 0.81 0.83
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 2.08 1.84 1.28 0.60 0.67 0.76
BE-Lon 5 Cfb 1.99 1.13 1.04 0.53 0.81 0.81
Grain maize 0.70 - 1.00
IT-BCi 6 Cfa 3.37 4.29 4.29 0.00 0.09 0.09
FR-Gri 0 Cfb 2.11 2.73 2.46 0.41 0.15 0.43
NL-Lan 1 Cfb 2.38 2.27 2.27 0.68 0.67 0.69
Fodder Maize 1.00 - 1.00
IT-BCi 0 Cfa 3.08 4.05 4.05 0.21 0.11 0.11
FR-Gri 3 Cfb 2.30 2.38 2.46 0.34 0.18 0.47
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 1.93 1.93 1.95 0.76 0.39 0.77
NL-Dij 0 Cfb 1.83 1.76 1.76 0.79 0.72 0.72
Winter barley 0.69 - 0.73
FR-Gri 2 Cfb 1.70 2.75 0.97 0.61 0.19 0.63
DE-Kli 3 Cfb 1.71 1.25 1.15 0.72 0.77 0.87
Spring barley 0.69 - 0.70
DE-Kli 0 Cfb 3.48 2.98 1.02 0.76 0.82 0.94
FI-Jok 1 Dfb 2.24 0.75 0.61 0.80 0.91 0.92
Winter rapeseed 0.92 - 0.98
DE-Kli 2 Cfb 1.78 2.25 1.37 0.74 0.57 0.78
Potato 0.69 - 1.00
BE-Lon 3 Cfb 2.71 1.02 1.02 0.52 0.81 0.81
Sugar beet 0.84 - 0.86
BE-Lon 2 Cfb 2.44 1.36 1.00 0.60 0.82 0.81
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